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ABSTRACT
THE ALCOHOLIC FAMILY AND LARGER SYSTEMS:
A SYSTEMIC ASSESSMENT OF INTERACTIONAL PATTERNS
AND METAPHORIC COMMUNICATION
(May, 1983)
Dusty Miller, B. A., Cornell University
M. A., Goddard College, Ed. D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Evan Imber Coppersmith
This study investigated transactional patterns of the supra sys-
tem formed by the mul ti generational alcoholic family and relevant lar-
ger systems. Four such systems were studied, using a case study
method. Conjoint family interviews were videotaped and analyzed by
the researcher and two raters, according to a systemic assessment for-
mat focusing on family rules, myths, and metaphoric communication.
The study approached a social system inclusive of, yet more com-
plex than, the nuclear family. Exploring and describing the alcoholic
supra system formed by the alcoholic family and relevant larger sys-
tems provided an interactional perspective of the problem drinker's
involvement with his entire ecosystem. Structural and systemic family
theory provided a context for approaching the pervasive clinical pro-
blem of the mul ti generati on alcoholic family system which has not
been successfully helped through traditional alcohol treatment models.
Analysis of the data indentified interactional trends common to
vi
all four systems concerning family meta rules, myths and metaphoric
communications. These trends, addressing the family's stance in
relation to extended family, social network and larger "helping"
systems, suggested a prevalence of intense involvement with outsiders,
involving a primary focus of organization around the family's need to
retain locus of control within the family. Drinking appeared to serve
a transgenerational function as a metaphor for the family's relation-
ship to larger systems.
The sociocultural context for the four supra systems was viewed
as significant in determining sex-role expectations affecting the
families' relation to larger systems. Chronicity and recidivism were
discussed as hypotheti cally related to the historically neglected
recognition of the fami ly-1 arger system supra system as the signifi-
cant treatment unit.
Suggestions were made for future research and for clinical inter-
ventions which would adhere to the systemic Milan approach in approach-
ing family rules and secrets. The use of metaphor was suggested as
the most viable approach in both assessing and intervening in systems
of this sort.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The defined problem of this exploration was an interactional
systems perspective on alcoholic families in relation to "larger sys-
tems." The study attempted to provide a circular, blamefree under-
standing of: the interactional patterns within nuclear families where
alcohol abuse has been a mul ti generational problem- and the interac-
tional patterns connecting such families with such larger systems as
the extended family, social network and professional resource network.
The study investigated the family structure and transactional
patterns of four families in which alcohol abuse has been the primary
organizing principle (Steinglass, 1979) in the extended family. Family
rules, myths, and metaphoric communications were analyzed in develop-
ing hypotheses regarding the family's stance in relation to larger
systems
.
This was an exploratory and descriptive investigation, employing
the case study method. It is suggested that this in-depth study of a
small sample of multigenerational alcoholic families has generated hy-
potheses which may be useful in future research and in the development
of new assessment tools and clinical interventions.
1
2Significance of the Problem
Estimates of how many adults in the J.S. today are addicted to
alcohol range anywhere from nine million to 15 million or more. Teen-
age alcohol abuse, drunken driving, job absenteeism and/or poor job
performance due to alcoholism and alcohol-related domestic violence
(physical and psychological abuse of both children and adults) are all
leading public issues.
Alcohol abuse is designated as both a social problem and a dis-
ease in contemporary society; it is assiduously researched and
treated by researchers and clinicians from both the medical and social
service fields. In labeling alcoholism as a disease, professionals
have contributed to diminishing the stigma attached to symptomatic
drinking (Heather and Robertson, 1981). At a time when funding is ra-
pidly dwindling for the care of other "social problem" - designated
populations, the alcoholic is still frequently the recipient of socie-
tal support from his/her social network as well as professional re-
sources (Mendelson and Mello, 1979).
In addition to the professional attention given to the problems
surrounding both alcohol abusers and their families, self-help through
peer support and counseling has been made readily available through
Alcoholics Anonymous and its partner organizations Al-Anon and Ala-
teen. A. A. has been generally accepted in the U.S. as the foremost
authority in both the diagnosis and treatment of alcoholism and has
played a major role in forcing societal acceptance of the "disease"
3concept of alcoholism (Heather and Robertson, 1981). A. A. and Al-Anon
have been primarily responsible both for challenging the previously
judgemental
,
bl ameful labeling of the alcoholic as "bad" and for edu-
cating both clinicians and laymen about the importance of involving
the alcoholic's family in treating the problem.
Despite what seems to be an abundance of both research and re-
sources devoted to the field of alcoholism, there is a discouragi ngly
high failure rate in arresting or even reducing the problem ( Second
Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health
. 1974).
Equally significant is the question of why, when the widespread clini-
cal and public endorsement of A. A. and Al-Anon seems to point toward
systemic treatment as relatively successful *, there has been so little
research or clinical exploration in this area.
The Journal of Studies on Alcohol is a U.S. monthly journal that
has been publishing regularly for over 40 years. In alternating
issues it includes original articles and comprehensive, annotated
bibliographies of all current national and international material
published on alcoholism. The enormous bulk and vast scope of this
resource alone indicates both how much has been studied in the field
of alcoholism and, at the same time, how little has been gained in re-
ducing the epidemic proportions of the problem.
There has evolved over the past several decades widespread recog-
nition of alcoholism as a problem affecting not only the drinker but
*For amplification of this point, see Chapter II, p. 53.
4 *
those in his/her ecosystem as well: the nuclear family; the extended
family; co-workers; and social network. A body of literature has
emerged which has generally separated between "(1) a psychological
emphasis on specific pathological characteristics of the personali-
ties of the two spouses and, (2) a sociological emphasis on interac-
tion between family members " (Joan Ablon, 1980). Another review of
the recent trend in literature on the alcoholic family divides the
work into a historical sequence: "...(I) the 'alcoholic marriage'
...(II) experimentation with concurrent group therapy techniques...
(III) more traditional family therapy techniques for alcoholism...
(IV) application of new family theory concepts to alcoholism "
(Peter Steinglass, 1979)*.
Much of the existing literature in the area of alcoholism and the
family is concerned with questions of personality characteristi cs
and/or the genesis of the alcoholic marriage. Questions most fre-
quently include: What is the typical personality of the alcoholic's
spouse? What are the personality predictions for the alcoholic's
children? Even when the context of the drinking is broadened some-
what to include larger systems, the questions almost invariably stem
from rigid assumptions or labels involving ethnicity and personality,
* The historical development of these approaches, beginning with the
work of Joan Jackson in the 1 950
' s (the "alcoholic marriage") and
culminating in the most recent research of Steinglass et al
. ,
is
thoroughly reviewed in Chapter II.
5i.e., do Irish Catholics have alcoholic marriages because they are
sexually repressed?
The other limitation usually imposed on the subject of the family
and alcoholism is the somewhat startling assumption that the answer
for treating the alcoholic and his family has already been found and
no further clinical exploration or research is really necessary. This
professional complacency stems from the "blind faith" with which most
clinicians have come to view A. A. and Al-Anon as the best— and some-
times only— solution to the problems of the alcoholic family.
Second Special Report to the U.S. Congress and Health
published in 1974, family therapy is applauded as "the most notable
current advance in the area of psychotherapy of alcoholism." Yet in
the almost ten years since this report was compiled, very little new
work has appeared which addresses the complex nature of alcohol abuse
as this researcher sees it incorporated into family interactional pat-
terns and communications.
Although the problem of alcohol abuse has been largely ignored
by the growing systemic family therapy movement (Steinglass, 1979),
there have been significant contributions from a handful of systemic
family therapists. In the research and writing of Gregory Bateson,
Peter Steinglass, Donald I. Davis, David Berenson and Murray Bowen
(all of which will be discussed in depth in Chapter II), there are
several important themes.
Family therapists have probably been no different from their
colleagues in the mental health professions in holding professional
6prejudices against alcoholics: "The alcoholic is viewed as a dis-
tasteful, self-indulgent, weak individual involved in a pernicious
cycle of self-destructive behavior " (Steinglass, 1979
, p.12 )
However, a touchstone of the systemic family therapy doctrine is the
paradigm shift from a linear, individualistic, blameful perspective
to a blame-free view of a person "as continually influenced by and
influencing context." (Coppersmith, 1981, p. 15 ) Therefore, it
has been ideologically possible for some systemic theorists to ap-
proach the alcoholic family system with creativity and non-judgmen-
tal vision.
In a pioneer work which may soon be considered a classic in the
field of alcohol studies, Davis, Berenson and Steinglass (1974) began
exploring the adaptive consequences of drinking. This view is de-
rived, in fact, from earlier work by Bateson analyzing the alcoholic
in a systemic context (Bateson, 1972). The Davis, Berenson and
Steinglass work opened the door for clinicians and researchers to be-
gin looking at how the drinking behavior works to maintain a balance
within the family: the family remains tenaciously organized to main-
tain the drinking behavior and the interactional cycles it generates
and perpetuates. This is not, of course, to say that the alcoholic
and his/her family are necessarily aware that they are collaborating
in a choice to maintain the symptom. It does move the concept of al-
coholism out of the medical sphere in which the drinker is a chronic
victim of a disease which can only be controlled, not cured. It also
avoids the moralistic, blameful view of the drinker as an isolated,
7"bad" person who should simply pull himself together and stop drinking.
In the systemic work which has begun looking at the alcoholic
family, there is a developing consciousness of the alcoholic family
working together to protect their whole system in some way through
interactional patterns generated by the drinking of one or more family
members and the related behaviors of the others. The drinking may be
viewed as a way to "warm up" an otherwise "dull" or "cold" family
(Berenson, 1981). Patterns of drinking behavior can be analyzed as
integrally connected to the stages of the family life cycle (Stein-
glass, 1979). Whatever the cause for a family's need to maintain
balance through alcoholic interactional patterns, it is generally
accepted by systemic family therapists that the clinical approach to
drinking must involve work with the family as a whole in order to
change its organization around drinking and help it to find less harm-
ful interactional patterns. A. A. and Al-Anon is generally viewed as
an important part of clinical treatment, a systemic clinical solution
to a systemic problem.
Unfortunately, despite the success of A. A. and Al-Anon, there are
still huge segments of the population for whom A. A. and Al-Anon are
not viable solutions, judging from the continuing proportion of prob-
lems in contemporary society primarily derived from alcohol abuse.
This study will attempt to add a new perspective to the understanding
of alcoholic systems by extending the problem to a view of the alcohol-
ic family wi thi
n
a larger system. Environmental contigencies affect-
ing or maintaining alcohol abuse have been viewed from a socio-anthro-
8pological and/or socio-economic angle by social scientists for decades
Cross-cultural
, ethnic and class-comparative studies often seem to
give as much significance to alcohol use and abuse as they might to
religious practices or courtship rituals. Yet implications for clini-
cal assessment and treatment have rarely carried over from those dis-
ciplines to the medical or social service arena.
Mul ti generational alcoholism has been of unavoidable concern to
everyone in the business of alcohol research and treatment since al-
coholism is reported as a transgenerational problem in approximately
50/t of those families which are treated and studied in the U.S..
The mul ti generati onal aspects of alcoholism are obviously of primary
importance in the research of social scientists as well.
Murray Bowen looked briefly at alcoholism as a mul ti generational
issue (1974), and both Peter Steinglass and Joan Ablon have suggested
the need for more research connecting the alcoholic family to its en-
vironment. (Steinglass, 1979; Albon, 1980) However, to date, the in-
terface between alcoholic families and larger systems has been almost
completely ignored in the writing of systemic family therapists. Sys-
temic family work is generally just now beginning to look at the in-
terface of the family and larger systems. This
study is a first step in moving towards that larger systemic view of
the alcoholic family.
Purpose of the Study
This study investigates, through an exploration of family inter-
actional patterns in relation to larger systems, family rules, myths
and metaphoric communication, (including the metaphoric function of
the symptom). Hypotheses are developed and explored concerning the al
coholic family stance toward larger systems. This was done through
an in depth case study method which analyzed the information provided
in conjoint family interviews with four families who reported alcohol
abuse as a primary mul tigenerational problem.
It is suggested that an understanding of what the alcoholic
family is choosing to communicate about its roles and rules in rela-
tion to larger systems can be facilitated through an examination of
its interactional patterns in the context of its ecosystem. For ex-
ample, in a family where interaction with larger systems has consis-
tently involved shutting out everyone beyond family members, the func
tion of the drinking would seem to communicate something quite dif-
ferent from a family who has a chronic history of incorporati ng pro-
fessional resource systems into the family system and appears to or-
ganize around drinking patterns which keep outsiders involved with
the family.
The intention of the research was to develop new tools for asess
ing the alcoholic family with implications for a variety of clinical
treatement possibilities as well as to suggest new directions for
future research.
10
Limitations of the Study
The intent of this study was to generate theory and hypotheses
rather than to produce data which would allow statistical interpreta-
tion.
The size of the sample is small; it is neither random nor represen
tative. The results of the study cannot be fully general i zable to
other populations.
The families were pre-selected by the therapists who have given
the researcher access to them and their family histories. Thus the
significance of research context must be taken into consideration.*
Finally, the impact of the researcher's influence must also be
taken into consideration: the fact that families are being inter-
viewed conjointly at the same time that they are seeking therapeutic
help may significantly affect how they choose to communicate
information about both previous and current interactions with "help-
ers"
.
**
* This is the subject of a special section on referral context in
Chapter IV: because the purpose of the study is to examine the fam-
ilies' interactions with "outsiders," especially from professional
resource systems, the significance of the referring person is an impor-
tant part of the data analysis.
** See Chapter IV.
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Delimitations of the Study
Only families with at least one member seeking therapeutic help
for family problems involving alcohol abuse would be included in this
study.
Only families with at least three members who were willing and
able to participate will be included.
Only families who had sought help outside the family for alcohol
abuse problems at least once in the past (this included help for prob-
lem drinking in a previous generation) were included in the study.
Only families in which alcohol abuse has been reported as a mul-
ti generational problem were included.
Definition of Terms
1. A1 1 iance : Two or more members of a family who are united
around a common interest or task.
2. Alcoholic family
. A family in which alcohol abuse is the central
organizing principle around which family roles,
rules and interactional patterns revolve.
(Steinglass)
3. Alcoholic system . A family or a family and the larger systems
in which alcohol abuse is the central organizing
principle around which family roles, rules and
interactional patterns revolve.
4. A1 cohol i sm . A term used both medically and behavioral ly to
describe a chronic pattern of harmful and disabling
alcohol abuse.
12
5. Bo undaries
. Rules in a family defining who participates and in
what manner. Functions to facilitate or impede flow
of information between individuals, sybsystems
generations and between the family and the outside
world. (Minuchin, 1974)
6
'
—
nJ° int fam11 y interview . An interview conducted with all avail-
able family members.
7
' £.i.rcu ^ ar
.
questioning
. A method of interviewing families developed
by the Milan Associates (Mara Selvini Palazolli, et
al): one family member is asked to describe an inter-
actional pattern involving two other family members
using ranking, future hypothetical s , etc.8. Disengagement. An interactional style of family systems or sub-
systems characterized by rigid boundaries and dis-
tance. In disengaged families, family support is
activated only after extreme stress or conflict.
(Minuchin, 1974)
9. Ecosystem
. The system or environment encompassing a family and
all other relevant larger systems.
10- Enmeshment
. An interactional style of family systems and sub-
systems characterized by blurred boundaries, in-
tensiveness, closeness and lack of differentiation.
The behavior of one member immediately affects
others and stress reverberates across all boundaries
and subsystems. (Minuchin, 1974)
11* Family myths . A series of beliefs shared by all family members
concerning their relationships both within the
family and their individual and collective relation-
ship to larger systems. Myths generally go unchal-
lenged despite reality distortions they may per-
petuate; myths also may serve to maintain the home-
ostasis of the system. (Ferreira, 1963)
12. Family rules . Typical and repetitive patterns of interaction
among family members which characterize the family
system as a whole, and more than a collection of
individuals. (Jackson, 1959).
13. Family task . A task, real or simulated, assigned to a family to
perform. Purpose is to elicit 1 quasi-natural
'
assessment of interactional patterns.
13
14. Homeostasis. A concept denoting that the continuous interplay ofdynamic forces within the family tends toward the
7j^Knn nC?Q^i anT!qUlllbrium amo " 9 famil y "embers.(Jackso , 1957) This concept can also be applied
systems'"
31 01:6,13,106 ° f equ ’ llbrium amon 9 interacting
15. Hypothesizing
. A process of organizing all the data attached to
a symptom so as to make sense in the relationship
context of the family. "A supposition made as abasis for reasoning, without reference to its truth,
as a starting point for an investigation." (Oxford
English Dictionary)
16. Joining
. Activity of the therapist aimed at becoming part of
the family system in a position of leadership.
Adaptation of the therapist to the style, rules
and language of the family with the aim of forming
a therapeutic relationship. (Minuchin, 1974)
k§ r 9er systems . Can apply to any system which extends beyond and
is i nteractional ly significant in relation to the
family. Includes extended family, social network
systems and professional systems.
inco ngruous hierarchies
. A relationship among family members
(or different systems in relationship) in which
there are simultaneous "one-up" and "one-down"
hierarchies which function concurrently to produce
a dysfunctional confusion in the system. I.e., the
symptomatic member may "one-up" by controlling the
family through his behavior while also being "one-
down" in his dysfunctional role as incompent, unem-
ployed, etc., and conversely the same confused
hierarchy Is true for his spouse, or child, or
parent; thus their relationship combines in an
"incongruous hierarchy." (Madanes, 1981)
19. Morphogenesis
. A system 1 s capacity to transform itself to an
organizational pattern capable of responding to a
more complex context; growful change.
20. Mul ti generati on a! . Passed from one generation to another; exist-
ing in more than one generation of a family.
21. Metaphoric communication . An indirect communication in which a
statement is made which communicates through a sym-
bolic analogy.
14
22. Neutrality
. A therapeutic stance, especially associated withthe Milan Associates, which allows the therapist
mL!i
CaP
^
all
!
ances with famil y members, to avoidjudgments, and to resist all linear traps and
neutral h
(H°
h
ffman
» 1981 ) Therapist remains
towards both persons and ideas.
3. Parental chi Id
. Child who is given parental power and responsibi-lity within a family. This can be a functional
structure, particularly in large or single-parent
families, but may become dysfunctional if the
delegation of authority is not explicit, or if
parents abdicate all authority. (Minuchin, 1974)
24
‘
-
P
-
rob1em dr1nkl'nq
. Used here interchangeably with alcohol abuse.
In more traditional alcohol literature the term is
used to distinguish a less serious degree of drink-
ing from alcoholism or alcohol addiction.
25. Re frami ng . To change the viewpoint or meaning ascribed to an
event, symptom, role or person by placing it in
another context with a differing explanation for
its occurrence than is presently beinq qiven to
it. (Minuchin, 1974)
26. Rigidi ty . Unusually strong resistance to change in transac-
tional patterns already established in family sys-
tems .
27* Recursive loops
.
(also called "reflexive loops") Two messages are
simultaneously context (higher level) and that
which is within a context (lower level) in the same
system. (Cronen, 1982)
28- Structural family therapy . A model of assessing and working with
families which emphasizes the organizational aspects
of family hierarchy, subsystems, alliances and
coalitions. Change is thought to come about by
shifts in these organizational patterns.
29. Systemic assessment . An analysis or diagnosis of a family's
interactions in a communications context.
30. Systemic family therapy . Models of assessing and working with
families concentrating on the repeating sequences
of interaction. Change is facilitated by changing
important family rules or by small changes in
feedback loops which lead to progressi vely larger
changes
.
15
31. Subsystem. Divisions in families determined by tasks, inte-
rests, functions, or generations of the family
or its members. Generic subsystems within thefamily include marital, parental and siblinq sub-
systems. y
32. Genoqram. A structural map of three family generations, contaming the following information: names, birthdates, marriages and divorces, relationships in-
cluding siblings and children, death dates, geo-graphic affiliations and "toxic" events in the
family's history.
CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION
The work of the structural, strategic and systemic family the-
onsts of the last three decades is alive with innovative and dra-
matic concepts: "paradigm shifts," "evolutionary versus homeostatic,"
"epistemological revolution." The language of alcohol treatment stu-
dies, by comparison, tends to be more traditional.
Although attitudes and concepts about alcohol problems are chang-
ing, there is still a relatively narrow range of positions articulated
by professionals and laymen alike. For example, the main theoretical
split in alcohol research is the "disease model" versus the "learned
behavior " view of problem drinking. The language of alcohol studies
therefore, reflects either a predictable, traditional medical vocabu-
lary or a vocabulary generally associated with behavioral science.
This chapter is an attempt to describe and eventually merge two dis-
similar worlds of family therapy and alcohol research studies.
This chapter begins with an overview of structural
,
strategic,
systemic family therapy. The second section is a brief history of
family approaches to alcohol problems which have historical signifi-
cance in the evolution toward a union of traditional alcohol treatment
with structural, strategic, systemic family therapy.
The overview of the development of structural
,
strategic, sys-
temic family therapy is included in order to orient the reader to the
16
17
theoretical premises in which this research project is grounded. The
second section acquaints the reader with the modern history of alcohol
treatment, including the development of most recent family therapy
work with alcohol ic systems.
The review of family therapy literature is artificially separated
into two sections: a general overview of significant concepts in the
field; and the other, a more specific application of those concepts
to alcohol treatment. It is intended by the writer to provide a rich-
er cross-ferti 1 i zation from the family therapy field to the alcohol
studies field by bridging the two very different languages with this
structure which brings them chronologically to the point of their very
recent union, as it is described at the end of the second section.
Section I
Introducti on . Family Systems Theory is unique among modern psycho-
therapeutic theories in that it is not derived from the medical model
or previous psychological theory. Family systems theory is considered
a new paradigm which means, according to Thomas Kuhn's definition of
such a theoretical shift, that it is a new way of organizing reality.
This not only signals a new method of problem solving, but necessi-
tates the development of a new and specialized language (Kuhn, 1970).
The originator of General Systems Theory is generally considered
to be Von Bertalanffy. Von Bertalanffy developed a theory which pos-
tulates models, principles and laws applicable to all forms of gene-
18
ralized systems or subclasses (Von Bertalanffy, 1955) and has come
to represent a wide range of disciplines. In the discussions of both
Balancing/Cyclical Theory (Part B) and Spiral Theory (Part C) of this
section, the evolution of Family Systems Theory from General Systems
Theory will be traced. Structural /Hierarchi cal Theory (Part I) is
less directly linked to General Systems Theory in its specific percep-
tions and techniques. Following are a series of very specific com-
ponents common to three of the categories of theory this writer has
chosen to describe.
It is important to note here that a distinction will be made be-
tween family systems theory and other family theory. Those forms of
family therapy based on psychodynamic rather than systems theory
(Ackerman, 1958; Nagy and Framo, 1965; Satir, 1964; Whitaker, 1973)
will not be represented in this study.
In Family Systems Theory, people and their problems are approach-
ed in relation to their overall context. Their behavior is viewed in
interactional terms, so that individuals are considered from the per-
spective of both how they affect other people immediately involved
with them and how they are affected by those people. Thus a meaning-
ful system rather than the symptomatic individual is the focus for the
therapist's work.
Symptoms or problems are seen as both system-maintained and sys-
tem-maintaining. An individual is expected to change, a symptom or
problem to disappear, only if the interpersonal system is changed .
The history of the individual is important as part of the history
19
of the whole system, especially as that history pertains to the cur-
rent problem or symptom and as that history is understood or construed
by the people in the system. Therapy generally can be said to focus
more heavily on the present than the past, although transgenerational
patterns of interactional behavior are considered important in both
diagnosis and treatment of the problem. In this context of systemic
history, the family life cycle and developmental stage are generally
considered crucial to the assessment of the problem.
A significant common thread running through these theories is the
emphasis on changi ng repeti ti ve behavioral sequences revolving around
the problem and/or changing dysfunction beliefs or rules of the sys-
tem, rather than attempting to change the individual's understanding
of himself through insight. Small changes in behavioral patterns are
sought and therapy is almost invariably brief, (e.g. less than a year
and often less than six months). With the exception of Bowenian
therapy, the end of therapy is generally signalled by the disappear-
ance of the symptom, although the focus on the symptom is less direct
in structural theory than in strategic or systemic theory.
There are a wide range of philosophical perspectives, diagnostic
tools, interventions and even origins of theory shared by the schools
of family therapy included in this study. However, it becomes too
cumbersome to pursue those commonalities beyond the above-mentioned
ideas because of the inevitable need to differentiate rather than to
equate. Thus in the following discussion there will be some unavoid-
able overlap and repetition in the description of the three ap-
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proaches to family therapy designated by this writer.
Lynn Hoffman separates the field of family therapy into five ap-
proaches: the historical, the ecological, the structural, the stra-
tegic and the systemic (Hoffman, 1981). There are concepts associated
with each of those approaches which are directly relevant to the re-
search in this paper. There seems to be no simple way to organize a
discussion of these key ideas around individual theorists, which is
both a tribute to the collaborative evolutionary nature of systems
thinking and something of a nuisance for those faced with the task of
presenting the theory.
In this review of relevant and principle concepts in family
therapy
,
a chronological approach has been rejected in favor of a more
schematic organization. Since concepts cannot always be attributed
to any one person and because the general umbrella titles of "struc-
tural," "strategic" and "systemic" seem all too often to be heavily
overlapping or undifferentiated, a new division of major theories will
be attempted here.
Family therapy, whether derived from systems theory, organization
theory or communications theory seems to be characteri zed by concepts
of interactional arrangements connoting specific forms of motion.
Thus it seems appropriate to experiment with organizing the work in
this section into the following conceptual categories which all imply
different dimensions of motion as well as spatial arrangement:
(A) Structural /Hi erarchi cal
(B) Balancing/Homeostatic
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Cyclical (communication: recursive loops;
emphasis on punctuation)
(C) Spiral/Evolutionary (ecosystemic)
A
.
.
.
Structural /Hierarchical
. Structural family therapy can be said
to differ most from the other theories identified within family ther-
apy movement in its separation from systems theory and its apparent
derivation from organization theory. Salvador Minuchin, who, along
with his associate Braulio Montalvo, is most commonly associated with
structural family therapy, describes the goals of therapy in terms of
restructuring family organizations so that problems of proximity and
distance, and issues of boundary functioning within the system become
the primary focus of the therapy ( 1974 ).
Within the broader framework of proximi ty/di stance is the refine-
ment in conceptualizing the extremes of boundary functioning. This
concept, the continuum of enmeshment-di sengagement
, is a cornerstone
in the theory of Mini chin and his associates at the Philadelphia Child
Guidance Clinic and in the mul ti generational degrees of differentia-
tion proposed in the theory of Murray Bowen. Here is the first of
many examples demonstrating how interconnected most of the major fam-
ily therapy theories really are. The importance of boundaries and
the concern with closeness and distance within the system is also
basic to the work of Jay Haley and Cloe Madanes at the Family Therapy
Institute in Washington. Haley and Madanes are generally associated
as much with the strategic therapy school as with the structural
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school. This section is concerned with how each of these four
theorists has used a structural approach to family systems.
In Minuchin's work the focus is on the organization of the family
defined by the boundaries which separate subsystems from each other
and determine "who participates and how in the family" (Minuchin, 1974
,
P. 53). The structural perspective is spatial and hierarchical: the
family is viewed as a system encompassing various hierarchical ly-or-
ganized subsystems. A lliances and coalitions are carefully analyzed
in the therapy and the work of restructuri ng the family organization
is generally concerned with changing those dysfunctional alliances
and coalitions.
Minuchin seems to operate from a more specific "blueprint" model
of the normative family system than other approaches. Hoffman des-
cribes Minuchin's model of the appropri ately organized family which:
. . .will have clearly marked boundaries. The marital
subsystems will have closed boundaries to protect the
privacy of the spouses. The parental subsystem will have
clear boundaries between it and the children, but not so
impenetrable as to limit the access necessary for good
parenting. The sibling subsystem will have its own
boundaries and will be organized hierarchical ly , so that
children are given tasks and privileges consonant with
sex and age as determined by the family's culture.
Finally, the boundary around the nuclear family will also
be respected, although this is dependent on cultural,
social and economic factors (Hoffman, 1981, pp. 262-263).
Minuchin takes a strong position in focusing on the organization
of the family rather than the symptom presented for treatment; his
approach assumes that the symptom will disappear when the family or-
ganization is normalized. It is interesting to note that despite the
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avoidance of specific, direct concern with the nature of the symptom
itself, Minuchin and his associates at Philadelphia Child Guidance
are renowned for their writing and successful treatment of a specific
symptom area, the psychosomatic family.*
Structural work derived from Minuchin's approach is generally
characterized by moves to join heavily with parts of the system in
order to unbalance it, to actively intrude for the purpose of chal-
lenging the existing (and presumably dysfunctional) structure, bound-
aries and roles.
A structural view of the family would include the following in-
formation :
Bo u ndaries
. Information about boundaries in the system would
define them as clear, 'rigid" or "diffuse." A description of the
system's structure would include a map of affiliation lines, overin-
volvements, conflicts, coalitions, and "detours." "Detouring" is a
key descriptive concept in structural work and is used to describe
When a family is labelled in this study according to a symptom,
i.e., the "psychosomatic family," "the schizophrenic family" or the
alcoholic family," it is not because the researcher is suggesting
that there are fixed family types, defined by their most visible symp-
tomatology. This terminology is used because they create a system
whose behavior is organized primarily at that particular point in
their history around that particular symptom.
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the involvement of a third party, usually a child in conflict between
a dyad, usually the parents.
Enmeshment/Di s en qagement is always critical in structural work.
This means simply to perceive the spectrum of boundaries in the sys-
tem, i.e., "enmeshment 11 denotes boundaries which are too diffuse and
"disengagement" means inappropriately rigid boundaries.
Boundaries in dysfunctional families may be viewed in structural
terms as being so diffuse that the resulting enmeshment of a parent
and child interferes, for example, with the child's privacy and space
to develop her own age-appropri ate skills and interests. Or there may
be such a rigid boundary around the marital subsystem for example,
that problems of disengagement emerge: poor communication between the
parents and their children and/or non-members (in-laws, friends, out-
siders) can produce an atmosphere lacking vital support and protection
Boundaries around the family as a whole are also a significant
piece of structural theory, and of critical importance to this parti -
cular study . A rigid boundary, on the one hand, prevents exchange
with the outside world, thus potentially limiting helpful, pleasurable
and generally growth-producing stimulation and intervention. On the
other hand, the overly diffuse boundary subjects the family to burden-
some involvement with public agencies and professional helpers. In
such a case the family has no way of preventing i nappropri ate or
harmful interference from the outside world ( Imber Coppersmith, 1981).
Another of Minuchin's contributions to the structural therapy
model is his emphasis on the family's degree of flexibility in res-
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ponding to change. Like most of the Family Systems Theory proponents,
he pays close attention to the family life cycle, emphasizing the sig-
nificance of how developmental stages affect the family's need to re-
define rules and roles and to manage appropriate reorgani zation
.
The changes affecting a family may be internal or external and
may be normal, positive developmental events like the birth of a child
Any significant change, however, is potentially stressful and the
family may respond by ridigifying, for example, or by becoming divided
If the stressful situation brings about an invasion of the family by
public agencies and professional helpers, it may create potential dys-
function in the interactions and involvement of the family with the
larger system, even if the family could remain functional within its
membership
.
Bowenian therapy would not necessarily find its way into a re-
view of Family Systems Theory which define the limits as excluding
psychodynamical ly-oriented family therapists. Neither would Bowen
generally be assigned a slot in the structural family therapy cate-
gory. In this writer's categorization, however, Bowenian theory is
included back-to-back with Minuchin because of the importance of boun-
daries and triangles in the theory. Bowenian theory is also important
in this study because of the primary focus on the mul ti generational
family context.
Although Bowen was not primarily interested in whole families
with children, practitioners like Guerin, Carter and Orfanides have
used Bowenian therapy practices to develop mul ti generational therapy,
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using the genogram as a standard
in this way by Bowen's followers
tool. The following concepts, used
are hallmarks of Bowenian multigene-
rational family therapy:
The
.
genogram is a visual (structural/hierarchical) diagram of
the family tree extending back at least three generations and extend
ing collaterally to include siblings and their families in each gene-
ration.
The individuation of each family member, "differentiation of
self," is the core issue in Bowen work. In 1967 Bowen first presented
his thoughts on how the individual can effect profound changes in an
entire extended family by challenging some of the basic rules around
"
d ifferentiation" and ^fusion" in the family. These concepts seem
similar enough to Minuchin's "enmeshment" and "disengagement" continu-
um to place these two theoreticians in a loosely-defined proximity.
The similarity lies in the nature of a structural concept, a way of
describing relationships between family members in "distant-close"
spatial dimensions, a use of boundaries and the motion away from or
towards. If a family member is described as being "enmeshed" with his
mother or if he is placed on the "fusion" end of the "individuation"
scale, the picture is roughly the same. What is suggested is the
clinical necessity of separating son from mother and creating a more
distinct boundary between them.
There is a great deal of Bowenian theory that is not directly
relevant to this study, i.e., the process of being "coached" in dif-
ferentiating from one's family of origin which can involve literally
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years of emotional and physical journeys to and from parts of one's
entire extended family. The aspect of Bowenian "coaching" most per-
tinent to this study is the placing of the therapist and a family
member in a secret pact as part of the plan or directive, a thera-
peutic intervention which will be more fully discussed in the descrip-
tion of David Berenson's work in Section II. This is also similar to
Minuchin s therapeutic approach which often involves joining heavily
with one family member in order to unbalance the system to allow more
functional reorganization.
Another Bowenian hallmark is hi s emphasi s on looking at the family
system from a structural perspective which focuses on tri angles (Bowen,
1 955). Bowen described the tri angl e as "the smallest stable relation-
ship system (Guerin, 1976, p. 76) and looks at both family system
triangles and larger system triangles as the most exact way of analy-
zing and solving therapeutic problems.
The importance of hierarchy in the structural family systems ap-
proach is more closely associated with Haley and Madanes than with
Minuchin and is the key concept in placing Haley and Madanes as the
sort of "bridge" theorists between the structural and the strategic
models. Minuchin looks at hierarchical problems in his concepts of
rigid triads. Triangulation, detouring and stable cross-generational
coalitions are all descriptions of a hierarchical structure which is
in some way dysfunctional. One parent and child (or several children)
may be i nappropri ately allied against the other parent, or parents may
not be keeping their "executive" business within their subsystem and
and are instead devouring it through a triangulated child (or chil-
dren )
.
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Haley and Madanes are each more likely to address the issues of
power inherent in the concept of hierarchy:
When one is dealing with a family or another naturalgroup, there is inevitably an issue of hierarchy
because the participants are not all equal.
. with
a unit of three, it is possible to think of coalitions
and of a hierarchical structure of these coalitions.
Therapists who think in units of three tend to be con-
cerned with status and power in the family. They respectgeneration lines by not giving equal rights or responsi-
iQQi
tieS children, Parents, and grandparents (Madanes,
I 981
, pp. 5-6)
.
Haley is associated with many concepts in the family therapy
movement and it would be an injustice and a distortion to pigeon-
hole his theory as only structural
,
concerned with hierarchical po-
wer relations. In this study, however, the focus will be on his work
with the hierarchically-oriented theory encapsulated in the preceeding
quote.
Haley's work with parents and "crazy young people" in Leaving
H
-
om
.
e 1S a simply step-state model concerned with making a structural
shift in the organization of the family. He is noted for his concern
with appropriate hierarchical lines and he presents a strong case for
changing the label of "crazy" behavior to "bad" behavior so that the
parents can be helped to unite in gaining control of the family sys-
tem, i.e., being restored to their appropriate hierarchical position.
Haley approaches the family structurally by moving the system from
one type of "abnormal" organization to another and then finally to a
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more normal organization.
Madanes also is associated with therapeutic approaches in which
the power hierarchical relationships in the system are of vital impor-
tance. Like Haley, Madanes sees the dysfunctional hierarchy as a
symptomatic attempt to maintain some kind of systemic cohesion. She
is particularly interested in the concept of the incongruous hierarchy,
"a situation where one behavior defines simultaneously an inferior and
a superior position of each spouse in relation to the other spouse"
(Madanes
, 1981
,
p. 31 )
.
Her work is especially useful in looking at the marital system,
or a parent-child enmeshed dyad, in which one member is symptomatic.
On the one hand, the symptomatic member is in an inferior, one-down
position because the other is helping, protecting, attempting to
change or cure him*, on the other hand, as long as he refuses to be
changed or cured he is in a superior, one-up position in relation to
the powerless "helper." Madanes sees the symptomatic behavior as
a metaphor for a power struggle going on in the system. She includes
hierarchical incongruity as a concept applying to parents and chil-
dren as well as couples, pointing out that the parent may be defined
as in charge of a family and yet at the same time be "tyrannized and
exploited" by a child or children.
This concept is important in the framing of fami ly-1 arger system
relationships which will be examined in this study. A family may be
viewed as inferior by the professionals, extended family members or
social network representati ves all trying to "help" it and yet a po-
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werfully incongruous hierarchy is maintained by the seeming hopeless-
ness of this mission which is proved by the thus "superior, can't-be-
helped" family as clearly impossible. The "Mission Impossible" system
in which family and outsiders are locked in a power struggle is an
example of hierarchical incongruity which breeds incongruities galore
if the power struggle underlying the whole structure is not addressed.
In looking at the concept of incongruous hierarchies, Madanes
describes a case in which problem drinking was the symptom. Madanes,
who was the therapist for the couple, viewed the drinking as "a meta-
phor for their interaction around other areas in their lives, where
the wife was always struggling to make the husband behave more com-
petently and responsibly and where the more she pushed in this direc-
tion, the more down he was in the marital hierarchy and the more he
used helplessness as a way of gaining power" (Madanes, 1981, p. 49).
The stages of addressing and changing the power struggle in this case
are fascinating and the reader is referred to Madanes' account of her
work on this case in Strategic Family Therapy
, pp. 49-54, although
it is also described briefly in this chapter (p.33 ).
One other concept of primary significance in both a review of
Madanes' work and in the theoretical orientation of t hi
s
study, is
her interest in exploring the metaphorical significance of the symptom.
Although this is more of a "communications" concept and thus would
seem to fit more logically in the following section, it is character-
istic of both Madanes and Minuchin to look at the communication dimen-
sions of symptoms.
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Madanes pays close attention to the metaphorical implications
of somatic complaints. For example, if someone in the family com-
plains of a chronic headache-and-sti ff-neck syndrome, Madanes tries
to discover what or who in the system is a "pain in the neck." There
are a variety of ways that a symptom can be metaphori cally interpreted
while still being analyzed as part of a systemic interaction problem.
A whole family, for example, might organize around a particular symp-
tom and maintain that symptom as a strong metaphorical communication
about who they are. Any symptom, from agoraphobia to migraine head-
aches or drinking, can be analyzed as a metaphorical communication
both lntrasystemically and in fami ly/1 arger system interactions.
^—Balanc ing/Homeostatic . Another way of visually conceptualizing
the family is to see it as a more mobile or fluid cyclical system in
which parts of the system are circling in loops continually seeking
to keep the system as a whole in a state of equilibrium or balance.
This condition of balance is most often called homeostasi
s
by family
therapi sts
.
This way of approaching the family is associated with communi-
cations theory. The originators of the theory are Norbert Wiener
(1948) who originated the paradigm of cybernetics
.
Von Bertalanffy
(1955) who developed General Systems Theory, and Gregory Bateson whose
research project on communication (1951-1962) resulted in a rich col-
laboration of theroeti ci ans from a variety of disciplines. Their
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focus for this work was patterns of schizophrenic transaction.
Before the now-famous "Bateson project," Bateson had begun ob-
serving and conceptualizing human transactional patterns as early as
the 1930's when, as a cultural anthropologist, he studied the Iatmul
culture in New Guinea. He became particularly interested in a cere-
mony which seemed to express the ways in which conflicts and divisions
within a group were processed. Bateson wrote a book called Naven
(the name of the ceremony) which was a foreshadowing of the research
he was to pursue later in his cybernetical ly-deri ved theory of the
60
' s and 70' s. His term "schi smogenesi s" refers to "a process of
differention in the norms of individual behavior resulting from cumu-
lative interaction between individuals" (Bateson, 1958, p. 175). This
term and its genesis in his observations of the naven ceremony will be
further described in Section C's discussion of "spiral or "evolution-
ary" work.
Bateson was influenced during the 50' s by Norbert Wiener's
cyberneti cs
,
the science of sel f-correcti ng systems. Bateson began
to conceive human systems as analagous to the arrangement of a steam
engine with a governor. The "loop" concept here is, basically, that
a control or balancing device exists which responds to a build-up of
one element so that "the more there is of something, the less there
is of something else" (Hoffman, 1981, p. 46). The idea in family sys-
tems is that a loop of behaviors develops or exists to keep certain
variables of the system from activating an explosion of the system
as a whole.
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Don Jackson, is his work with the Bateson Project, used the term
"family homeostasis 1 ' to describe the process by which families operate
in a "closed information system." The family resists change-even if
it means the restoration of health to a symptomatic family member-
in order to maintain some sort of necessary equilibrium within the
system. According to Haley (also a member of the Bateson Project in
the early years), the "first law of human relationships" is: "When
one person indicates a change in relation to another, the other will
act upon the first so as to diminish and modify that change" (Haley
1964, p. 189). The Bateson group noticed that even when one family
member began to get better, someone else began to get worse, suggest-
ing that the family needed the presence of a symptomatic member.
When working with this kind of rigidly homeostatic system Jackson
would attempt to induce a "runaway," which meant that an amplifying
feedback process would escalate rapidly and produce a blowup or break-
down. This approach could be seen as a forerunner of the newly-emerg-
ing evolutionary or spiral approach to family systems which will be
explored in Part C.
The following is a case example of the homeostati c-mai ntai ned
and maintaining symptom being therapeutically escalated to induce a
runaway; this case was previously mentioned in Section One's review
of Cloe Madanes. Madanes was working with a couple in which the
hudband's problem drinking was the presenting problem. The husband
was described as feeling inferior to his wife for many reasons. She
was college-educated, had a middle-class job and income, was secure in
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her friendships and was generally accepted by the outside world as
an attractive competent woman. He, on the other hand, was an une-
ducated laborer in a low status job who was generally unsuccessful
in the outside world. The only way in which he was more powerful
than she, was that his excessive drinking gave him the power to humi-
liate, aggravate and abuse her.
Madanes determined from her initial sessions with this couple
that the wife was determined to remain with her husband and stand by
him, no matter how distressing his drinking behavior might be for her.
Recognizing how the drinking served to maintain some kind of equili-
brium or homeostasis in this system, Madanes realized that trying to
induce the drinker to give up his symptomatic behavior directly would
be resisted covertly if not overtly by both members of the couple.
Madanes directed the wife to buy, with her own money, the hus-
band's favorite kind of alcohol; every day that week she was to gra-
ciously and affectionately serve the husband drinks when he came home
from work until he got drunk and fell asleep. The directive was
changed for the second week: she was to al so serve him drinks on
the weekend and make love to him beforehand. This changed the drink-
ing behavior drastically since the husband's usual pattern was to
drink with his friends in the car after work until he got drunk and
then to arrive home drunk, abusive and about to pass out.
By giving the couple this directive, the husband was put in a
bind: if he drank with his wife's blessing, he was no longer able
to exert power over her by drinking. The intervention's impact on the
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wife was to exaggerate her support of the husband's symptomatic beha-
vior (an example of dysfunctional complementarity) to the point of
causing such stress that a "runaway" would occur which would bring
the system to a breaking point, upset the system's homeostasis, and
create the possibility of other choices which could be more functional
vehicles for stabilizing and balancing the system. This was a sort
of paradox in which the prescri ption to conti nue and i n fact escal ate the
symptom or problem became the solution.
The therapy went through several stages and several crises before
arriving at a positive outcome which involved the husband getting job
training and becoming more symmetrical with his wife. The problem
drinking ended a year after the therapy ended, the husband was made
a supervisor at work and the marital problems had ceased.
Several concepts emerge in the preceding example including both
the paradox and the concept of complementary vs. symmetrical . In
further defining those terms and ascribing them to their originators,
there is more introductory groundwork to be laid in the review of
communications theory as it has been applied to systemic family thera-
py.
Paul Watlzawick, Don Jackson, Janet Beavin, John Weakland and
Richard Fisch are all major theoreticians associated with the MRI
institute in Palo Alto, California, an important off-shoot of the
original Bateson Project. Several rules or laws of communication are
foundation principles in the theory of systemic family therapy evolv-
ing from the Bateson Project and then the MRI group (Watlzawick,
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et al
, 1967):
There is no such thing as nonbehavior (p. 48).
One cannot not communicate (p. 49 ).
A series of communications can be viewed as an un-interrupted sequence of interchanges. However, theparticipants in the interaction always introduce,
the puctuati on of the sequence of events (p. 2:34).
Punctuation organizes behavioral events. ... For
example, we call a person in a group behaving’in one
way the leader" in another the "follower," althouqh
on reflection it is difficult to say which comes
first or where one would be without the other (p. 2:42).
Human beings communicate both digitally and analogically.
Digital language has a highly complex and powerful logical
syntax but lacks adequate semantics in the field of
relationship, while analogic 1 anguage possesses the
semantics but has no adequate syntax for the unambiguous
definition of the nature of relationship (p. 2:60).
This theoretical school is very concerned with the concepts of
symmetri cal versus complementary relationships (which is another
reason for placing their work in this section on balancing ). Sym-
metrical relationships are characterized by equality and mirroring of
each other's behavior, while complementary relationships maximize dif-
ferences in which dissimilar but interlocking behaviors evoke each
other (Watzlawick, 1967). For example, in one couple the wife may
drink in order to equal her alcoholic husband's incompetence: in this
symmetri cal relationship the couple is in a contest of sorts to match
each other's dysfunctional drinking so that neither can be more impo-
tent or incompetent than the other. In a more complementary arrange-
ment, the husband may become increasingly capable of performing all
the household tasks to compensate for his alcoholic wife's complete
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incompetence: the more dysfunctional she becomes, the more he appears
to be the model husband and father. Obviously this arrangement also
works conversely: the more capable and "in charge" he is, the more
dysfunctional she becomes.
Systems can be seen as being very stable, no matter how dysfunc-
tional. Members of the system are creating a balanced whole by their
behavioral loops which seek to maintain homeostasis and by their reci-
procal arrangements involving complementarity and symmetry.
Jackson called this stabi 1 i zationshi p of relationship definition
the rule of the relationship and saw families as rule-governed sys-
tems (Watzl awick
, 1967). The emphasis on rules characteri zes the
work of the Milan Group, as does the use of paradox
. The Milan Asso-
ciates work with rules, paradoxical intervention and family ritual
will be further described in Section C on Spiral/Evolutionary Theory.
Bateson's work should not, rightly, be described as only encom-
passing what is being grouped in this study under the heading: "Ba-
lancing/Homeostatic," but the double bind concept can logically best
be described under this heading.
What is perhaps the cornerstone of the Bateson Project's work is
the "double bind" concept, published in 1956 in a paper titled "Toward
a Theory of Schizophrenia." "Double bind" is a communication theory
concept, representative of the cyclical interactional view of the
family system. This term describes a context in which there are repe-
titive and habitual communication impasses: a communication at one
level is contradicted or obliterated at another.
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Jackson saw the possibility for therapeutic use of the double
bind, usually a situation which is incapacitating for those trapped
in its interactional web. Thus he created the concept of the home-
opathic use of the double bind, referred to as the "therapeutic double
bind." In purposely constructing a therapeutic double bind, Jackson
(and the Bateson Project generally) was a pioneer in what has become
standard practice for many systemic family therapists: "prescribing
the symptom or suggesting that the problem in the family be purposely
maintained or escalated.
Bateson s theory of how the therapeutic double bind is incor-
porated in the relationship of A. A. and the alcoholic drinker is an
example useful to review in this study for several reasons: it serves
to delineate the basic philosophical tenets of A. A. as well as to
illustrate how Bateson conceptualized the therapeutic double bind. It
is also helpful in looking at this example of Bateson's work to intro-
duce the concept of reframing as it has been defined by Watlawick, et
at
:
Reframi nq :
To reframe, then, means to change the conceptual
and/or emotional setting or viewpoint in relation
to which a situation is experienced and to place
it in another frame which fits the "facts" of the
same concrete situation equally well or even better,
and thereby change its entire meaning (Watlawick,
1967, P
-66 : 2 )
*
The first two steps of A. A. are:
1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol--
that our lives had become unmanageable.
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2. Came to believe that a Power greater than our-
selves could restore us to sanity.
The basis for recovery in the A. A. program is for both the alcoholic
and the alcoholic's family (spouse, parent, sibling or child) to ad-
mit their mutual powerlessness in the grips of alcoholism. They must
then approach their "Higher Power" (and the A.A./Al-Anon program) in
a similar acceptance of their own powerlessness, "turning it over"
to these positive agents for sobriety rather than to the negative
forces of alcohol
.
Bateson made some interesting observations about his therapeutic
model in the "Cybernetics of 'Self' : A Theory of Alcoholism" (Bateson,
1972). He writes that since there is something in the alcoholic's
sober life that "drives him to drink," then his sobriety i.s in some
way "wrong" and "intoxication must provide some— at least subjective-
correction of this error" (Bateson, 1972, p. 310). Bateson develops
a convincing argument that since the alcoholic is in a more "correct"
place when he is in a "wet" state rather than a "dry" one, it is im-
possible to expect him to give up alcohol through sheer will power
when he is sober. A. A.
,
Bateson claims, understands that the alcoho-
lic must first accept his powerlessness, must believe that "the total
personality of an alcoholic is an alcoholic personality which cannot
conceivably fight alcoholism" (p. 312). A. A., therefore, breaks
"the myth of self power. . . by the demonstration of a greater power"
(p. 313).
What makes A. A. successful, at least in part, is a kind of re-
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framing according to the Watzlawick definition. The alcoholic re-
frames his fight, he is still in a totally involving battle with the
bottle, but finally submits to the greater power of A. A. and the
"Higher Power" rather than submitting to the power of alcohol. The
concrete situation remains essentially the same in that the alcoholic
and the bottle are engaged in an intense primary relationship, but
the conceptual and emotional setting is changed so that the meaning
of the relationship is very different. A1
-Anon does the same re-
framing, asking the "co-alcoholic" or "enabler" to also recognize
her/his powerlessness in the grips of an alcoholic system and to sim-
ply transfer the system's power from Alcohol to A.A.— Al-Anon and
the "Higher Power."
It is easy to understand why the A. A.
--A1 -Anon therapeutic model
appeals to systems theorists, not only because it recognizes the in-
volvement of the whole system, but also because it accepts what the
client brings. Addiction is presented as the problem and that is what
A. A. works with: the family is accepted as having certain entrenched
character i sti cs and is treated through both an acceptance of those
characteri sti cs (i.e., powerlessness) and a commitment to keep the
system intact.
Bateson applauds the A. A. model for its ability to shift the al-
coholic from an unhealthy tendency towards symmetrical relationships
to a healthier complementary stance in relation to the world. He
sees the alcoholic relating in a competitive, symmetrical pattern to
others, i.e., competitive drinking with buddies, and to the bottle
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Itself ("I can handle the booze—it's not stronger than me.
.
Through a genuine acceptance of his actual powerlessness, the alco-
lic embraces a new and more comfortable complementary position, "an
almost purely complementary view of his relationship to others and
to the universe of God" (Bateson, 1972, p . 31 3 )
.
The double bind in which the alcoholic finds himself is, of
course, that if he is not an alcoholic (i.e. one who cannot success-
fully control his drinking) then he does not have to keep drinking,
but if he doesn't drink, has he "won" or has he "lost" because he has
avoided the provocation? To prove that he can, in fact, control his
drinking, he may drink to prove it. But then, if he goes on a binge,
he can either see himself as having lost or else having "won" because
the bottle didn t kill him. He is thus in a double bind because he
is locked in this endless symmetrical relationship with the bottle
unless he can find a way out which changes the nature of the struggle.
By measuring himself against A. A. and proving that he is able
to control his drinking, he must accept a complementary, one-down
relationship to the bottle, in order to succeed in rejecting the
definition of himself as alcoholic (one who cannot control his drink-
ing). As Maria Selvini Palazzoli describes Bateson's example, the
therapeutic paradox is in forcing the alcoholic to adopt the following
position
:
To show you (A. A.) that you are wrong, that is, that
I won't always be an alcoholic like you say, I don't
care anymore about the bottle. We can even say it's
stronger than I am, that doesn't matter. The important
think is that I show you that I am not what you say I
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am: always an alcoholic.
t .
The game with A. A. has become far more interestedWUh th®. bott,e ’ especially because those whoattempt to give this definitive label to the alcoholic
deniiSS the ^fnafe ?
h
?w
1CS
’ (s1c) thus Paradoxicallyy ng fi ality of the sentence (Palazzoli, 1979;
The work of Palazzoli and the Milan Associates can be seen as
the transition from a homeostatic or balancing theory to describe
family systems to the more evolutionary or spi ral
-motion concepts
described in the following section.
C.- Spiral/Evolutionary. Mara Selvini Palazzoli and Giuliana Prata,
working with Luigi Boscolo and Gianfranco Cecchin, formed what was
known during its existence as the Milan Group (1968-1980). They
systematically used a paradoxical strategy which, stated very sim-
ply, was for the therapist to benevolently prescribe to the family
the rules of the system, an intervention which may eventually move the
family to change the rules. The paradoxical prescription means that
a positive reframing or positive connotation of the symptom is linked
to other behaviors in the family. The message given by the therapist
is, essentially, that all the observable behaviors of the group as
a whole appear to be inspired by the common goal of preserving the
cohesion of the family group" (Palazzoli, 1978, p. 56)..
Lynn Hoffman suggests that a second generation of family thera-
pists is emerging and with them "the need for a new epistemology. . .
would influence profoundly not only the way one thought about therapy
but how one practiced it" (Hoffman, 1981, p. 345). She sees as a
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cornerstone of this new epistemology the shift from a homeostatic to
an evolutionary paradigm and the circularity of thinking which would
allow therapists to see a symptom as "one factor that keeps pushing
the family toward a new and different state" (p. 346 ).
Both the spiral or evolutionary concept of change and the impor-
tance of looking at families and larger systems in an ecosystemic
context seem to be significant in developing this new paradigm. In
this section the ideas of the Bateson Project and the Milan Group
will be traced to their current relevance to the work of "second gene-
ration" theorists.
As was previously mentioned in Part B of this section, Bateson
was influenced towards cybernetics by his hypothesis of schi zomogene -
si
s
from which he derived several examples of schismogenic cycles. He
looked at examples of escalating cycles (which can also be labelled
"deviation-amplifying" processes or "positive feedback loops") tran-
scending the limits of the previous experience. In observing the
naven ceremony, Bateson discovered a self-stabilizing sequence of be-
haviors and in speculating about the arms race, Bateson, Watzlawick
and millions of other intelligent citizens of the planet could see an
escalation which would eventually lead to destruction of the system.
It is the third possibility of the spiraling escalation or runaway
which leads to a transformation of the system described by the con-
cepts of "second order change" and "morphogenesis."
W. Ross Ashby explains "second order change" in terms of "bi-
model feedback with enables living systems to vary their behavior
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in response to nimor variations in the field as well as to serious
disruption." A useful analogy is the household thermostat: "first
order changes" are the automatic shifts it makes in the course of the
day to keep the house at a stable temperature; a "second order change"
occurs when the temperature outdoors changes enough that the person
who lives in the house must change the setting of the thermostat.
Morphogenesis, defined by sociologist Magoroh Maryama, means
the changing of the system involving positive feedback or deviation-
amplifying sequences; for example, a mutation which allows a species
to adapt to changed environmental demands (Hoffman, 1981).
Bateson, Jackson, Watzlawick, etc. were all concerned with in-
ducing this kind of transformation in a system by transcending recur-
sive sequences of behavior or unbalancing "stuck" homeostatically-
maintained, and maintaining patterns of interaction which depended
on behaviors revolving around the symptom or problem. A system like
this will tend to reject or absorb any input since a/N parts must con-
jointly change for any change to last. A change in one part of the
system sets off a change in another part and so on. The Milan team's
approach to this problem is to first disrupt the connections between
the parts, disconnecting family members from their usual positions in
the family system and introducing new connections.
Family rituals are used systematically in the Milan therapists'
work for this purpose. This means that the family is directed to
carry out an action or series of actions accompanied by formal verbal
recitations or exchanges. The ritual is utilized in an attempt to
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"change the rules of the game, and therefore, the family epistemology,
without reverting to explanations, criticism, or any other verbal in-
tervention" (Palazzo! i , 1978, p. 95 ).
Most of the Milan Associates' interventions are, like many other
therapeutic interventions, designed to block, disrupt, or derail cus-
tomary sequences" (Hoffman, 1981, p. 319). The Milan Group have, in
fact, used a number of important steps in their work to move with the
family as an evolutionary system with an endless capacity to accom-
modate new inputs (Paul Dell, 1982). They maintain neutrality
, which
means that they accept all members as well as all ideas of the sys-
tem and remain non-reactive. They allow blocks of a month or more in-
terval between sessions, which reduces the chance that they will be
engulfed by the family and always the system time to re-organize.
They use a method of circular questioning and circular hypothesizing
which attempts to make sense of symptoms and rules in the relationship
context of the family.
Among their many significant contributions— both in the context
of this particular study and in opening the field to the broader eco-
systemic direction in which it is now moving— is their insistence on
recognizing the family, the therapist and the "outer ring" of pro-
fessionals and institutions as the significant unit of treatment. For
exmaple, sometimes a professional who is very much involved with the
family may be asked to attend the family session or may be the total
focus of the intervention (Palazzoli, 1980).
Before moving from the notion of evolutionary systems theory to
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the related discussion of the ecos^st^nc perspective on the family
and larger systems, a basic tenet of the "evolutionary" theorists
should be further elaborated. The importance of discontinuous
change is currently being analyzed in many scientific disciplines,
(Dell, 1982). The simplest premise of this theory is that a system
cannot behave without altering itself. It can be argued that any
genuine discontinuity will sufficiently disrupt the system's coherence
to the point of ending the life of the existing organism or system
(Dell, 1982). This is, in this writer's opinion, a matter of seman-
tics. What is important is that from an evolutionary perspective,
rooted in the ideas of cybernetics, ecology and systems theory,
symptoms are seen as a signal or metaphor of beginning growth for the
system and "assumes that the therapist and client are artifacts of an
interactional patterns" (Keeney and Sprenkle, 1982, p. 15) in which
the therapist is viewed as part of the unit of treatment.
Hoffman suggests that "just as one cannot tamper with any one
element in an ecosystem without affecting the whole, so one cannot
change much in a family or a member of a family without affecting a
larger field" (Hoffman, 1981, p. 62). Bradford Keeney, also looking
at the ecosystemic possibilities of a new epistemology, sees symptoms
as "metaphoric communications" concerning ecology of the relationship
system which must be seen as including the therapist (Keeney, 1979).
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Duncan Stanton and Thomas Todd,* working withaddict families, see
dysfunctional families as oscillating from enmeshment or fusion with
the nuclear family to the same condition with families of origin; in
this ecosystem, the therapist's role is to escalate the oscillation
to disrupt the cycle and force a crisis which will lead the family
to change (new choices).
All of these theorists take an ecosystemic approach to the family
system, rejecting the concepts of the contained family unit with its
self-enclosed or homeostatic system of interactional behaviors which
do not give adequate emphasis to the impact of larger systems on the
family system.
In an ecological approach to social work, E.B. Germaine describes
the ecological perspective: "It rests on an evol uti onary
,
adaptive
view of human beings in continuous transaction with the environment.
.
(it) provides insight into the nature and consequences of such
transaction for human beings and for the physical and social environ-
ments in which they function" (Germaine, 1979, p. 7). In the 1960's,
a colleague of Minuchin's, E. H. Auerswald, took an "ecological sys-
tems" approach to working with poor families, including other profes-
sionals, extended family, community and institutional involvements,
all of whom he felt must be incorporated in the health professional's
*Stanton and Todd's work is generally considered to be more struc-
tural . It is solely this particular concept which is being described
here as being representati ve of the "Evol utionary" body of theory.
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holistic, system view of the problem (Auerswald, 1968). Harry Aponte,
who is associated with both ecological and systems field, defines
social ecoloqy as "a complex of interdependent social systems or-
ganized at family, social and community-institutional levels," and
sees the structural underpinnings of operational patterns in social
systems as a]
i gnment, force and boundary " (Aponte, 1976, p. 434).
Aponte thus uses structural terms, but also states that communications
are the measure of a family's organization; he describes poor families
as unorganized rather than disorganized. The underorganized family
is "accompanied by a lack of organizational continuity of the family
with the structure of its societal context, that is, its ecology"
(Aponte, 1976, p. 433).
Harold Goolishian is also associated with larger systems theory,
specifically in looking at the inclusion of non blood-related people
in family treatment. In responding to the need to address the power
of living systems to transcend existing patterns and to reorganize,
Goolishian and Paul Dell have examined the concept of "evolutionary
feedback, a term meaning "the basic, nonequilibrium ordering prin-
ciple that governs the forming and unfolding of systems at all levels"
(Dell and Goolishian, 1979). Evolutionary systemic family therapy
might, therefore, be theoretical ly divided from ecosystemic family
therapy into separate categories: (A) Those who apply family theory
derived from General Systems Theory to the concept of a fluid changing
system affected by interactional patterns with larger system; and
(B) those, like Aponte, who are looking at the structural boundaries
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and organization of the family in relation to larger systems.
The work of Evan Imber Coppersmith seems to incorporate both
evolutionary and ecosystemic family therapy. Coppersmith's approach
assesses the interaction of the family system at the interface with
other systems, establishing basic rules or guidelines for analyzing
the complex social system that includes a dysfunctional family. Cop-
persmith uses a blend of both structural and ci rcular-systemic concepts
in suggesting that these complex systems maintain a larger system
homeostasis by depending on the rules of linear blame or causality,
overinvolvement with clients, dysfunctional triads (1983), mutual
myths, solution bheaviors (more-of-the-same-wrong-sol ution
, forexample),
and boundary problems (1983). All of this will be discussed further
in Chapter IV and V of this study which are concerned with the inter-
face of the alcoholic family and the larger systems with which it in-
teracts. (See note at end of chapter for brief description of Cronen
and Pearce’s CMM Theory).
Section II: General Overview of Alcohol Studies
Hi s tori ca 1
—
context
. Alcoholism is a complex behavior disorder, and
attitudes and concepts about alcohol problems are in a process of
.transition" (Mendelson and Mello, 1979, p. 2).
Nick Heather and Ian Robertson in their recently published study
of behavioral psychology experiments with controlled drinking (Heather
and Robertson, 1981), suggest that the modern "disease" concept of
alcoholism has its roots in the nineteenth century temperance movement
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which viewed alcohol as an inherently addicting substance. Benjamin
Rush, an American physican, is usually named as the founder of the
Temperance Movement in the United States and it was Rush who diag-
nosed inebriety as "a disease of the will." Rush and the temperance
workers of the 19th century saw drunken behavior in a way very similar
to the modern "loss of control" theories which describe alcoholism
as a disease and see the only "cure" as total abstinence. Preceding
the temperance movement, excessive drinking was viewed as a choice
which some individuals made, despite the "sinful" implications of
that choice (Levine, 1978). In the seventeen and eighteenth century,
as Heather and Robertson point out, the classical view of human nature
separated man from the natural world as a reasoni ng creature. Human
behavior was not regarded as susceptible to natural scientific expla-
nations; it was assumed that men acted rationally and were free to
make choices out of self-interest.
It appears that societal attitudes and concepts regarding problem
drinking have been in transition for quite a long time. Despite the
similarities between the temperance concept of alcohol as an addictive
substance that leads the victim to loss of control, and the modern
disease theory of alcoholism on which Alcoholics Anonymous bases its
philosophy, there was a transition in the locus of the problem. The
temperance movement saw alcohol much as society today views heroin.
The substance itself was viewed as the problem; anyone and everyone
was a potential victim. In the modern disease concept of alcoholism,
not everyone is seen as having or being susceptible to the disease or
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the substance itself and thus the problem rests with the individual
rather than the substance. What is the most significant
in comparing the temperance supporters to A. A. (and other subscribers
to the modern disease concept) is the exoneration from blame of the
inebriate, coupled with the sympathy extended to him.
As the disease paradigm of alcoholism, "rediscovered" forty years
ago by the founders of A. A.
,
became more and more acceptable in the
1940'S and 1950's, "the sick alcoholic was provided with a defense
against accusations of defaulting on the everyday responsibilities of
family, work and friendship" (Heather and Robertson, 1981, p. 4 ).
Over the past several decades it has become increasingly possible for
alcohol abusers to receive medical and psychological treatment and
support. Certainly since the most recent public confessions of pro-
blem drinking by political celebrities and entertainers, the stigma
around excessive drinking carried over from the days of judgment seems
to be slipping away.
Another transition in public attitudes toward alcohol abuse may
be in process, however. Drunken driving laws are becoming rapidly
more severe in the United States, so that once again there are rela-
tively harsh legal consequences for excessive drinking and public
disapproval is once again being communicated as well. Treatment ap-
proaches, too, are beginning to include a more demanding stance in
relation to the alcohol abuser. Both family therapy treatment modes
and behavioral treatment incorporate some form of a philosophy that
attributes to the drinker ability to control problem behavior, tending
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toward a "normal" rather than a "sick" label. In the United Kingdom
"most treatment centers now accept the principle of controlled drink-
ing and few experts in the alcoholism field would insist that the
disease theory was immune to criticism" (Heather and Robertson, 1981,
P . vi i i )
.
On the international front, the World Health Organization (WHO)
Expert Committee now relies on cultural criteria to define alcoholism*
and has, in fact, recommended that the term "alcoholism" be retired.
The WHO definition of "al cohol
-type drug dependence" is as follows:
Drug dependence of the alcohol type may be said to
exist when the consumption of alcohol by an
individual exceeds the limits that are accepted by
his culture, if he consumes alcohol at times that
are deemed i nappropri ate within that culture, or
his intake of alcohol becomes so great as to injure
his health or impair his social relationships
(Mendel son and Mello, 1 979, p. 3).
The struggle over definitions of "alcoholism" and "problem drink-
ing" seems to reflect the transitional period researchers and clini-
cians find themselves in today. The "allergy" concept proposed by
William D. Silkworth in the classic 1939 AA Big Book has been super-
ceded in professional opinion by Jellinek's 1960 Greek letter classi-
fication of five species of alcoholism in which he considered only
*This is a departure from the traditionally less flexible measurements
of alcoholism which focused on amount consumed, physical and cognitive
deteriorati on
,
job performance, etc., and did not take into account the
normati ve dri nking practices of various nationalities and/orethnic groups.
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"gamma" and "delta" species as diseases. Jellinek's disease theory
is still dominant in medical circles (Heather and Robertson, 1981),
as is the Alcohol Dependence Syndrome development by Edwards and
Gross in 1976.* Each evolution in defining alcoholism has broadened
the descriptive complexities of the diagnostic label so that the
educated clinician (and to some extent the lay public) has a vastly
increased scope of how to approach each individual case involving
alcohol abuse.
The public and clinical attitudes toward the alcohol abuser have
moved from condemnation and disapproval (seventeenth and eighteenth
century) to sympathy mixed with a rather fatalistic hopelessness
(nineteenth century) to sympathy and somewhat more hopeful "cure"
of abstinence and AA/A1
-Anon treatments (twentieth century). Now we
are seeing some glimmer of an even more hopeful vision through socie-
tal and clinical attempts to normalize the alcohol abuser to the ex-
tent that he is perceived as a fully competent and accountable adult
member of society. Part of the underlying philosophy of this study
is that the chronicity implied by accepting a disease label for alco-
hol abusers may be transcended by understanding more fully the sys-
temic function of the problem drinking behavior.
*The Alcohol Dependence Syndrome is a conception of abnormal drinking
based primarily on psycho biological dependence with impaired control
as its leading symptom (Heather & Robertson, p. 19).
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Research Trends in Studying the Alcoholic Family
The current literature on alcoholism is vast and overwhelming.
It is perhaps more completely represented across a multi-disciplinary
spectrum than any other topic of research on human dysfunction: for
much of the twentieth century it has been a major concern in the
fields of medicine, biochemistry, sociology, anthropology and psycho-
logy. There are a substantial number of journals publishing articles,
conference papers, book reviews and bibliographies solely concerned
with the subject of alcoholism. 1
The literature review in this study will include only a glimpse
at the work already published in the area of alcoholism and the family
Despite the relatively long-standing awareness of alcoholism as a
fami ly- rel_ated problem in both research and treatment arenas, there
l
Jhe most comprehensive of these journals, the Journal of Studies
on Alcohol
,
has published a quarterly magazine from 1940 to 1965 and
then increased to a monthly which has continued to the present. To
give the reader an idea of the overwhelming mass of material which
exists in the study of alcoholism, it is significant to note that the
Journal of Studies on Alcohol publishes 6^ issues per year of original
articles and 6 alternating issues which are brief annoted bibliogra-
phies of all current articles in the field. A single issue is divided
into several areas of concentrations and reviews literally hundreds
of current publications.
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IS a surpri si ngly smal 1 selectionof work by family therapists in this
field. In this section is a review of the development of a family
therapy approach to alcoholism. Section III will review the work of
systemic family therapy as it has been and could, theoretically, be
applied to the analysis and treatment of alcohol-related systemic
dysfunction.
Any student of alcoholism and the family is particularly indebted
to the writing of Peter Steinglass (Assistant Professor, Department
of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences; the Center for Family Research,
George Washington University, School of Medicine, Washington, D.C.)
and Joan Albon, (Associate Professor of Medical Anthropology, Depart-
ments of Psychiatry and Epidemiology and International Health, Univer-
sity of California School of Medicine, San Francisco). Besides their
outstanding clinical work, they have each published literature reviews
in the field of alcoholism and the family which are invaluable in
assisting researchers and clinicians concerned with the history and
evolution of a family perspective on alcoholism. This section draws
heavily on Ablon's review of the literature (Ablon, 1980a). Albon's
review critiques a succession of studies which can be loosely des-
cribed as deriving from a family perspective; the review includes a
very brief description of the few systems theoreticians who have* ad-
dressed the problem of alcoholism. Peter Steinglass has done a more
intensive review of that body of literature; his influence will be
apparent in Section III of this chapter.
Rather than include a description of every major piece of re-
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search on alcoholism and the family as Ablon has done,* here only
selected studies are discussed. These studies have been chosen for
their historical and current relevance to a systemic family context
for treating alcoholism.
The Alcoholic's Spouse
Like many other analyses of marriage in the forties and fifties,
the wife was the object of a frequently blameful perspective on the
alcoholic couple when alcoholism first began to expand the problem
to move beyond the stereotypic loner often depicted as the homeless
wino. Until the pioneering work of J. K. Jackson (1954, 1958, 1962),
the wife of the alcoholic spouse was blamed perhaps even more heavily
than her husband for her role in aiding and abetting his excessive
drinking patterns. She was portrayed as both pathologically dominat-
ing and pathologically dependent, choosing an alcoholic spouse to fit
her unhealthy needs and then thwarting his attempts at sobriety when
he threatened to assume a new personality less suited to complement
her role in the marriage.
J. K. Jackson changed this trend in reporting on the alcoholic
*It is the opinion of this researcher, based on an extensive review
of the major journals and books in the field, that Ablon has done a
complete and definitive review of the literature, to which the inter-
ested reader is directed.
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marriage through her observations of Al-Anon groups during the nine-
teen fifties. Jackson was one of the first researchers to look at
sequences of behavior in the alcoholic family system rather than
focusing on personality traits of the alcoholic and spouse. Her work
was organized in a chronological sequence of stages in the family
process, foreshadowing Steinglass' "alcoholic family life cycle"
paradigm published almost 25 years later. She suggested that the
so-called pathological behavior of those wives as previously described
in alcohol studies might rather be construed as coping behavior in the
face of highly unstructured, isolating, or extremely conflictual si-
tuations. She is thus also something of a pioneer in her avoidance
of the judgmental, blameful perspective shared by many of her pro-
fessional predecessors and contemporari es
.
In her review of the literature, Albon cites the work of M. B.
Bailey in the 1 960
' s as having considerable importance in the develop-
ment of a broader socioeconomic perspective on the alcoholic family.
Bailey contributed a body of research on the wives and children of
alcoholics which is derived from what Ablon describes as "her exten-
sive casework"; Bailey's approach to casework training "eclectically
recognized the need for both real i ty-based therapy and some degree
of depth analysis of the client's problems" (Ablon, 1980a, p. 230).
Also of the significance in the development of the systemic ap-
proach represented by the more current research of Bowen, Steinglass,
Berenson and Davis are the contributions of Lemert (1960) who began
looking at family behavior in relation to life stages as shaped by
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the family's socioeconomic context. Ablon credits Lemert with being
one of very few researchers to have emphasized the impact of social
class as it shapes attitudes or motivates treatment.
Children of aJcohoUcs. Children of alcoholics have also been fre-
quently studied over the past several decades, especially in regard
to special symptomatology and personality development. Although chil-
dren are of course exempt from being blamed for the alcoholic family's
cycle of dysfunctional behavior (a fate which has all too often be-
fallen both the alcohol abuser and his spouse), there is an unfor-
tunate theme of linear causality which seems to pervade this research.
From the early writings of Fox (1956), Bacon (1945) and Jackson (1958,
1962) to the more recent lectures, films and publications of
Wegscheider (1980, 1981, 1982) there has been a tendency to study
the negative effects of parental drinking on the victimized child:
It is not surprising that from 40 to 60 percent
of all alcoholics come from the disturbed background
of an alcoholic family. The children of alcoholics
tend to be neurotic because the sense of security
so necessary of the building of a strong and in-
dependent ego is rarely found in the household.
. .
The frequent swing from high hopes to shattering
disappointments may build up in the child such a
basic distrust that all his later intimate relation-
ships will be distorted (Fox 1956, in Ablon, 1980a,
p. 226).
The underlying message in most of these studies carries a kind of
pessimism and chronicity around the fate of the alcoholic family; at
some levels the children appear to be as potentially doomed as the al-
coholic parent (or parents). There also seems to be an unavoidable
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conclusion to be drawn from this literature that the best, and per-
haps only, solution for the children and spouses of abusive drinkers
is to "leave the field."
In keeping with this theme is the research of Bailey, et al
(1962) and Jackson and Kogan (1963) studying the types of action taken
by or help-seeking patterns of wives in relation to the alcoholic
problem. The general results of these studies indicate that wives
who had achieved more complete separation from both the alcoholic and
from professional helpers seemed to have better mental health outcomes.
e
_
fema l e alcoholic
. Although it is not of great significance in
thj_s study, it is interesting from an ecosystemic perspective that
there is a scarcity of research on the husbands of alcoholic women.
This is not inconsistent with the imbalance in the general gender bias
of the field: until very recently there was scant attention paid to
any aspect of female alcohol abuse (Sandmaier, 1980). Probably the
most common reference to female alcoholism was in the study of the
alcoholic couple where the abusive drinking of the wife was essen-
tially "piggy-backed" on the problems of the alcoholic husband. There
are, of course, many more husbands of female alcohol abusers than
the paucity of literature would indicate. Women comprise anywhere
from one-fifth to one-half of the alcoholic population of the United
States, depending upon which statistics are cited.
This study is not primarily concerned with the gender of the
problem drinker, except as it affects that person's role and inter-
6.0
actions in the family system or in the patterns of interaction with
larger systems. There are several key concepts, however, addressed
in this study which have special significance in relation to female
alcohol abuse and should be noted herein. The problem of linear blame
becomes acute in relation to the substance-abusing mother
, certainly;
even the wife or daughter is more likely to be judged and blamed for
excessive drinking than is the husband or son (Knupfer, 1964).
There is frequent debate in the field as to whether or not female
alcohol abuse is an increasing problem statistically or whether it
has simply begun receiving more attention due to the changing socio-
political climate of the past ten years.
Several prominent researchers in the area of female alcohol abuse
report similar findings in certain trends among female alcoholics.
These include sex-role conflict (Wilsnack, 1972 and 1976) and anxiety
about adequate "femininity"; general low self-esteem (Beckman, 1975;
Kinsey, 1968; Blane, 1968); alcoholic parents, especially fathers
(Beckman, 1976); frequent character!' zation as "guilty," "anxious,"
"depressed" (Tamerin et al
, 1976); difficulties with feminine physio-
logical functioning (Jones and Jones, 1976).
Socioeconomic and racial factors decidedly dictate which gener-
alizations about female alcoholics hold true for any given individual,
but it can be surmised that, almost without exception, while men
would be more likely to feel the consequences of drinking in their
work system, women feel those consequences more frequently in the
family (Bourne and Light, in Mendelsohn and Mello, 1979). It is.
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therefore, somewhat puzzling that so much of the literature on the
family and alcoholism is concerned with the alcoholic father rather
than the alcoholic mother.
Sociocultur al Factors in the Alcoholic Family
Just as research on the female alcohol abuser is still minimal
in the literature, so is the attention paid to the importance of so-
ciocultural factors. Ablon suggests that "the attitude and drinking
patterns of their extended family, friendship circle, churchmates, and
of the larger society play a great part in the attitudes of family
members toward the alcoholic and in their actions in relation to him"
(Ablon, 1980a, p. 235).
Bales (1946, 1962), Stivers (1976), Cahalan (1970) and Messenger
(1969) are among the di sportionate number of researchers who have
looked at one particular alcoholic population from a sociocultural
perspective: Irish Catholics, both in American and Ireland, have been
most frequently studied because of their high rate of alcoholism.
Conversely, Jewish populations have also been frequently studied
for purposes of comparison because their incidence of reported alco-
holism is so low (Snyder, 1962). Most of the existing literature on
the family and alcohol abuse, however, is not concerned with the cul-
tural, social or economic aspects of family life or with the presence
of alcohol abuse as a response to cultural expectations or prescrip-
tions
.
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Ablon sees "... the homeostatic theme or cultural paradigm
that perpetuates heavy drinking has been handed down through the
generations and is a strong and encompassing one, perhaps as signifi-
cant as the individual
'pathological needs' of any one family member"
(Ablon, 1980b, p. 129).
The systemic concept of punctuation is critical in viewing the
sociocultural research on families and problem drinking. Drinking
patterns can either be said to shape family life or to be shaped by
family life, depending on how the researcher chooses to punctuate the
problem. Peter G. Bourne, for example, in his research on alcohol
problems in the Black community (Mendelson and Mello, 1979) cites
the classic study by Robins and Guze (1971) which finds a strong
correlation between alcoholism and the broken home (absent father).
As Bourne punctuates the problem, "stability and responsibility of
the family were important determinants of freedom from drinking pro-
blems" (Mendelson and Mello, 1979, p. 92) and alcoholism was deter-
mined to be less than half as common when the father remained in the
home and there was no serious marital difficulty.
In Enid Light's summary of research on the female alcoholic
(Mendelson and Mello, 1979), she reports that there is evidence that
Black women are at high risk for incurring alcoholism. The theories
about why that may be true differ in the perspective: Bailey et al
(1965) attribute this to "a permissive drinking environment for Black
women within their culture and the stresses associated with their hav-
ing to cope with dual roles" (Mendelson and Mello, 1979, p. 101),
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whereas Knupfer interprets it as being a factor of the Black female's
economic independence which allows her freedom from male constraints
on women 1 s drinking.
Much of the research on Irish drinking patterns seems to suggest
that the Irish drinking tradition is what shapes family identity and
family interactions. Ablon cites the research of R. Stivers (1976)
in which he suggests that heavy drinking was an affirmation of manhood
in Ireland and became translated by Irish Americans into an affirma-
tion of Irish identity. Bales (1962), Messenger (1969) and Greeley
(1972) all make connections between drinking and Irish Puritanism,
repressed sexuality, inadequate marital intimacy and suppression of
emotions. Here the drinking cycle is punctuated by seeing the drinker
as choosing alcohol to avoid sex and intimacy and/or to allow the ex-
pression of emotion.
Genetic Determinants in Alcoholic Family Studies
It is difficult to review the literature on alcoholism and the
family without addressing the issue of mul tigenerational genetic
transmission of the problem. Aristotle and Plutach each wrote that
drunkards produce drunkards; that belief has received widespread
acceptance ever since. Donald Goodwin (Mendelson and Mello, 1979)
makes the important distinction that a problem which is "familial"
is not necessarily synonymous with "heredi tary . " However, until the
1930's there was very little other than a biological explanation given
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for the readily observable transmission of excessive drinking from
generation to generation.
With the era of Freud, sociology and child-raising theory in
the 30' s and 40' s came an acceptance of environmental explanations
for mental illness and, by association, alcoholism. Studies in the
etiology of alcoholism have included multiple factor theories which
encompass sociological, psychological and biological determinants.
There is a body of work in assessing hereditary factors in the etio-
logy of alcoholism which is generally drawn from twin studies, adop-
tion and half-sibling studies and genetic marker studies. Whatever
evidence has been reported from these studies as indicating that al-
coholism does have a genetic (or nonexperi enti al ) factor is somewhat
obscure due to all the environmental variables affecting the subjects
research. There are studies, too, in both human and animal research
which suggest that t o 1 erance (or a lack of tolerance) may provide an
important clue in solving the mysteries in etiology research on alco-
holism. Asian males, Jewish males and all women, for example, tend
to experience more distressing physical symptoms after consuming
moderate amounts of alcohol than do white (or gentile) males. This
could be viewed by a biologically-oriented researcher as being sig-
nificant in understanding a genetic pre-disposition towards alcoho-
lism; the same research could be viewed by a sociologist, anthropolo-
gist or systemic family therapist as being indicative of ecosystemic
values which are primary determinants in the multigenerational
transmission of alcohol abuse, abstinence, or acceptable moderate
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drinking.
Wolin, Bennett, Noonan and Teitelbaum (1980) comparing families
in which alcohol problems have been transmitted from generation to
generation with families in which these problems are only in one
generation, derive their perspective from a family-systems approach
to alcoholism:
.
. alcohol misuse becomes so intertwined with the
functioning of the family that the pathology cannot be isolated from
family interaction and behavior" (Wolin, et al
, 1980, p. 200). In
looking at family interactional patterns around the disruption versus
stability of family rituals (i.e. holiday observance), they found that
children in homes where family rituals have not been maintained are
at greater risk of alcoholism than children from homes where rituals
have been maintained although both homes have severe parental drinking
problems. This kind of research would seem to be an optimistic anti-
dote to the sort of "incurable" or "marked" heredity-based predictions
which carry on Plutach's message that "one drunkard begets another"
(Burton, 1906).
Family Systems Approaches to Problem Drinking
The Second Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and
Health (1974) declared family therapy "the most notable current ad-
vance in the area of psychotherapy (of alcoholism)." None the less,
systemic family therapists seem to have generally avoided alcoholism
as an area of interest compared with conditions such as schizophrenia,
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delinquency and psychosomatic disorders. The possible reasons for
this have already been mentioned (p. 5 ). i„ this section the re-
search of several significant systems thinkers will be briefly re-
viewed.
Peter Steinglass, in his review of family approaches to alcohol
treatment (1980), credits Ewing and Fox with being the first to adapt
family theory to alcoholism therapy. In 1968 they published an ar-
ticle titled "Family Therapy of Alcoholism" in which they described
family homeostasis as perpetuating the problem drinking. They viewed
the marital interactional patterns around problem drinking as a "ho-
meostatic mechanism" and suggested that this behavior must be changed
for the drinking to be controlled.
Steinglass and his co-workers* at the Center for Family Research,
George Washington University School of Medicine have incorporated the
concepts of homeostasis and complementary role functioning in what
Steinglass describes as "a more comprehensive interactional model of
alcoholism" (Steinglass, 1980, p. 105).
Clinical observations of family interaction made during stages of
experimental ly induced intoxication suggested to Steinglass et al
,
that alcoholic interactional behavior was often very animated and
affectionate as contrasted with sober interactional patterns which
were often characteri zed by depression and estrangement in the fami-
ly's interactions.
*Most notably Donald I. Davis and David Berenson.
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Expanding on this model of alcoholism as a homeostatic mechanism
in the family, Davis et al (1974) postulated that alcohol abuse has
certain adaptive consequences which, no matter how diverse the
Hrt1' CUlar adaptive consequences might be for the individual (intra-
Phychic as well as intracouple, family, or wider social system), are
the ££imar^_factoi^maintaining the chronic problem drinking. Davis'
study suggests that therapy must address the question of how the
drinking is serving this adaptive function. The therapy must then
be structured around helping the system to explore this adaptive
behavior during sober periods and to learn helpful, alternate beha-
vi ors
.
Steingl ass approaches drinking behavior as not only an uncon-
sciously stabilizing attempt in the family system, but "by dint of
its profound behavioral, cul tural
, societal and physical consequences,
might assume such a central position in the life of some families as
t0 become an organizing principle for interactional life within these
families" (Steingl ass, 1980, p. 106). He refers to such families as
an "alcoholic system."
For the purposes of this study, Steinglass 1 work is particularly
important in his observation of the family's problem drinking as pro-
tective of their relationship with the outside world as well as their
internal life. The patterned, highly rigid and predictable patterns
of interactional behavior associated with chronic drinking serve to
reduce the family's uncertainties and possibly thus their uneasiness
about their interactions at the interface between the family system
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and the larger systems affecting them.
Steinglass has recently developed an innovative model for under-
standing the alcoholic system, focusing on the family's life cycle.
Steinglass became aware that although alcoholism is frequently a
chronic and repetitive problem, a family development perspective on
the problem had been almost completely overlooked. Despite all the
interest in the role the family plays in maintaining chronic drinking
patterns, the focus had been on periods of active drinking, until
Steinglass 1 work on the life history model of the alcoholic system.
Three phases have been specifically identified in the life his-
tory model of the alcoholic family: a dry phase; a wet phase; and
a transitional phase (both wet to dry and vice versa). Major phases
are identified both according to whether they are, (a) stable or un-
stable, and (2) wet, dry or transitional. The family's life history
is divided into five major periods: premarriage, early marriage,
mid-life plateau, mid-life crisis and late resolution. Each period
is characterized by a general pattern of alcohol use which cycles
from wet to dry according to a variety of normal developmental changes
as well as extra-family stresses.
Steinglass sees the family's current (at time of clinical inter-
vention) alcohol life phase as "a powerful di scriminator of statis-
tically discernable patterns of interactional behavior" (Steinglass,
1980, p. 223). Steinglass has also used the model in identifying
"specific patterns of interactional behavior that distinguish alco-
holic families as a group from non-alcoholic families. . ." suggesting
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at
. .
.within-group variation rather than, or in addition to,
across-group variation is the more prudent way to investigate the
relationship between alcoholism and family life" (Steinglass, 1980,
p. 224).
Ward and Faillace (1970) have also researched the larger systems
implications of alcoholism including not only the drinker and his
family but the larger community as well. They address "pathological
drinking as an aspect of a large interactional system which per-
petuates itself through circularity, lock-and-key relationships, and
various behavioral reinforcers" (Ward and Faillace, 1970, p. 690).
They are most concerned about the roles of outside professionals in-
teracting with the alcoholic, seeing a series of complementary roles
in which police, employer, medical personnel take the stance of per-
secutor, rescuer, absolver so that interactions are characteri zed by
punishment-forgiveness themes. While these relationships grow and
multiply, other relationships not related to drinking diminish.
Ward and Faillace see involvement in A. A. as a viable answer.
A. A. is able, in their opinion, to recognize the "pathological" in-
terpersonal transactions of the alcoholic and to turn the alcoholic
role into the role of rescuer (of other alcoholics). The interaction
which they see as necessary to the alcoholic is thus perpetuated
through switching roles.
Murray Bowen (1974) has also considered the relationship of the
alcoholic family to larger systems by viewing the problem drinking
"in the context of an imbalance in functioning in the total family
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system" (Bowen, 1974, p. 117). Bowen sees the drinking personality
type as characterized by the levels of differentiation of self and
that the symptom of problem drinking is a typical mol ti generational
problem which can only be alleviated by addressing the total family
dysfunction. Bowen is unique in the field, believing that if the
family relationship system is adequately modified, the alcoholic dys-
function will be rectified even though the alcoholic may nor w„„„
part of the therapy
. David Berenson is also associated with this
approach in his work with the alcoholic's spouse (Berenson, 1979).
There are several family systems
-oriented studies focusing pri-
marily on communications which are simply mentioned here as references
for the interested reader but not directly relevant to this study:
Gorad (1971); Cork, (1964); Meeks and Kelly (1970); Paolino and
McCrady (1976). Claud Steiner, in Games Alcoholics Plav (1971) is
also referred to the interested reader for reference in relation to
his "game" patterns which, in a very different language, describe
interactions involving the alcoholic with his family. Several
studies of multiple family therapy approaches to alcoholism are also
suggested as supplementary references: Cadogan (1973); Esser (1971);
Gallant (1970).
Summary and Conclusions
Drinking patterns can either be said to shape family life or be
shaped by family life, depending on how the researcher chooses to
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Punctuate the problem. Although the behavior of the drinker and that
of his family are linked through the philosophy and practice of A. A.
and Al-Anon, a non-linear, blame-free systemic theory concerning the
inter-relationships between the alcoholic family system and the larger
systems with which it interacts, does not yet exist.
Structural and systemic family theory pertaining directly to the
problems of alcoholic families has so far been developed by only a
handful of family therapists: Steinglass, Berenson, Davis and Bowen
have undoubtedly made significant contributions, notably, (1) the
concepts of drinking as an adaptive behavior maintaining family home-
ostasis and, (2) the special developmental issues in Steinglass 1 "al-
coholic family life cycle." What is left largely unexplored in their
work are the transgenerational patterns of interaction connecting the
alcoholic family to larger systems.
Cultural factors influencing transgenerational drinking patterns
have implied a "larger system" approach, the "larger system" being the
cultural milieu of the alcoholic family system. Ablon, McGoldrick,
Snyder, Bales, and others have researched the cultural influences in
problem drinking systems, especially the notorious alcoholism in Irish
families.
Chapters four and five of this study will extend the concepts
developed by the aforementioned theorists to examine their relevance
to the interactional patterns between the alcoholic family and larger
systems. "Larger systems" will include professional "helpers," church
personnel, extended family, and the cultural context of the nuclear
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fami 1 y
.
Systemic family theory which has not before been explored in
the area of transgenerational alcoholic family systems, including
the Milan Associates' focus on family rules and rituals, will be
applied to the analysis of research data in Chapter Four and will
be instrumental in developing new models for assessment and inter-
vention suggested in Chapter Five.
Note: CMM Theory
The theory of Coordinated Management of Meaning (commonly re-
ferred to as "CMM") has been useful to many family systems theorists,
including this writer, although the concepts and language have been
developed by V.E. Cronen and W.B. Pearce who are communications the-
orists, not clinicians. CMM is a rule-based theory which postulates
that the juxtaposition of two or more persons' rules serve to recon-
figure and/or confirm each person's i ntrapersonal logic (system of
rules)" (McNamee, S., unpublished paper, 1982, p. 3). The theory
derives from Bateson and the Palo Alto group's double-bind theory of
schizophrenia which focuses on the confusion of hierarchically-ordered
levels of meaning characteristic of schizophrenic communication.
The concept of reflexity is central in CMM theory and is also
traced back to Bateson's work. Bateson conceptualized communication
on two levels of meaning: (a) a "command" or "relational" level and
(b) a report or "content" level. Paradox occurs when the two levels
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Description o f Research Methodology
This study is concerned with an area which has not been viewed
before from a systems perspective. Because it is a new approach to
the problem of treating the alcoholic family, little research has
been done. Therefore, this study is intended to be exploratory. It
will be a preliminary investigation from which hypotheses may later
be generated. As it would be "difficult to determine which factors
are relevant to the phenomenon under investigation," (Sax, 1979)
it would be inappropriate to formulate hypotheses in this initial
phase of exploration. It is intended, therefore, that this initial
investigation of the interface between the alcoholic family and lar-
ger systems be flexible and exploratory, "guided by general principles
rather than rigid prescri ptions .
"
(Weakland, 1977)
The results of this case study are qualitative and descriptive,
desgined to produce a wealth of data useful in examining the general
nature of the phenomena (Van Dalen, 1973) and providing detailed,
intensive description and analyses of a unit. (Sax, 1979; McAshan,
1963) Future research areas will be proposed.
Descriptive and exploratory research is aimed at discovering the
interrelationships contained within the stated problem, and describing
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their, (Asher, 1976). Within the theoretical framework of structural
and systemic family therapy, the researcher selected the dimensions
of the problem to be observed, described and reported.
The researcher has organized the data in keeping with the major
assumption of any exploratory study, which is that through the use of
systemic procedure relevant hypotheses can be developed pertaining to
a particular phenomena (Tripoldi et al. 1969). The purpose of the
study was to develop ideas and theoretical generalizations in a com-
bined exploratory-descriptive study which seeks to thoroughly des-
cribe a particular phenomena (Tripoldi, 1969).
By means of participant observation, an accumulation of detailed
information provided descriptions which were both quantitative and
qualitative in form. Flexible sampling procedures, characteristic
of this kind of study, were employed.
Clinical research is often approached through the case study
method; certainly the content and context of this study indicates
the necessity of using the case study method. A review of the litera-
ture concerning the particular phenomena researched in this study in-
dicates that existing theory does not sufficiently explain the dyna-
mics of the phenomena; thus, the case study appears to be the most
useful approach in providing an interactional perspective in under-
standing the alcoholic family's interactional patterns at the inter-
face with larger systems.
Rather than manipulating variables used by the experimenter to
determine causal significance, or using standardized questions of a
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representative sample, the case study researcher observes the charac-
teristics of a social unit (Cohen & Manion, 1980), in this case a
system; the purpose of such observation is to "probe deeply and to
analyze intensively the multivarious phenomena that constitute the
life cycle of the unit with a view to establishing generalizations
about the wider population to which that unit belongs" (Cohen, 1980,
p. 99). One purpose of the case study therefore is to provide the
investigator with hypotheses that can be later tested (Sax, 1968,
Johada, et al
. ,
1 972); second the investigator may study a unique
situation in which to test hypotheses (Sax, 1968; Glaser, 1967);
third, the case study may point out gaps in knowledge or theory (Sax,
1968, Asher, 1976); and fourth, the case study may demonstrate a
theoretical model in a concrete example (Glaser, 1967; Sax, 1968).*
Procedure
. The first step in the case study procedure was to select
cases which typified the major dimensions of the phenomena, exclud-
ing as many extraneous variables as possible (Sax, 1968). The proce-
dure involved formulating a rough definition of the phenomena, fol-
lowed by a hypothetical explanation of the phenomena. The cases were
then studied in regard to the categories developed from the hypotheses,
and the formulations were then modified according to the analysis of
the data (Cohen & Manion, 1980).
*The writer is indebted to Stephen Bloomfield for his
concise description of the case study method (Bloomfield, 1982).
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The overall procedure used in this study was to: a) define the
population of the study; b) select the participants for the study;
c) collect the data; and d) analyze the data. Safeguards ensured
subjects' rights. All family interviews were video-taped. The re-
searcher explained the use of recording equipment at the beginning
of the study and did not proceed until an informed consent form, ex-
plained in full by the researcher, was signed by the adult partici-
pants in the study.
Selection of Subjects
Originally the researcher intended to interview four families
all to be referred by therapists at two public out-patient alcohol
treatment agencies. These therapists had met with the researcher
regularly over a period of nine months to discuss the theory and de-
sign of the study. They had agreed to negotiate permission for this
research project with the appropriate admi ni strators and supervisors
and to function as the initial investigators in the study. They were
to pre-select the families to be contacted for the study, based on the
following criteria:
The family must include at least one member who is currently
seeking alcohol counseling because of problems in the family; this
member does not have to be the alcohol abuser, however.
The family (or family member/s) must have sought help for alcohol
abuse previously, either in this generation or in previous generations.
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The family must have reported (to the initial investigator) a
history of alcohol abuse in the family; alcohol abuse should have
been reported in more than one (extended) family member.
The families will be chosen without regard to socio-economic
status, education or ethnic background.
The families must speak Engligh.
Families must agree to participate in the study.
An attempt was made to ensure that the alcohol abusing member
be present for the interview. It was intended that the families in-
terviewed would have some level of agreement that alcohol abuse was
a primary family problem and the abuser would be among the family
members seeking help for alcohol abuse in the family. An alternative
would be that the family might not have an overt agreement that alco-
hol abuse was currently a family problem; in these families it might
be another family member, other than the abuser, who had sought pro-
fessional help for the problem drinking.
The researcher planned to use the "circular questioning" method
of interview as an important part of the data collection. It was
intended that there be at least three family members participating in
the interview, although this was not necessary .
Due to time constraints, the original plan for contacting families
was abondoned when neither agency originally contacted had produced
any potential subjects. Other social service professionals were then
contacted. These included:
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One pediatrician
Three public health nurses
Two private psychotherapi sts
Two public agency directors (one agency providing residential
and outreach family services, the other providing out-patient alco-
hol treatment)
One director of a residential program for alcoholic women
Four family therapists (from two public agencies serving multi-
problem populations).
Although all of the professionals contacted expressed interest
and willingness to assist in the study, only two family therapists
(from the same agency) and one alcohol counselor actually referred
families to the researcher.
Four families were selected for the study. Only one of the ori-
ginal criteria changed because of the change in the original plan for
selection of subjects. The first criteria, which was that the family
must include at least one member currently seeking alcohol counseling
because of problems in the family, was changed to "at least one member
currently seeking counsel inq because of problems in the family." All
other criteria remained the same and were met in each of the four case
studi es
.
Data Collection
Conjoint family interviews were used to collect data. The family
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interview, observed and recorded, is considered to be perhaps the
only available method of putting the understanding of family inter-
action on a scientific footing (Weblin, 1968). This interview format
was chosen to provide for observation of family interactional patterns
This method of collecting data is considered the most effective and
efficient manner of observing, recording and understanding family
interaction by most systemic theorists and clinicians (Weblin, 1968;
Haley, 1974; Minuchin, 1974).
To enable the researcher to record all case material during or
immediately after the session (Selltiz et al
. , 1951) all sessions were
video taped and a log was kept, which was recorded as soon after the
session as possible.
The structured interview format included a series of questions
and a system task modified from the family task interview developed
by Minuchin, Posman and Baker (1968) to permit the collection of
data in a "behavioral domain comparable to a therapeutic interview."
The interview questions directly addressed the family's history of
interactions with larger systems and the family task supplemented,
through metaphorical communication, the discussion of the problem.
The interview with the family, which lasted approximately two
hours, had two major stages. The first part of the interview was the
more relaxed, social stage in which the researcher explained the
study and got acquainted with the family, hoping to establish the
necessary minimal rapport to procede with the second part of the in-
terview. This also included gathering information about the extended
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family using a genogram format and a series of circular questions in
Which family members were asked for information about their interac-
tions with the "outside world." This was done by asking one family
member to describe interactional patterns involving two or more other
family members or about a family member and an outside agency.
For example, the researcher might ask Mother: "Could you tell
me, on a typical Saturday, about how much time your husband and your
son spend together? Are they out of the house or at home?" Daughter
might be asked to describe who Mother spends time with while Dad and
her brother are out.
Questions were designed to elicit information regarding the fami-
ly history in relation to larger systems:
1. How much time does each family member present at interview
spend--per week, per month--i nvol ved in:
a. religious activities
b. health care (institutional or self-help)
c. community organizations (clubs, PTA, scouts, political
groups
)
d. hobby or interest groups (softball, barbership quartets,
ets
.
)
e. social services and/or professional resources
f. purely social activities outside the family (bars,
parties, coffee get-togethers, tupperware parties)
2. How much time re: above question for family members not
present at the interview?
3. How much time spent with other family members? Doing what?
(For both those present at and absent from interview.)
4.
Who outs i de the family is trusted or consulted?
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a. Who would each family member be most likely to ask foradvice from outside the family?
J K r
b. Who would each family member be most likely to sharesecrets with outside the family?
y
What is family's history with "helping" systems around other
problems in the:
1 • nuclear fami ly?
2. extended family?
3. family of origin?
The second part of the interview was focused more directly on
the family's interactional patterns around the drinking. Again, the
circular questioning method was used to explore the following ques-
tions :
Drinking history in the family:
1.
Who in the family (present) is most concerned about the pro-
blem?
2. Who in the family (not present at the interview) is most con-
cerned about the problem?
3. Who was previously most concerned (both those present and
those not present)
?
4. What has been tried before?
a. Who was most he! pful /I east helpful?
b. What was most helpful/least helpful?
5. Who else in the family currently has a drinking problem?
6. Who else in the family in the past had a drinking problem?
Outside family associates involved with drinking problems:
1. Who from outside the family i s/was most concerned?
2. Who from outside the family is/was least concerned?
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3. Who from outside the family also has a drinking problem?
Quality of life as affected by the drinking:
1. Who is closer when drinking is going on?
2. Who is having fun when drinking is going on?
3. Who is perceived as more competent/fun/more affectionate/belligerent when drinking is going on?
5
* •
Who reacts and in what way to those who are perceived asbeing more competent/more fun/more affectionate/more belligerent
tZ outside\he ^ f™^ the fMl1 * J Wh°
Finally, the family was asked to choose one of five sayings or
slogans and explain briefly to the researcher and to their children,
if present, what they think it means.* These slogans were: "A roll-
ing stone gathers no moss." "There's no place like home." "You can
lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink." "You can't take
it with you." "What you don't know can't hurt you."
This technique, derived from the MR I family task, is intended to
help the researcher understand more about the family's metaphoric
communication and to explore family rules around specific areas in-
cluding secrets, confrontation, affection, closeness (among themselves
and outside the family) and general values as well.
The interview format was problem-focused without an intention of
provoking catharsis. The researcher did not provide therapy, and did
not design the interview in any way that would intentionally undermine
the on-going therapeutic relationship in which each family was engaged
at the time of the interview.
*The researcher is indebted to Dr. Janine Roberts, University of
Massachusetts for this suggestion.
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Data Analysis
After the interviews were completed, the tapes were reviewed
by the researcher and by two additional raters. One rater was cur-
rently working in alcohol counseling and has been trained in struc-
tural-systemic family therapy; the other rater has a similar theore-
tical, clinical background but he has not worked with alcohol abusers.
The purpose was to work toward a collaborative synthesis patterned
after the notion of a team approach to systemic family therapy. This
is congruent with the systemic approach employed in this study. A
collaborative discussion was audio-taped in which raters and resear-
cher shared their observations and hypotheses. In analyzing the data,
the researcher and rater made clinical inferences regarding the over-
all structure and interactional patterns of the family and the various
suprasystems formed, including the suprasystem of family and research
team. Trends regarding patterns across cases were identified.
The researcher and raters analyzed the data, looking specifically
at i nteracti onal patterns at the interface between the family and lar-
ger systems. The metaphoric function of the symptom was explored as
families described their stance in the world, both when the drinking
was active and when it was not. Family patterns were traced histori-
cally from this perspective. Family rules, myths, and metaphoric com-
munication were assessed.
The interactional patterns within the family, both between indi-
viduals and between subsystems were considered one level of assess-
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ment. At the suprasystem level, interactional patterns between the
Whole family and larger systems as well as individuals and larger
systems, provided information for the second level of assessment.
The raters and the research individually and later in a colla-
borative "team" discussion assessed the interviews by analyzing and
describing the following:
1.
Assessment through description of interactional patterns
of relationships between nuclear family members and between extended
family subsystems in general "daily life" reports.
2. Assessment (through description of interactional patterns)
of relationships between family and relevant larger systems.
3. The difference (in the information gathered in questions one
and two) when drinking is active and when drinking is not active.
4. Historical perspective: questions one, two and three in re-
lation to extended family history.
5. Developmental stage of the family: a developmental descrip-
tion of the family in relation to alcohol abuse and in relation to
professional resource systems.
6.
Metaphoric communication: Myths and rules, both about those
family members present at the interview and about extended family mem
bers, and larger system myths, i.e., "Priests and doctors are all
alike— just after your money," and rules, i.e. "Nobody's going to
come in and tell us how to run our own family..."
After all conjoint interviews were rated in this way, the re-
searcher reviewed all the information compiled from individual assess-
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rnent notes and the audio tape of researcher-rater collaborative team
assessment. In Chapter IV, each case will then be presented with such
a synthesis. Trends regarding patterns across cases will be identi-
fied in Chapter V.
The analysis was used to generate tentative hypotheses and theory
concerning a systemic perspective of mul ti generation alcoholic supra-
systems (i.e. families and larger helping systems). The intention was
also to suggest clinical implications for complex social systems in
general
.
chapter iv
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the data analysis of interviews conducted
with four alcoholic family systems. It is organized in six sections
which include: this introduction to the organization and focus of the
interviews and data analysis; four sections, each describing and
analyzing a family system; and a final section in which the interviews
and their clinical implications are summarized.
Introduction
Contextual meaning of the research
. There is an obvious paradox in-
volved in this research project. Families are asked to be interviewed
and video taped by outsiders on the subject of their relationship to lar-
ger systems (outsiders)
; thus , they are asked to partici pate i n the very
pattern of i nteracti ons which they are simul taneously descri bi ng. The in-
terviewing team (the researcher and her assi stant) combined with the
fami ly during the interview to create a large system which wouldnothelp
but mi rror any other 1 arger system whi ch has been created by thi s family
wi th other "outs i ders " i n the past and i s be i ng reported and commented upon
.
The researcher can have no illusions of being a detached outside
observer in this process. What is reported in this chapter includes
not only what each family chose to report about its history of larger
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system involvement, but its less direct metaphoric communication
through the patterns of interaction experienced by the researcher
during the interview, and its response to the metaphoric communi-
cation task in the context of the interview.
Equally important, given the research topic, is the significance
of how each family was originally referred to the researcher and the
contextual meaning of each family's choice to cooperate not only with
the researcher but also with the referring person. Part of each case
study will be a report of how the family was referred and how the in-
terview was arranged. As part of this contextual level, each family's
point in the family life cycle in conjunction with helping systems
will be described, and the significance of the symptom (drinking) as
reported by the referring person will be included also.
Contexual levels of the interviews
. The interview was designed to
research several contextual levels of meaning. At the strai ghtfoward
"report" level, each family was asked to describe its history of in-
teractional patterns in relation to large systems, especially involv-
ing dysfunctional drinking behavior. The history of each family-of -
origin s interactions with extended family, medical professionals,
clergy, close family friends and mental health professional was re-
ported, as well as the same history for the nuclear family. Drinking
interactions involving outsiders, (both social drinking and symptoma-
tic drinking), were reported as part of this history.
At the meta level, this reported history was observed on a dif-
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ferent contextual level by connecting it with the behavior occuring
Within the interview itself. The way the family interacted both di-
rectly and indirectly in response to the interview team and the video
process, was reported and analyzed. This process produced hypotheses
concerning messages the family system was choosing to communicate
about its stance in relation to larger systems.
Finally the metaphorical communication which surfaced both spon-
taneously and in the "task" at the end of the interview was also con-
sidered in its contextual level of meaning (Cronen, 1982) as a way
of meta-commenting on what was going oni n the suprasystem created by
the family subsystem and the research team subsystem.
Ro le of the re search assistant
. The interviewer was working with the
technical assistant in each interview to create a research team which
would interact with the family system in as unobtrusive a manner as
possible. The technical assistant was familiar with the interview
questions and had been instructed to film family members 1 nonverbal
responses to others' verbal messages whenever possible. She did not
participate in the interview in any way other than to operate the
video equipment, although she was introduced by name at the beginning
of the interview.
In all four case studies, the families acknowledged her presence
throughout the interview as much more than an extension of the video
equipment. When answering questions, family members occasionally
looked at her rather than the interviewer, for example, or glanced
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over at her while another family member was speaking. It was signi-
ficant that the families visibly responded both to the active inter-
viewer and the more passive assistant, appearing to demonstrate a
constant systemic awareness of and involvement with an "audience."
Only in one family, however, was this interaction so central as to
be a separate part of the interviewer 1 s analysis.
Organization of the data . Each case study is organized in the fol-
lowing format: (1) a description of the extended family (both
fami 1 i es-of-ori gi n and the nuclear family) which includes demogra-
phic, genogram and structural information; (2) a history of interac-
tional patterns with larger systems, especially pertaining to drinking
behaviors; (3) hypotheses about family rules and myths with an analy-
sis of the paradoxes or recursive loops created through the contex-
tual meanings of these rules and myths; (4) an analysis of the fami-
ly's metaphoric communication about its stance in relation to larger
systems; (5) summary.
It is assumed that this data could be viewed, understood and
described in a variety of ways. Additionally, data can only be viewed
and assessed from the particular punctuation of the reporter; and
finally it is often difficult to describe phenomena in a way that is
consistent with the notions of circularity and contextual levels of
meani ng.
It is difficult to include analogic levels of communication in
the transcripts of conversation. Where possible the transcript in-
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eludes descriptions of analogic behavior.
These assessments are derived from data collected only in one
interview and one context and are accurate only in that context. All
observations and hypotheses are based upon information presented at
the time of the interview.
^J3u1at1on - Des P ite the fact of the four families being selected
through what seemed to be relatively "random" contacts the interviewer
had with social service professionals, the sample which emerged was
not as diverse demographically as the researcher would have expected.
The four families who were interviewed were the first four fami-
lies referred to the researcher who met the specifications of the stu-
dy and agreed to participate.
Only one family was referred because a family member was current-
ly in treatment for problem drinking. The other three families were
all in treatment with family therapists for problems which included
problem drinking.
All four families shared the following symptomatic and demogra-
phic commonalities:
- At least two generations of "problem" or "abusive" drinking in
the family, openly acknowledged by all family members participating
in the interview
- Currently involved in active interactions with larger "helping"
systems
- No current involvement in A. A. or Al-Anon
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- Mothers all working-
- Religious background was Catholic; no adult church-goers
currently..
- All from New England-.
All white and English-speaking.
Every family had two children present for interview; in each
family one child was approximately 12 years old, the other was approx-
imately 16 years old. in three of the four families.
The major demographic differences were the following:
- In two families, the marriage was intact; both adults were
present
..
In two families there was a single mother, divorced; father was
not present..
Class differences: single parent families were low income;
2-parent families were lower middle class..
- In the families with intact marital system, the significant
problem drinkers had been male in the first and second generations,
whereas in the single parent families, the problem drinkers had been
both male and female,-
- Nationalities included Polish, Irish, French and WASP. (No
questions about ethnicity were asked in order to enable the researcher
to remain as free as possible from stereotyping based on ethnic myths
and generalities).
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Jarvik Family
Referral context
. This family was referred by an alcohol coun-
selor at the outpatient alcohol treatment program of a public
county hospital. Jack Jarvik had been seeing the counselor for
longer than one year in individual counseling. He had also been in
individual counseling for over twelve years with a psychiatrist
(Dr. "Bernstein") who is the director of the hospital's entire
mental health unit which houses the alcohol treatment pro-
gram.
The counselor had been informed in a staff meeting about
the research project by the alcohol outpatient clinical director;
he was the only staff member who called the researcher and seemed
interested in referring families for the project. He seemed con-
vinced that this particular family would meet the specifica-
tions of the research project and would be willing to partici-
pate.
Jack Jarvik was described by the referring counselor as a cur-
rently sober alcoholic who was not presently involved in A. A.
,
nor
was his family in Al-Anon. His wife's family was also described as
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having a history of alcoholism.
After receiving permission to give the family phone number to
the interviewer, the counselor had no further involvement, to the
researcher s knowledge, with the research project.
Descnjtion of the family
. The Jarvik family lives in a small town
in Western Massachusetts within 10 miles of the rural area where Jack
Jarvik, the father, grew up. Jack was the only child (adopted) of a
hard-working Polish farm family who disappointed his father by refus-
ing to inherit his parents' life-style: the 7-day work week of dairy
farming and apple growing. Instead, Jack left home to join the ser-
vice at 18, met Pam (who was also in the service) and got married.
Pam grew up in the large family of a Pittsburgh steelworker whose
weekend alcoholic drinking was tolerated by the family because as Pam
said with a shrug, "the man worked hard and deserved his drink." Jack
and Pam returned from the service to live near Jack's parents in
Massachusetts but Jack chose a career very different from farming by
becoming a salesman. Unlike his father and mother's farming work
which kept them at home and laboring almost constantly, as Jack tells
it, his life as a salesman has necessitated traveling and being away
from home frequently. Whereas the parents' success in farming depended
both on their constant diligence and the weather, Jack's work success
depended on his i nterpersonal social skills.
The Jarvik' s small two-story house in on one of the few streets
in the town that might be called "residential"; the main street of
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town is the highway running through it. The interior lighting seemed
unusually dim, perhaps to partially conceal the worn appearance of
the house and furnishings. There was an absence of personal, decora-
tive touches in the livingroom; the only distinguishing feature was
a mantel clock which struck obtrusively every quarter hour.
Jack and Pam, both age 47, still have two children living at home
(12 year old Crystal and 16 year old Andrew) but are also new grand-
parents: two adult daughters have already left home and one is the
mother of a 3 month-old baby. Both the married daughter (age 24)
and the unmarried daughter (age 22) live nearby and have frequent con-
tact with the family. Jack's mother, age 79, is widowed and is still
living at the family farm nearby; the Jarvik's go for Sunday dinner
at Grandma's every week.
Although Pam's parents are both dead and she is geographically
separated from her sibling (who all remained in Pittsburgh), she has
kept close ties with her family. She is especially close to her older
sister and brother-i n-1 aw who seem to have played an important protec-
tive role for her, especially since her mother's death 7 years ago.
Recently Pam has also begun to relate to her adult daughters as a
source of comfort and an outlet for her confidences. Pam works as a
secretary at a nearby college and has been in this job for 3 years.
Interview context . The Jarvik family had been contacted about the
research project by Jack's counselor at an outpatient alcohol treat-
ment clinic in a small rural ly-based city 10 miles from the Jarvik
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family's home town. The phone contact and arrangements for the inter-
view were made by the researcher with Jack who sounded very receptive
and was noticeably enthusiastic about scheduling the session as soon
as possible. He seemed to have no qualms about planning the inter-
view for 9 a.m. on the following Sunday, confident that it would
not be difficult to involve his wife and the two children living at
home, despite the early Sunday morning hour.
In fact, although the researcher and her assistant arrived al-
most an hour later than originally scheduled, Jack was the only family
member ready to begin the session. The children appeared in the
livingroom after some prompting from their father; after further delay,
Mrs. Jarvik appeared, apparently reluctant to participate. She showed
a semblance of forced graciousness but it became even more visibly
Jack's "show" when Jack offered coffee to the interviewing team and
asked Pam to make it. Pam disappeared for several minutes and even-
tually returned with a cup of coffee for herself alone.
There was also a general atmosphere of family discomfort while
the researchers were setting up the video equipment. Several heavy
pieces of furniture had to be moved, outlets made accessible, lighting
adjusted, etc. in order to video tape the session. Jack attempted to
help the researchers (both female) in a somewhat inept, awkward manner
while Crystal, Andrew and Mrs. J. disappeared from sight and/or drifted
in and out of the room.
The researcher responded to Mrs. J.'s apparent dissatisfaction by
almost exclusively addressing the initial genogram-related questions to
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her. A serendipitous break in the uncomfortable mood of the entire
family came when the interviewer asked Mrs. J. (Pam) if she was from
Pittsburgh and then mentioned that the assistant was also from Pitts-
burgh. Pam smiled for the first time and laughed with the assistant
about her unsuccessful attempts to disguise her pronounced Pittsburgh
accent.
From that point on, Pam's affect changed from the earlier cool-
ness: she smiled frequently, answered questions with consistent
thoughtfulness and appeared to be genuinely interested. (She looked
at the assistant behind the camera almost as frequently as she looked
at the i ntervi ewer )
.
The seating arrangements chosen by the family seemed to represent,
quite literally, how they described family structure less directly in
the course of the interview. Twelve year-old Crystal placed herself
squarely between her two parents on a sofa facing the camera; through-
out the interview she sat very still, arms at her sides, spine erect,
turning her head from one parent to the other and watchina intently
when each spoke as if she was refereei ng a tennis match.
Her brother Andrew, by contrast, sat alone in a reclining chair
near Jack's end of the sofa, almost motionless throughout the inter-
view. He rarely looked directly at anyone, whether he was speaking or
listening. He remained apparently distant throughout the interview,
frequently appearing not to understand questions addressed to him and
answering very hesitantly in terse phrases. (He was also disqualified
several times by his parents.) Crystal answered questions too fully,
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at times; she was cut off several times by each parent either because
she seemed to be launching into long, tangential monologues or (once),
by the interviewer when it seemed that she was beginning to disclose
an episode which was unmistakable embarrassing to her parents.
Pam sat comfortably at her end of the sofa, leaning forward fre-
quently when answering questions. Jack's posture was the most dra-
matically expressive in the family: he sat back in the corner of
the sofa, his legs crossed very tightly, his hands locked between
his thighs, his shoulders hunched and his head slightly drooping. It
almost seemed as if he was about to fold in on himself and slip be-
neath the sofa cushion.
As part of information for the genogram, the research format
included questions about drinking in both the maternal and the pater-
nal families of origin, starting with the grandparents and on down
through the generations. There were also questions in this initial
period of the interview about outside activities in both families of
origin.
History of drinking and involvement with larger systems . The following
segment introduced several important themes in the family: Pam's
father's drinking, her parents' relationship, and Pam's pattern of
response to problem drinking. Significant family rules and conflicts
begin to emerge concerning how a man should drink; how families choose
to respond to problem drinking. Marital di stri bution-of-power rules,
too, are raised as an important marital issue:
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What I want to do - and you both
knew.
.
. were old enough to know
•
. .your grandparents, so you
can help out with these questions
too -- what did your mom like to
do, Pam, uh, what kind of acti-
vities.
. .?
P- She had led a very, sheltered life.
When I look back now I think I know
the reason why.
. .she had had
scarlet fever when she was a child
and she had 2 holes in her heart
which was unrepairable - - and of
course they didn't keep medical
histories in those days -- so she
really didn’t participate. I think
her biggest time was when she played
cards -- with the family, if we had
a group come in - - a group with the
family, actually. As far as outside
activities, she didn't participate
in anything, actually. I don't
think she belonged to a church group.
(I. signals to Andrew and
Crystal that they are part
of this piece of family his-
tory, and that Andrew in
particular, is invited to
stay "tuned in," since he
is apparently quite with-
drawn )
.
(P. sets forth the major
theme of the interview:
family members keep every-
thing close to home, even
their social activities.
)
I. So she was very much a home person
—
*
r~
n
,
a very timid person too. When (P. interrupts, emphasizing
Father spoke. Mother obeyed
. .
. how timid and submissive her
mother was. Her tone of
voice and slight smile sug-
gest both an acceptance of
this traditional wifely
role and yet at the same
time, some condescension:
she herself is a more "mo-
dern" independent wife )
At this point, I. asks the children about their maternal grand-
parents to see how they are responding to their mother's messages.
They both avoid the questions, claiming to not have known the grand-
parents well enough to comment.
I. What kind of activities did your
father like to--?
* (I. = Interviewer)
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p. He had none either; his was all work,
really. When I look back--he started
to work in the steel mill when he was
1 3 years old...
I. Are you from Pitsburgh?
P. Yes (smiles for first time)
0h she's from Pittsburgh (indicat-
ing assistant)
A. I didn't recognize your accent/P. No,
or yours either.
.
. (they both
laugh)
P. I 'm trying to lose some of it, es-
pecially answering questions like
someone just asked me. (laughter)
So his was just work, I guess, his
activities.
. .
(I. seizes opportunity to
attempt to joint with P.
The change in atmosphere is
noticable. When P. relaxes
and lets in the interview-
ing team slightly, the
other family members relax
more too. The key to entry
may be that if you are fami-
liar - recognizable - in
some way, then you're not
so much an outsider and thus
can be allowed at least one
foot in the door of this
family's private business).
I. And on weekends did he drink at
home or did he go out?
(I
. moves back to test P.'s
privacy rules around family
history, seeing if the team
is going to be allowed to
stay "in".
P. Out
I. So he was at home too. . .
P. He was mostly at home, yeah. He
has gone out . . . never got in
trouble with the law as far as
the drinking goes. (Jack has
been watching P., leaning around
C. during this discussion)
I. So he was a guiet stay-at-home
drinker -
P. Yes
(J. is sunk back on the so-
fa, head drooping, eyes
down. He looks ashamed and
as if he himself was not the
"good" quiet kind of drinker
P.'s father was )
.
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Jack, when you would visit Pam's
folks with her, um, when her
father was drinking would you
notice whether Pam and her
mother would get closer or
would the drinking make them
further appart?
J- No, I think she was closer to
her mom.
I. And when her father was drinking,
do you think she would seem to be
even closer to her mother? Would
she spend even more time with her
mother?
J. Mmm hm -- yeah.
. .with her
mother or sisters
.
. .(he looks
unsure -- looks at P. She is
looking down, as if she is trying
to remember).
I. Pam, is that how you remember
it too?
P. (long hesitation, then looks up at
me, smiles, shakes her head) No -
I was close to my mother of course
- but I would keep to myself, go
to my room - or something - but
stay away completely. I always
had the feeling that she should
have spoke up (sic) a little bit
more. She was very wishy-washy
with my father - whatever he said
was all right.
I. Did she ever tell anyone outside
the family about his drinking, do
you think?
P. Oh she didn't have any problems
about that because everybody knew
(she and J. both laugh - C. looks
solemnly at interviewer) No, it
was nothing that was secretive.
. .
(she and J. still laughing a little:
C. coninues looking very solemn).
(I. attempts to bring him
back in, both to restore
his position as currently
sober adult husband and al-
so to introduce circular
questioning.
)
(J.'s uneasiness may indi-
cate that he is not sup-
posed to tal k about P.
'
s
family business to outsid-
ers; it also may stem from
his years of individual
psychotherapy, breaking
an important theoretical
rul e)
.
(P. is apparently caught
between loyalty to family
and her rules about keeping
things to oneself. She al-
so raises the issue of gen-
der roles : "old school " vs.
"new school" where she may
also be caught bewteen old
loyalties and newer beliefs
about more eqalitarian mar-
ital arrangements and also
the Al-Anon rule of detach-
ment. See p. 39 ).
(This is the 1 st moment when
P. and J. show friendliness
towards each other, mutual
acceptance of the old fami-
ly joke: Father making a
fool of himself and Mother
being unable to stop him.
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This is interesting since
the same pattern is no
longer a joke when it re-
peats in their own nuclear
family history).
I. Do you think she would've asked any-
one for help with that problem out-
side the family?
P. I don t think that she knew how to
go about it. I sincerely don't...
When the researcher asked if Pam's
she have asked for help from a priest -
mother was religious -- would
Pam said that no, she never
did But, she said, "that's a good question
why.
.
I really don't know
As Pam related her family history, there were several surprising
aspects in her narration. She reported that throughout the three
generations (her parents, her siblings and their spouses, her 12
nieces and nephews and her own 5 children) there was only one problem
drinker (or "alcoholic," as she referred to him) and that was her
father. Even more surprising was the relatively benign way she des-
cribed his drinking and its effects on the family. Later in the in-
terview, more information revealed conflicting rules around disclo-
sure of family business outside the family, which began to explain
the initial responses as the researcher asked Pam potentially intru-
sive questions within a half hour of coming into the home.
The family dynamics surrounding the gathering of information
seemed to reflect patterns of interaction which might very likely be
generally characteri sti c of this family system. When either parent
would be asked a factual question about (his) own family, (he) would
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frequently look to the other for the information; yet, on the other
side of the same coin, each tended to contradict the other's facts.
For example, Pam would look to Jack when asked by the researcher
how old her own siblings were and even to check if she was correct
about her own age. Jack did the same thing. (Whenever they looked
to each other for confirmation throughout the interview, they had to
lean forward and communicate across Crystal). On the other hand, they
frequently interrupted and contradicted each other about ages, dates,
and other information. Pam appeared more impatient with Jack than
vice versa.
Crystal's role was to anxiously insert facts or contradictions;
she was usually given gentle, non-verbal signals by her father who
would tap her knee, (smiling at her) and shake his head at her, or
squeeze her hand gently. Andrew was never consulted, nor did he in-
terrupt, contradict, or even appear to be listening much of the time;
he was generally so still that he seemed almost to be in a trance.
In order to take some of what was appearing to be somewhat un-
comfortable pressure off Pam and also to give Jack a more direct in-
vitation to participate in the interview, the interview questions were
shifted briefly to his side of the family before conti nui ng wi th Pam:
I. Jack, on your side of the family does (J. is very changed in
your mom or did your dad have a appearance during these
drinking problem? questions, answering them
with ease and apparent en-
No. joyment. He noticeably
relaxes his body, his hands,
I. No drinking urn, did they drink and his voice)
at all?
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J- Yup - well, my mom would have a
Qlass of wine once in 2 years.
I. 0. K.
,
so she was very, very
moderate
.
J. Yup.
I. And what about your dad?
J. Oh. he'd drink. He'd always have
beer. Well, there's a story -
he | d have a Canadian Club -
he d have a drink in the morning
and a drink at night 'Kill the
spiders and kill the cobwebs'
he'd say. (Laughter from J.)
I. So he would drink every day then?
J. Pret' near.
. .(nodding his head
and sounding like a country
farmer himself.
.
.
)
I. Yes? Did he get drunk?
J. Never.
I. He always drank very carefully?
And that was not a problem
between your parents? Your mom
didn't want him to drink less, it
wasn't an issue?
J. Nope, never.
I. Pam, on your side of the family,
did either of your parents?
(Pam nods) O.K.
P. My father --
I
. Your father --
P. But he was a weekend drinker.
I
. Uh huh . . .
(J. appears to enjoy tell-
ing this story of his fa-
ther. He sounds admiring
and almost as if he himself
becomes the healthy, con-
trolled, cheerful man he is
describing. The rest of
the family appears to ac-
cept his story. The inter-
viewer in the only one ap-
parently surprised by such
a benign account of the
grandfather drinking every
morning.
.
.)
(The atmosphere changes,
becoming more tense again.
P. sounds both irritable
and ashamed. The children
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P. He'd work, he'd never miss work, but
on the weekends was his time.
Did he drink heavily on weekends?
and J. appear somewhat
nervous )
.
P. Yes
I* 0-K. .
. Was that something that he
and your mother were at odds about
/P
- yes?/I. O.K.
,
so that was a
• •
. (pause) How 'bout for you
kids? Did he get mean when he was
drinking? Was that something that
spi 1 1 ed over onto you?
P. No, he never was mean to us --
(her voice sets much higher.
J. leans forward, looking at
her) -- physically or anythinq
- -
- (pause)
I. So it was more just that it was
conflict between your parents?
P. Uh - - - well not really/Jack -
(at the same time) Well, the
m--/P. the conflict between
the parents, of course, affects
the children (Jack looks
at interviewer, then back at P.)
I* So it wasn't a secret -- that
your mom thought your dad drank
too much?
P. Yes she did - - - (silence)
I. Well, I'll be asking more about
that later, but let's switch
away from that now. ./.J.
interrupts: There's al--
I. (not responding to J.'s inter-
ruption) Do any of your kids
have a drinking problem? (Parents
both say no -- seem very confident
about this).
(This is a crucial point in
the interview when it be-
comes clear that P. is torn
between telling the story
of her father's drinking in
a way which is disloyal to
her family or else choos-
ing to cover it over and
follow her metarule of pri-
vacy. J.'s attemps to tell
more than she wants are
effectively blocked by P.'s
nonverbal signals that she
is disturbed by his intru-
sions and the interviewer
picking up on this and
following her lead rather
than hi
s
invitations to
reveal more. The inter-
viewer's response is an im-
portant clue about the
family system around who
sets out the metarule.
. .
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At this point in the interview, it seems very likely that Jack
was about to "spill the beans" about other problem drinkers in Pam's
family. Because the interviewer cut him off, it was not until quite
a bit later in the interview that this information was disclosed.
(This segment follows a discussion of how close P.'s family
was
;
also how "saintly" P.'s mother was according to both P. and J.)
I* Itls interesting to me that, ah, out
of all 7 -- often when one parent has
been a heavy drinker you'll find that,
you know, at least one of the kids
ends up being a heavy drinker or
problem drinker-- (J. who has been
sitting back, yawning, stops mid-
yawn and leans forward abruptly to
look at P
.
)
.
P. (cutting question off) That - (pause)-
has been amazing to me also, (nodding)
I. Yes/J. (at the same time) Artie --/
P. Oh, I forgot about him... (stopping
the tape at this second, the still
shot is of J. leaning far forward,
hands clenched between thighs,
looking intently at P. who is turn-
ing to look at him di sapprovi ngly
while Crystal between them is
looking questioning at J. also,
her hands clenched beside her and
her shoulders hunched)
--That was my brother Artie. But
that was after his wife passed
away. He had a spell there where
he hit the bottle very bad...
(J. is now sitting back, slumped
over, head drooping in a sort of
"bad dog" posture. C. is staring
nervously at the interviewer)
.
I. Then, did he stop?
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P. Yes, he went to the A.A./J. (simul-
taneously) No, he's- -
-/
1* I need to write that down because
that s actually part of — /p. inter-
rupts/
P. But I forgot that because it was ac-
tually only a period of about 2
years and (inaudible) months.
.
(she's not looking at anyone,
appears irritable)
J. But he's been active in A. A. for
about 7 years, 8 years now--
P. He's up in it . . .(she begins
shaking her head, looking in-
creasingly annoyed.)
. . .
Talks -- drives you crazy at
times — (J. is looking at in-
terviewer with what would have to
be described as a conspi ratori al
smile, almost a smirk. P. is
glaring at the floor. C. is
looking alertly at her dad).
He talks too much. .
.
(It's
not clear at this moment who
it is who Pam thinks "talks
too much").
I. So he's been very active ever since?
P. Yes, and as far as I know, (eyes (During this segment of the
roll up, off to the left), hasn't interview the conflict be-
touched a drop since. tween P. & J. is escalating.
J. (leaning forward again quite
eagerly) There's Doc . . .
P. is desperately trying to
keep things private and J.
is just as energetically
P. Oh -- that was by marriage
though -- (looking down, voice
getting softer)
trying to expose it to the
outside world. J.'s power
to violate P.'s rule be-
J. Yeah but still - - (C. is
looking from parent to parent,
quite visibly fascinated by
this conversation)
comes more visible at this
point, as the interviewer
stops col 1 udi ng in P.'s
secrecy tactics and, like
Crystal
,
simply watches
them battle i t out )
.
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P. (very crossly) I don't talk about
him -
- (J. laughs, C. giggles,
split second later P. laughs
also and looks at interviewer
for the first time since the topic
was raised).
I. So he's a brother-i n-1 aw of yours?
P
. Yes
I. Does he drink heavily? Is he still
part of the family? I realize you
just said you didn't talk about him
- -
- (J. is smirking, both at P.
and at interviewer)
P. (graciously) Yes, he didn't drink
heavily for years -- would you say,
Jack?/J. Yes (He is still smiling
and begins picking lint off C.s
pants as if either he's no longer
interested in the discussion,
having introduced these family
secrets, or else to hide his feel-
ings about breaking the rule of
secrecy). And then he started
hitting the sauce heavy. His
wife - my sister - left him . . .
My youngest sister Blanche. I
don't know if she divorced him or
if they're just separated. I
don't know really what the situation
i s
.
(Here I. switches and
colludes with J. to force
P. to reveal a family se-
cret. By joining with one
parent and then the other
around the dynamics of
keeping/breaking the se-
crecy rule, I. is attempt-
ing to maintain neutrality).
Family rules . By this time it was becoming clear that: Pam does not
like to reveal family secrets; that she especially does not like these
secrets to be revealed by Jack; and that she is more likely to excuse
problem drinking when it occurs in a relative of hers: her father;
a hard-working man who "deserved his drink" and her brother Artie who
drank "because his wife had passed away." She is more blameful when
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it appears in the family through marriage (her brother-in-law Doc:
I don't talk about him") and her own husband Jack for whom she made
no excuses through the interview.
What is surfaced quite explicitly
the tape is Pam's rule about privacy:
or at least keep it inside the family:
P. I don t ask question - unless some-
one wants to volunteer.
I. So in your family, generally, peo-
ple are pretty private about stuff
like that? Or are you special that
way?
P. (Nodding) Oh yes/J. (Laughing)
Until we get home, until we qo
back - - -
(both are laughing)
I. Uh huh/J. And then the 1st day
they talk it all over - - -
(P. is smiling, watching
interviewer out of the corner of
her eye while J. grins broadly,
chuckling, looking directly
at interviewer)
.
I. So that sort of an important
thing in your family - you kept
things pretty much in (inaudible)
/P. Tried to,
I. Un huh - Urn, well, now that I'm
in here - and anyway - - - I
realize it's hard to have people in
here asking questions about your
own family - and I need to do a
little of that. And, again, please
tell me if you feel uncomfortable
about what I'm asking. But I do
need to start moving into a little
bit about the history of your drink-
ing and how, you know, it has af-
in the following segment of
You keep things to yourself,
(I. is now meta-commenting
on the family issues around
keeping secrets from out-
siders by surfacing the
paradox of the research
team being in the family
at this moment, asking
questions about the family
'
s
relationship to outsiders
and thus aski ng P. , at
least to violate the meta
Ill
fected the family. And, um,
know just from what you said
on the phone that you're not
drinking now and that you're
not in A. A...
rule by talking about
family business).
The interviewer was already to some extend inducted into the
system enough to comply with the family dynamics which seemed to be
that Jack was the one more likely to reveal family drinking history
he was thus designated as the entry point for questions which would
move the interview into an even more potentially intrusive area
(nuclear family).
Fami 1y myths . There were several major themes in the discussion of
Jack's A. A. involvement which both confirmed the interviewer's develop-
ing hypotheses of family privacy rules/boundaries and added complex-
ity to the family myths regarding outsiders.
The history of Jack's search for outside help sounded like a
series of funbles as he repeatedly violated the rule of family pri-
vacy, which seemed to come more powerfully from Pat's side of the
family but was apparently also the general pattern in his own family.
What also appears as an important theme is the family myth that
outsiders are both unnecessary and incompetent. This myth seems to
show up in the questions asked about family involvement with medical
helpers. Neither Jack's family nor Pam's had much use for doctors.
Medical help was considered unnecessary and, in Jack's family, her
mother who had been trained as a nurse was the family medical expert.
The same attitude held true for priests and nuns. No one on either
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side of the family apparently ever sought help or advice from the
Church - until Jack's mother finally asked a priest to help solve
Jack's drinking problem. The story of the priest's intervention
seems to highlight both the family myth that outsiders are incom-
petent and the rule that it doesn't sit right when you let outsiders
in on what should remain family business.
Jack told the story of his initial exposure to A. A. as if it
werea family legend, a tale often told to illustrate both the mari-
tal closeness and loyalties as well as, by implication to underscore
the incompetence of outside helpers.
His mother sent a priest to "help" Jack with his drinking problem
and the priest persuaded him to go to an A. A. meeting. On the way to
the meeting, the priest told Jack that his drinking problem was caused
by his nagging wife. (Jack and Pam became very indignant and exchang-
ed a series of companionable, disgusted looks and chuckles as Jack
told this part of the story). At the A. A. meeting Jack met a (male)
companion who would regularly go out drinking with him after meetings
"to see" as J. put it, "if we could do some things as wild as those
things the guys at the A. A. meetings would tell about doing when they
were drunk !
"
At his point in the interview, and once again in discussing their
experience with A. A./Al-Anon, Pam and Jack show a more solid and com-
panionable alliance than at any other time.
Jack continued his history of involvement with A. A. in a series
of disqualifications. After the fiasco previously described, he did
become active in A. A. some years later and even spent a year travel in
around the country, speaking at A. A. meetings. He realized (with
Dr. Bernstein's help at the clinic where he was already heavily in-
volved in counseling) that he was too involved. He began to experi-
ence A. A. as "too repetitious," perhaps all right for a man without a
family (brother-in-law Artie?) who might have just recently stopped
drinking, but no longer a good fit for Jack. The implication that it
was not a good fit for the family as a whole is confirmed in the fol-
lowing segment:
I. Back when he was active in A. A., did
you try going to Al-Anon at all?
P. I did -
I. And how was that for you ?
P. The 1st session, I was kind of scared
about it. Then the rest of them
being in the same situation, you
know, it was fine. But then (she
appears more animated, her voice
louder, more high-pitched) - they
had - we had what they called a group
discussion, which seemed to be all
right, but they has these Sunday
meetings and it was reading from the
book. I didn't see what was the point
of that - everybody took their turns
reading from the book. It was just
reading from the book. I had things
that were botheri ng me - I wanted to
speak. I didn't want to read from
the book - I mean why should I read
from a book -
(Jack is smiling, watching her
with what appears to be approval
and possible admiration) - what's
happening to the family in the
book is happening to me (Jack
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laughs) I mean I want some consul-
tation, I want some feedback here -
how to handle this and how to handle
that. So consequently I dropped
out completely. I never completed
uh - (to Jack) is it 7 steps?
(J. doesn't respond at all - re-
mains motionless) Anyway, it's
called the step system. I may have
gotten through to the 4th one, but -
(shrugs her shoulders, laughs apo-
legical ly)
I. So you went - was it a period of
a few months or -
P. No, it was a period of several
years. Was it 2 years? (look-
ing to Jack)
I. Oh, so you gave it -
P. I gave it a shot. We went for
marriage counseling, we went for
regular counseling - Actually I
never had counseling just on a
one-to-one basi s , ei ther wi th a
psychologist or a psychiatrist -
J. Which was a -- don't let me
interrupt - - but in looking
back on it, I had my team when
I -- in 1971 -- first went to
the clinic and contacted Dr.
Bernstein. I'd come home and
say: 'We're gonna do this ' -
and she said 'That's good-
your team. Where's my team?'
And I said 'You don't need a
team - just listen to me'
which didn't work.
P. It bothered me, because he had
a release, either counseling or
drinking. I had to stay sober
and handle it all. And after
awhile it did bother me. I
think it bothered me more than
anythi ng
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There are several levels of meaning in this outburst of Pam's.
Although she is reporting that she wanted to have a place to take
her troubles just as Jack had his, the contextual meaning is perhaps
more complicated. If she found Al-Anon a satisfying outlet for her
exasperation with Jack, she would have achieved the symmetrical rela-
tionship with outside helpers which would mirror Jack's and which he
seemed to want for her. On the other hand, to do this would mean to
break her metarule about keeping things in the family and would also
run counter to the marital myth that she and Jack both inherited from
t~ ei
'
r Parents : a good wife stands by her man, uncomplaining, allowing
him to be "boss.
"
Jack's statement that it did no good for him to tell her how
they were going to work on their al cohol -rel ated family problems
seems to indicate his willingness to relinquish the traditional hus-
band-as-boss role.
Another related family myth observed by the research team con-
cerned gender roles and expectations, and is a relevant part of the
dilemma Pat and Jack may have experienced around A. A. and Al-Anon.
Jack described his father as hard-worki ng , active (a man who joined
a snow mobile club in his sixties, preferring the company of younger
people who could match his pace) and, like Pam's father, traditionally
patri archal
:
J. He made the decisions and she (J. is smiling, appearing
agreed. simultaneously as if he
admired this and yet is
himself more sophisticated;I. It's interesting that --
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J. Like financially she didn't know if
they had five dollars or five million
because he wrote the checks. If she
needed some money - 'How much do you
need? 1 and he gave it to her and that
was it. He was the 'old school 1
and he did it the hard way. He start-
ed with a farm and had apples and
cows.
.
."
(J. laughs. The legend of
his father sounds both lar-
ger than life and as if he
has told it before).
I* it sounds like both your parents
were involved in working very hard
• . . Your dad, also worked verv
hard - -
(I. turns the focus on Pam
to see how she is respond-
ing to this description).
P. They didn't -- they weren't shirkers
... never, never on welfare or any-
thing 1 i ke that.
(Pam's tone and implication
is emphatically that she
feels the same way about
"shirkers" as her family
did).
Recursive loops
. This segment of the interview, coupled with what had
already been described about both grandfathers as strong, hard-worki ng
,
hard-drinking "he-men" obeyed and respected by their wives, brings in-
to focus the paradox around the nuclear family's attempts to seek help.
It seems that in this segment of history with outside helpers, there
are potentially several binds or problematic reflexive ("strange")
loops (Cronen, 1982).
The way a man is supposed to drink, in both Jack and Pat's report-
ing of the family history, is to be i n control : he can drink every
morning and every night and/or he can drink all weekend, but he must
be able to continue to be a hard worker, to be the head of the house-
hold, and certainly not to create any need for outside "help." Jack's
drinking broke all the rules in that he was not able to be a steady,
dependable worker, he did not assume a head-of-the-househol d role at
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home, and, probably most problematic of all, he persistently went to
outsiders with private problems which he should have kept either to
himself or at least within the family.
At the point when Jack turned to A. A. and persuaded Pam to try
Al-Anon, there was an inevitable confusion between levels of meaning.
This is a case in which it is unclear which level of meaning in the
system is of a higher level.
Jack went to A. A. and was able to stay sober, for a prolonged
period of time, relative to his previous attempts at sobriety. In
his involvement with A. A., however, he had to accept a stance of
being powerless. In this case, the powerlessness was in his relation-
ship to alcohol
.
On one level, he was at this point finally beginning to follow
in the family tradition of being a real man: he could be in control
of his drinking, he could hold a job, and he could even attempt to
be the head of the household by leading Pam in their mode of solving
the family problem (drinking): he was a "leader" in A. A. and she
could be a "follower" by participating in Al-Anon.
At another level, he was breaking the rule of family privacy
even more flagrantly: in A. A. hewas telling shameful family business
to a whole audience of outsiders, whereas at least in individual coun-
seling, it was only a one-to-one confidence, similar to confessing
to the priest. If Pam were to achieve involvement in Al-Anon, she
would also violate the metarule of family (and individual) privacy
as well as shattering the myth that a real wife stands uncomplainingly
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by her husband; the injunction to detach, to let go, which is the
principle rule of Al-Anon must inevitably shatter her belief system.
Another confusing message to be considered as part of this
dilemma is the reported fact tht even when Pam and Jack were courting,
Pam already recognized that Jack had a drinking problem, and yet she
chose to marry him. It seems that the context of their marriage could
create a strange loop in and of itself. If Jack and Pam knew that
his drinking was already perceived as a problem and yet she married
him, then the confusion over i nterpretati on of that fact (did she
marry him inspite of his drinking or because of it?) could easily
have emerged as confusion over the choice of approbate action. Thus,
if Jack continued to drink, it would not necessarily follow that Pam
would leave him. If fact, it might seem that the "to love, honor and
obey" speech act coupled with the confirming episode of marriage
involved a "charmed loop": a "close-committed relationship" and a
"confirming episode" (Cronen, 1982). As such, the "regulative rule"
would appear to be that Pam would "love, honor and obey" Jack no mat-
ter how bad the drinking was ("in sickness and health").
The "command" or "relational" level of meaning (Bateson, 1969)
is expressed in the metarules: "Keep family business in the family"
and "wives stand by their husbands in sickness and health," joined
with the 'content" level at which Pat and Jack agree to be involved
in A. A. and Al-Anon to stop the family alcoholism problems, repre-
sents a reflexive loop in which "each (level) is simultaneously the
context for and within the context of the other." (Cronen, 1982,
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P. 95).
If Jack takes the stance of being powerless over alcohol in his
A. A. phase and thus does not drink, he is both obeying the rules of
being In control around alcohol (i.e. he is not stumbling around out-
side the family, drunkenly spilling out family business and unable to
work) but also not obeying the same rule (i.e. the grandfathers were
not seen as powerless in relation to alcohol - they didn't have to
abstain or identify as "sick"). Jack and Pam are also simultaneously
behaving in a congruent manner by following the Man-as-head-of-house-
hold rule (Jack solves family problems by going to A. A. and Pam fol-
lows by going to Al-Anon) and at the same time behaving incongruously
by appearing to accept the Al-Anon rule of spouse detachment from
the problem drinker.
The Jarvik family's way of breaking out of that particular recur-
sive cycle or strange loop was to withdraw from their involvement in
that outside system, ( A. A/Al -Anon \ while continuing to pay lip ser-
vice to the basic A. A. /Al-Anon tenets of the drinker's need to accept
his powerlessness over alcohol and the spouse's need to detach from
(her) submissive obedience and loyalty to the drinker.
A family anecdote which was alluded to three times during the
interview illustrates the degree to which the whole family system
has remained stuck in this strange loop.
Accompanied by many furtive looks at each other, apparently
gleeful laughter from both children, and somewhat more embarrassed
laughter from the parents, a story was told about Pam "throwing Jack
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out" when his drinking was no longer tolerable. The punch line of
the story seemed to be (all three times it was introduced) that Pam
put Jack's things (clothes) into garbage bags and threw him out of
the house along with the garbage bags, in front of the children.
What seemed to be most significant about the story was Pat's quick
volunteering of the information that she turned right around and
rescinded the ultimatum when her car wouldn't start and she needed
Jack's to get to work: the garbage bags were taken out of the car
and carried back into the house (by Pam) and that was the end of
that.
.
. clearly, Jack could not simply be disposed of in so many
garbage bags.
Metapho ric communication
. Jack's drinking as well as his subsequent
forays out into the world of outside helpers can be interpreted as
metaphoric responses to contradictory messages. If the message is
that a real man is in control of the family, a hard worker, a hard
drinker and enjoys such virile activities as hunting, fishing and
snow mobileing, then Jack's drinking can be a symptomatic attempt to
be in control in his own way. Both by being a problem drinker and
then a "patient" who eternally takes his troubles outside the family,
Jack has the upper hand in the kind of incongruous hierarchy des-
cribed by Madanes (see Defi ni tion of Terms ) . By controlling
his wife and family in this way, he might be seen as attempting to
correct the discrepancy between what he and Pam describe as manly
behavior in their fathers and his own inadequacies.
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This way of viewing the problem is illustrated by several levels
of metaphoric communication that emerged in the interview.
Crystal described a dollhouse which her brother Andrew built for
her
:
I- (addressing Andrew).
. .Do you get
spoiled 'cause you're the only boy?
Does he get spoiled. Crystal?
C. Well, a little. Well, I should say
that I do get a bit spoiled too,
because I got a dollhouse that's
worth about $2,000.
I. Wow! My goodness-- it must be
beautiful --
C. My brother built for me. . .It's
got all wood stuff. Mom will not
have a piece of plastic in that
thing - She has to have all top
stuff in there, so - (Jack is
smiling at C. and at interviewer,
alternately. Andrew is once
again looking at the floor)
I. So - so you both get spoiled in
different ways/J. It's Mom's
-- it's Mom's dollhouse/ (He
laughs; Andrew is also looking
over at Pam and smiling).
P. (almost inaudible) So she can
take the stuff with her when
she -- I don't mind investing
in . . . for extra in some-
thing like that --
I. So Andrew built that! (Very
enthusiastical ly)
P. Yes, and would you believe -- it
came all unassembled and -- he
loves to build -- in a week's
time -- he kept his door shut --
he had it all assembled. I
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couldn't do it -- I wouldn't
have the patience.
. .
(No one ever indicates
whether or not J. was able to
or interested in assembling
the dol 1 house.
.
.
)
There are several messages in this segment. Jack is completely
excluded from the story. Whether or not he had anything to do with
either ordering or attempting to assemble the dollhouse is not ad-
dressed. There is never a time in the interview when he and Andrew
are described as sharing any interests or father-son activities, al-
though Andrew speaks warmly of going fishing with his grandfather.
The only thing Jack and Andrew report having done together is attend-
ing some A. A. meetings and once when Andrew reported accompanying Jack
to a therapy session in which, he noted, the therapist mdade his
father angry. This may have been the closest he has come to observ-
ing his father in a "manly" powerful stance in which Father defied
an adversary.
Equally important seems to be the "perfect" fantasy quality
of Pam's involvement in her daughter Crystal's dollhouse. The whole
family seems proud of Mother's standards about the dollhouse; "she
won't have a piece of plastic in that thing!" The metaphor of the
dollhouse seems to be a powerful image of Pam swallowing her disap-
pointment with her own imperfect, uncontrollable marriage and invest-
ing her hopes in a more "quality" future for her daughter. Andrew
becomes the emissary, perhaps, for his father by creating the doll-
house in which the perfect, easily controlled scenes of "quality"
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family life can be fantasized.
It seems in keeping with this that Pam's favorite choice of
relaxation is to stay up late at night when everyone else in the
family is asleep and do crossword puzzles, placing each word in or-
derly, controlled little boxes!
Pam chose to interpret the aphorism "You can lead a horse to
water, but you can't make him drink." She explains it by saying that
no one can make you do something you don't want to do. The contextual
meaning, which may be directed to Jack, to the interviewer, or to both,
might be: You (outside "helpers") can keep on trying to make our
family comply with your way of solving problems, but you can't make
us change, i.e. violate our rules or alter our myths.
As if in reponse to this "translation" of Pam's i nterpretation
,
Jack offers a firmly contradi ctory opinion. He says that although Pam
may have interpreted the aphorism correctly, he believes that "some-
times it's better to listen to someone else."
Thus, through the metaphor task this couple has laid bare not
only their philosophical disagreements but the confusion of levels
around what it means to "be in control." Pam seems to be saying to
Jack: (1) you're wrong to allow outsiders to try to make us do things
their way, (2) you can't be made to drink -- you can control your
drinking, (3) if someone else makes you control your drinking, then
you're not really in control and so you're not behaving like a real
man, a real husband. The problem, of couse, is that if Pam herself
is the one who has made Jack stop drinking, then there is still the
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problem that if Pam is controlling Jack's drinking = Jack is not in
control, either of the drinking or of his wife = an unsatisfactory
marital arrangement.
Jack too surfaces his possible solution to the problem of re-
lating to larger systems through the metaphoric task. He interprets
"a rolling stone gathers no moss" in a positive vision of remaining
alive and effective (powerful) by staying in motion to avoid stagna-
tion. The contextual translation of this might be: Maybe if I keep
on moving from helper to helper (or at least from one problem-solving
approach to another), I can avoid the repercussions of breaking the
family metarule about keeping things secret (by just spilling the
beans a little at a time, here and there, rather than dumping the
whole pot in front of some outsider). Maybe I can even appear to
have some semblance of control or power (i.e. prove the expert's
impotence) so that I can be congruent with the family myth that a
man is always in control/powerful
.
Pam of course jumps in to remind him that she disagrees with
this approach: "It can also lead you into trouble. I believe that
everything should be in moderation."
S umma ry . Assessing the Jarvik family's patterns of interaction
with larger systems depends on perceiving the contextual meaning of
the family metarule about privacy. Equally important for developing
a useful assessment is to comprehend the importance of two major
family myths. One is the incompetence of outsiders. The other is
the correct role of a husband (Man) in relation to both his family
and his drinking: a "Real Man" is both the boss and the dependable
bread winner in his family and as such he can be a heavy drinker as
long as it doesn't involve bringing outside "helpers" into the family.
In the Jarvik family, there appears to be a history of problema-
tic recursive loop sequences which involve both Jack's drinking and
attempts to solve the problems incurred by the drinking. A strange
loop is created when there is confusion about which level of meaning
in the system is of a higher order and thus "each level is simultane-
ously the context for and within the context of the other." (Cronen,
1982, p. 95) Jack cannot tell whether the message is for him to
be in control of himself and his family by dri nki nq , thus
: (1 ) refusing
the A. A. definition of his powerlessness over alcohol and; (2) being
more powerful than his wife through the dynamics of an incongruous
hierarchy or by not drinking
,
thus being potentially free of the
need to take family business to outsiders . Pam is equally caught in
this strange loop by not knowing if she should be a submissive obe-
dient wife through accepting Jack's drinking or accepting Jack's mode
of controlling his drinking, which means accepting hi s di f fuse boun-
daries with the larger helping systems he involves in the family.
The metaphoric communications in the family are seen through
the dollhouse metaphor, the crossword puzzle metaphor, the slogan
"You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink" and the
slogan "A rolling stone gathers no moss." The family system thus
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expresses its conflict between wanting neat, orderly, contained boun-
daries around its business (a dollhouse world where nobody comes
in from outside, telling you how to run your family), and rolling
around in the muddy brook of outside helpers where nothing stays
still, orderly or contained, the attempt is to avoid getting stuck
("mossy") in an unresolvable conflict.
Green Family
Description
. The Green family lives in a small Western Massachusetts
city, which is dominated by the Ivy League women's college located
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there. (An important, though mysterious, event in the family's life,
mentioned in the interview by Mr. Green was when Mrs. Green's mother
went to work at the college in her mid-fifties: the experience had
a significant impact on her world view). The Green's residential
neighborhood is characterized by old, somewhat worn-looking two-family
houses; a heavily travelled street runs through the neighborhood and
there are a few small businesses (trades) scattered among the houses.
The neighborhood is neither solidly middle class nor is it lower in-
come, but appears to be a mixture of the two.
Ned Green, Donna Green (both age 37) and Donna's daughter Candy
(age 12) live on one side of a large two-family house. Donna's pa-
rents and an uncle live on the other side of the house. Donna's other
daughter Lorna (age 16) lives down the street with her father (Donna's
ex-husband); his parents live next door to him. (On the afternoon of
the interview, Lorna was at the Green's house.).
The home is extremely clean and orderly. The furnishing are
apparently new or have been kept in almost perfect condition. There
are a variety of modern appliances in the kitchen and a surprising
quantity of knick knacks and decorations in what seems to be a sort
of "parlor" or diningroom.
In the room where the interview took place, there was a large
sofa, 2 large reclining chairs, a lamp, and a television set. This
room was much less filled with objects and furniture than the other
rooms, but was equally clean and flawless.
Donna is a small neat woman who appears to present herself very
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carefully: her blond hair is short, cut very fashionably with every
hair appearing to stay neatly in place. She was dressed casually,
but her clothing and the way she seemed to arrange herself on the
couch suggested that she was concerned with presenting an attractive,
perhaps even elegant image. Ned was also neatly dressed but from the
outset of the session seemedtoo big, too loud, and inelegantly out of
place to fit comfortably in the "gift shop" atmosphere of the home.
Ned, an unusually big man, and Donna, a very small woman, combi ned in
an image suggesting the proverbial bull
-i n-the-china-ship (Ned) blun-
dering through the showcase for the perfect porcelain china doll
(Donna). Ned spoke in a deep and powerful baritone but stumbled
inarticulately by contrast with Donna's carefully-modulated, eloquent-
ly articulated participation in the interview.
Ned and Donna's occupations even seem to create an extreme of
contrasts. Ned is a fireman and looks like the children's story book
character who is 1 arger-than-1 i fe
,
rugged, fearless and capable of
rescuing children, cats, and damsels in distress. Donna is an Avon
distributor who appears to be the sort of pleasant, efficient, slight-
ly brisk salesperson who would certainly notice that your kitty litter
needed changing but would smoothly conceal that awareness.
Although both Candy, age* 12, and Lorna, age 16, had been invited
to participate in the interview, only Candy chose to do so by staying
in the room and responding to questions. Lorna declined to be in the
room, but participated quite actively throughout the interview by
turning up to full noise capacity as many appliances as there could
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possibly have been in the house! As the interview moved toward a
specific focus on her father's drinking (when he and Donna had still
been married), Lorna noticeably increased the volume from the next
room.
Candy also chose more powerful and articulate communication
through non-verbal messages than her rather terse monosyllabic direct
answers to questions. This will be illustrated specifically in seve-
ral transcribed portions of the interview.
Although Candy was very clearly designated as "Donna's" while
Lorna was her father's, Candy was in fact very dark, a sharp contrast
to her mother's blondness, while Lorna was blond and looked much more
1 i ke her mother
.
In gathering the genogram information, it seemed clear that the
Green family is very much surrounded by Donna's extended family (in-
cluding ex-husband and in-laws) and that Ned's family is almost to-
tally absent from the picture. Ned's parents are both deceased, he
is completely estranged from his one sister; his former wife and chil-
dren live in West Virginia and he has almost no contact with them.
Donna's parents and one uncle live next door, her ex-husband
and in-laws live down the street, her sister lives nearby, and there
are uncles and aunts living in the area.
Context of interview.
Referral
. The Green family was referred by a family therapist from
a public agency which provides family treatment on an outreach basis
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to extremely disorganized lower-income families. Most of the families
seen by this agency are court-mandated to participate in therapy. The
Greens had been seen by two different co-therapy teams from this a-
gency over a period of two-to-three years {there had been a break in
the therapy for several months, before the second team began seeing
them) and had ended therapy almost a year before the research inter-
view took place.
They were described by the referring therapist as a twice di-
vorced mother, two daughters, and possibly a mother-in-law or grand-
mother who had all lived through a succession of alcoholic husbands,
(fathers) none of whom had gone to A. A. The therapist described them
as a wel 1
-organi zed middle-class family who would probably cooperate
with the researcher both because of the financial incentive and be-
cause Donna Green was such a gracious, pleasant woman.
Through the phone call explaining the research project new infor-
mation about the family: Ned Green turned out to be a current rather
than an ^x-husband (there were two other ex-husbands, one of whom was
the alcoholic' father of Lorna and Candy, and one of whom was never
mentioned except in a subsequent discussion the researcher had with
the referring therapist). He also was no longer actively drinking
and was involved in a program for problem drinkers called "Honor Court"
which functions along A. A. guide-lines. It was decided to interview
the family because Donna's ex-husband, her grandfather, and her
daughter Lorna, all were described as active problem-dri nkers who had
not been involved in A. A.
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Arrangements for the interview were made by the interviewer with
Donna. There were no complications involved in this and the family
did initially seem to live up to the referring therapist's descrip-
tion as being middle class, well-organized and self-confidently gra-
ci ous
.
Interview setting; visible family struct,,,-. Ned; Donna and daughter
Candy settled down for the interview immediately, watching the inter-
viewer and assistant set up the equipment without any offers of assis-
tance or questions as to how they should arrange themselves. They
made no attempt at
-'small talk" and sat in silence which was broken
only by Lorna's barrage of appliance activity in the next room. Donna
and Candy sat at opposite ends of the long couch and Ned sat over in
the corner, diagonally across the room from Donna. It seemed obvious
that this was not the best arrangement for filming, as the family was
so physically separated, but this either went unnoticed by the Greens
or was something they were unwilling to alter.
Donna chain-smoked through the 2-hour interview, frequently wig-
gling one foot nervously, fidgeting, or gesturing while speaking, so
that although her wel 1
-modul ated voice and smooth flow of words gave
her a semblance of composure, her level of fidgety activity communi-
cated nervousness, restlessness or anxiety on the analogic level. Ned
sat more solidly quiet in his corner, his huge hands clasped awkwardly
between his knees. Candy (initially) slouched at her end of the couch
but moved closer and closer to her mother as the interview proceded
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so that for some time she was leaning against her mother, curled up
in a position that made her look almost like a little child sucking
her thumb and clinging to Mother for comfort. Finally she stretched
out full-length on the couch, her back to the room. Her mother
stroked her feet and appeared to show no disapproval of Candy's mes-
sage that she was turning her back on the interviewing team, Ned, and
the whole scene. One could not help feeling that Donna herself would
have liked to do the same. This will be elucidated in the "Rules,
myths and metaphors" section.
The interviewer's initial structural hypothesis, based on the
interactions of the family in the first half hour of the interview
was that Donna and Candy were very close, possibly enmeshed, that Ned
was "outside" the mother-daughter system, and that Lorna was very
present in the family, representing her father by her hostility and
disruptive behavior. It seemed congruent with her behavior that she
would be cast in the role of the thi rd-generation problem drinker of
the family.
Drinking history/involvement with larger systems . During the general
description of each fami ly-of-ori gin 1 s patterns of interaction with
larger systems, the most comfortable- appeari ng family member was Donna.
Ned and Candy stumbled through their answers to casual, benign gues-
tions about patterns of involvement with clubs, church, extended
family, friends, while Donna spoke in wel 1 -contructed fully formed
sentences, appearing to be as poised and confident as any guest who
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makes the rounds of T.V. talk shows. Although she was performing
for the camera and the research team, she acknowledged their pre-
sence only indirectly as if she was performing a piece she had re
hearsed often:
D. My father belonged to a group called
the Eagles and he did spend some
time down there. Friday night was
the night the boys went out...
umm. .
.
(si i ght smile).. Daddy came
home a little high from that. My
parents went out together on Sat.
night, almost every Sat. night
until I was about 10... My father
developed arthritis -- which
originally developed from the
gout -- and he couldn't dance
anymore, (This was something my
parents enjoyed doing together),
nor could he drink, and so it--
(she gestures an ending with her
hand). They did nothing with
church, except go on Sunday's...
Umm... As a family we did very,
very little together.
. umm. .My
father worked all day, brought
home the pay check. He was a
typical, I think, 'thirties and
'forties father -- My mother did
the mothering and the fathering;
my father only interjected things
now and then. He din't have a
big influence as far as what
went on. Umm.. my mother held
part-time jobs when I was growing
up. .
. umm. . . but mostly was home.
I.* Did she like to stay home? Was she
the kind of person who liked to be
at home, or --
D. I think that she -- I guess I'm a
person who's very much like her --
gets caught between -- I really
enjoy staying home, I'm not a
career girl, but I like the so-
(She appears to be telling
this as a sort of family
story which has become very
familiar after many tel-
1 ings).
(There is no need to prompt
her -- she seems to be com-
fortable with having an au-
dience and clearly knows
how the story should be
told and when it will end).
* (I. = Interviewer)
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ciability of worki ng. . . uh. .
. but I
don t think it ever bothered her
to stay home. She basically went
off to work to get some luxury
items. My dad was a good provider,
but, you know (gestures "more, more,
more"), she worked in a clothing store
in Northampton, so we could -- (smil-
ing, another gesture idi eating "more")
get extra things, but not the basics,
as I say, my father always provided...
But, from 10 on their social life just
(gestures an ending) We just never
did much going out together
(something was important a-
bout what was happeni ng when
Donna was ten years old.
Later it was mentioned that
her older sister left home
at that time, leaving Donna
as a sort of "only child")
Donna digresses slightly to talk very cheerfully about her grand-
father, but like any wel 1
-organi zed story-tel ler
, returns to finish her
story eventual ly
:
D. But as far as outside friends, once
The Eagles stopped -- urn -- alot of
friends my father worked with ended
up having heartaches or strokes --
they were young -- and either dying
or being incapacitated -- in their
late forties or early fifties -- and
it seemed like their circle of friends
just dwindled and they never really
made alot more . .
.
The story Donna had been telling threatens to end on a rather
melancholy note: the "Eagles" had died off prematurely, her father's
arthritis put an end to dancing and socializing outside the family,
her sister left home to get married. It was very clear, however, that
Donna found a "sad ending" i nappropriate for the family image she
seemed intent on portraying. She switched quickly to talking about
her mother as the center of family life, the role of provider.
Donna's mother and grandfather were, for Donna and the extended
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family, the source of presents ("luxury items"), affection, advice,
support, a role Donna sees herself as having inherited. Their house
was always the gathering place for family members, almost a shelter
or counseling center for the family, the way Donna spoke of it:
I- It sounds to me like when people in
your family, like your mother or
your grandfather had something on
their mind they might be more like-
ly to share it within the family
than outside?
D. (nodding emphatically) Nothing left
the family.
... You just didn't let
any of your problems get outside...
D. (seeing herself as having replaced
her mother as the central source
of comfort or guidance for family)
I catch most of the problems -- the
family, next door (her parents), my
sister's problems ..."
One might expect, from this description and from how Donna talked
about her grandfather
' s drinking, that alcoholism has been tolerated
in this family for 3 or 4 generations (including at least 2 of Donna's
husbands) because it really didn't bother anyone all that much and be-
cause home was such a sanctuary for family problems:
D. (talking about her maternal grand-
father who lived with her family)
He was delightful. I was his child;
he retired the day I was born and I
was his gift. (Smiles)
I. So you spent alot of time with your
grandfather
.
D. The time that probably should have
been spent with my father was spent
with my grandfather. Umm... the
extra nice things in life, for a
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long time, came from my grandfather
- to me. Umm ... he also gave to my
mother, a great deal. Umm... little
odds and ends... that was the way he
was ...
J
(Interviewer asks if the grandfather
went out to do his drinking. D. saysyes, but indicates this was minimal)
D. He (grandfather) also drank inside
(the home). He liked his Hamden Ale
which he used to cart in and out in
a wastebasket and no one knew it was
there--
I. Did you know?
D. Oh yeah! (smi les)
I. So everybody knew--
D. Everybody knew (indulgent smile)--
I. Everybody knew, but pretended --
D. Yeah... (still smiling)
I. So it wasn't an issue then. It wasn't
like your parents were yelling at him
about drinking around the house. It
wasn't discussed?--
D. (Shaking her head) No--he was a mellow
drunk, uh, the more he drank, the mel-
lower he got and, uh, (gesture of com-
pletion) he'd finally go in and sleep
it off. He'd never -- I never heard
my grandfather swear. I never heard
him really angry. He'd go in and have
a few and that would -- (gesture
"smoothing things over")... Alot of
the fun that went on was between my
mother and my grandfather
. .
.
This impression that alcoholic drinking was easily accepted and
absorbed by the family was not really accurate, as the interviewer
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began to comprehend later in the
drinking was discussed.
Ned had less to say about hi
outside the family. He described
interview when other family member's
s fam 11 y's patterns of interaction
his parents as hard-working people
Who ran a country store and worked seven days a week there. Like
Donna, he too grew up with a grandmother and older sister in the home;
like Donna, he was the grandmother
' s favorite child.
Neither Ned's family nor Donna's went to doctors, except in an
extreme emergency, and neither family was especially involved in
church activities or even attendence. Ned's father belonged to the
Elks, paralleling Donna's father and the Eagles.
Although Ned reported that his father was ”probably"a mildly al-
coholic drinker, it seemed to have had little significance in the
fami ly
.
When the drinking behavior of other family members became the
topic of discussion, Donna's composure began to noticeably slip and
she appeared to become increasingly nervous, irritable and less talk-
ative. As this shift began to occur, it was striking how much Ned,
by contrast, appeared to relax; he spoke more often, more articulately
and seemed to enjoy the interview.
The interviewer asked Donna about her ex-husband's* drinking and.
*Since in the genogram-gatheri ng stage of the interview no explana-
tion was offered about the second husband except that he was "a mis-
take" there seemed to be a clear message not to discuss him further.
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as an experiment, asked Ned an initial question about "Ronnie's"
drinking: Did he compare their drinking behaviors when he was first
married to Donna? While Ned was comfortably giving a standard A. A.
style answer in the affirmative, Donna looked very apprehensively at
the camera with a look which might be communci ating the question:
Am I being judged for my history of hooking up with these alcoholic
men?
Donna reported that she married her first husband without know-
ing he was an alcoholic; once she realized this, however, she "made
the best of the situation." Several very precise dates were part of
this story: Donna said that she saw Ronnie sober for the first time
the day after the wedding; she knew he was an alcoholic two weeks
after the wedding; her older daughter Lorna was born 9 months and
three days after the wedding. The story has an unusually dramatic
flavor, told this way. The "audience" is asked to picture the inno-
cent 21 year old Donna, married one day to a man who she sees in his
sober persona for the first time the next day. All within those
first 2 weeks she becomes pregnant and realizes she has married an
alcohol ic.
In this sad tale, Donna becomes the main financial provider for
the family. She discovers that Ronnie is not onl y< an alcoholic drink-
er but he is also an addicted gambler. It turns out that Ronnie's
father, too, is a gambler and an alcoholic and that no matter how
Thus there was only one "ex-husband" referred to.
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much trouble Ronnie gets himself into (dragging Donna and little
Lorna down with him), his parents keep on bailing him out. (This
was an interesting parallel to Donna's mother's marriage. As Donna
told it her paternal grandparents were ''horrible people" and the
family went to visit them only twice a year at holidays although
they lived only twenty miles away. Donna seemed to have been carry-
ing on a family tradition, of sorts, in also casting her in-law's in
an unequivocally negative role).
The story of husband number one comes to a temporary closure
when 2 days after daughter Candy's 1st birthday, Ronnie wrecks the
car. Donna divorces him, pays off all the bills, and begins a new
chapter.
This story, though more unpleasant than the story of Donna's
childhood, was told in the same controlled, neatly-ordered and art-
fully illustrated style. Donna's analogic behavior (increasingly
nervous) was certainly less congruent with her verbal control and
composure, but the impression that she had her story wel 1
-rehearsed
and knew how and when to pull the curtain.
When the interviewer began to question Donna about what kind of
help she had tried to get during these clearly traumatic five years,
she became both visibly and verbally quite flustered. She appeared
to be suddenly defensive. She said that she "had never heard of the
counseling services" she now knows about, her parents "weren't really
aware of the problem," and, of course, Ronnie was "a mellow drunk --
a good drunk... (he) doesn't get physical or violent." The inter-
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Viewer asked if Lorna, as a young child, had known about her father's
drinking; Donna said no, that she "wasn't really aware either."
Up through this point in the interview, there was some problem
with gauging the reactions of Ned or Candy to the stories Donna had
told. Neither one had been present to corroborate Donna's perceptions
or her facts, and any attempts made by the interviewer to question
Ned or Candy about what they had heard about these characters in
Donna's history were effectively blocked by Donna. Candy made it
very clear that she had no intention of disrupting her mother's sto-
nes; she had, by this point, moved over to curl up against her mother
both a clinging and a protecting posture. Ned stared impassively
at the floor, also making no attempt to contradict, interrupt, or even
to embellish on what clearly was Donna's material.
Everything became more active, more disjointed and also much
more illuminating when questions shifted to focus on Lorna's drinking
problems and Ned's drinking history. Both Ned and Donna talked, often
simultaneously, about Lorna's drinking problems. Ned was quite ani-
mated suddenly, talking about Lorna drinking in a hazardous manner,
falling down and getting seriously injured (she was hospitalized for
a concussion) and getting picked up by the police. Donna also talked
about this, but she was agitated rather than animated and kept looking
more and more frequently at the camera. Lorna, in the next room,
turned up the television louder, turned on several other appliances,
and her presence was powerfully felt in the room. When the video tape
reel needed to be changed, Candy left the room and did not return for
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ten or fifteen minutes. This was perhaps what Donna wanted to do too.
The history of Ned's drinking, how it affected the family, who
knew about it, and how he came to get help, was a blur of confusion.
It was during this part of the interview that Candy lay full length
on the couch with her back to everyone and her face in a pillow,
again perhaps giving analogic expression to her mother's feelings.
Although Ned was apparently more than willing to tell his story,
an A. A.
-style confession of his selfishness and insensitivity, Donna
became equal ly unwi 1 1 i ng to hear the story, judging from her frowning,
fidgeting, chain-smoking, etc, A brief glimpse of Ned's drinking
patterns in the family showed Ned drinking himself into a stupor,
crashing around and passing out night after night while everyone
acted as if this wasn't happening. Donna was in her room reading,
(both Ned and Donna herself portray her as a marathon reader, pre-
ferring reading to any other activity), Candy and Lorna not acknowledg-
ing (according to both Candy herself and to the adults) that Ned was
drunk, and Donna's parents next door not really aware of it either.
Ned was quite explicit in his opinion that Donna's mother, even
now that Ned has stopped drinking, does not want to know about it:
N. Her (Donna s) mother -- and I've felt (He is extremely hesitant
this way before the stroke a little about saying this and it
bit -- she's from the old -- she'd
rather keep it in the closet than
bring it out, o.k.? -- nothing
against her, ... just like alot of
uninformed people today
is clear that Donna is not
pleased, although she
doesn't interrupt or con-
tradict Ned).
I. Also -- she's had alot of heavy
drinkers or problem drinkers in
her family -- Do you think she's
(This is as much a comment
aimed at Donna, trying to
get a 1 ess-rehearsed res-
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trying to protect them?
Well -- as I say, my grandfather was
always sort of a joke.
. .Another
uncle got into A. A. — my very
favorite uncle -- a great guy.
Another is a sponge because of
alcohol -- I could never tolerate
him... even before that. “An aunt
my mother can't understand a
woman being a drinker. Then there
is an uncle on my father's side, a
late-in-life alcoholic -- my mother
delights in pointing out someone
on the other side of the family -- I
guess everyone kind of knew -- about
these people... her attitudes are
(pause) conditioning.
ponse from her and maybe
to provoke a little of the
feelings she seems to be
working very hard to mask).
(She responds, but keeps
her tone conversational ly
pleasant. Once again the
point is made that "every-
one knew" about alcoholic
family members, but to di-
rectly confront it or even
to discuss it was simply
not done in her family).
Ned pointed out that in his family too there was a certain amount
of ignorance or unwillingness to acknowledge directly what was going
on with problem drinkers. He described an aunt who was "an embarras-
ment to the family because of her drinking and then became an equal
embarrassment because "she went from one extreme to another" and start-
ed talking about God all the time."
This anecdote led him to the subject of his recent involvement
in Honor Court* and the disagreements he and Donna have about the
religious aspects of "the program. " The disagreements were not de-
1 i neated very clearly, but led to a lively discussion of religion
which engaged both Ned and Donna equally and companionably for the
*Honor Court is a vol unteer-type of work program which revolves around court-
ordered treatment formany convicted of dri nki ng-rel ated law violations.
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first and only point in the interview and seemed to bring the dif-
ferences in their respective family rules and myths into sharper fo-
cus
They both talked about why they were not church-goers. Ned's
feelings were stated very simply: he felt that too many church-goers
were hypocrites, attending church to be seen, to appear to be "good
People." Donna's reason's were quite different. She left the church
when she divorced her first husband, angry even now that her marriage
to Ned is not recognized by the church (because both of them were pre-
viously divorced and the church doesn't recognize divorce). She also
spoke with fervent disdain about people quoting scripture passages
out of context... There was only one time throughout the 2-hour in-
terview when the Greens appeared to be united in any clear way, both
verbally and emotionally, and that was when they both began a critical
expose concerning the wheelings and dealing of the local Catholic
church. The interviewer, in the interest of time, finally had to cut
off this discussion.
family rules, myths
,
and metaphorical communication
. In this inter-
view, it was through the metaphors involved in the task that the fa-
mily system, its conflicts and reflexive loops, became clearly illus-
trated, following on the discussion of hypocritical church-goers and
corrupt church officials.
Donna explained one slogan to Candy (who had refused to rejoin
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the
the
interview even when asked by the interviewer to sit op and face
room; Donna and Ned both ignored this) in a very rote, "model-
mother-telling-her-daughter-to-be-a-good-girl"
manner. When it was
Ned's torn, interactions became more active and interesting:
D. You can lead a horse to water. "•
You lead somebody, anybody, to"
something that's good for them
that they need, but you can't
make them absorb it or use it.
It s just like I can lead you
to spinach, but I can't make
you eat it..
. or I can tell
you something or try to show
you something that's real good
for you, that l_ think's real
good for you, but I can't make
you learn it. I can lead you
to your books, but I can't make
you study, (loud laughter from D.
not from C.
)
(N. agrees... repeats very
simi lar defi ni tion)
N. "What you don't know won't hurt
you... The way her (Candy's)
mother felt about me when I was
drinking. If she could bury
herself in a book and forget
about it -- it's gonna go away
and she didn't have to worry her-
self sick about what I was doing...
and
--that's the best I can ex-
plain it... (D. is visibly an-
noyed).. Your mother went in
there and read and she didn't
know what I was doing so she
didn't make herself sick and
make everyone else in the family
mi serable
(Although Ned appears to be
underscoring Donna's family
rule of keeping things con-
tained in the family, as well
as her family myth of the con-
trolled, harmonious family,
he is actually challenging
both the rule and the myths.
Indirectly he is substantiat-
ing the contrasting value of
his rule which is to be honest
and own your problems).
D. (disagrees -- goes blank for a
minute when she's given a chance
to respond): I think I wouldn't
have used my going in and reading
(to explain the slogan) because
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it wasn't as if I didn't -- I knew
exactly what was goi nq on -- um --
the only way I could notTprobabl
v
go out and get a gun and shoot him
was to go and read, to withdraw
because I was most times feelinq
very physically like wanting to do
something to him to stop him because
no matter what I tried mentally itdidn't seem to stop it -- um, I
guess what I always feel is, it's
not what you don't, you should
know - um, it's like the ostrich
sticking their head in the sand and
thinking 'well, just 'cause I can't
see, nobody sees me' -- what you
don't know can hurt you and it's
important to be aware of what goes
on and, um, it can still hurt you,
but, uh, at least you'll know what's
happening... (she nods a few times)
That's about what I think.
She has recovered her "cool" by the end of this speech and is no
longer re-living for the audience her muderous feelings towards Ned.
However, what has been very clearly stated is that Ned still doesn't
understand the family rule of keeping up appearances: it's not that
people don't know what's going on - it's that they believe in ignor-
ing ugly or upsetting events/people and carrying on with business as
usual
.
Donna's family's rule of keeping things inside the family com-
bines with their myth that "in our family everything is fine, under
control, attractive, harmonious." There is a pattern of both overt
and covert extrusion also: if someone brings darkness, ugliness,
violence, or any other trouble into our family, we simply eject them.
We don t try to change them or fight over the disruption of the order-
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ly little story we enjoy telling - „e get rid of them or shut them
° Ut ^ l9n0n
'
n9 them
' Tte history of these extrusions is quite ex-
tensive: the paternal in-law's ("horrible people" - "we never saw
them except at Christmas and Easter"); the first husband (divorced)
and his parents (Candy 8 Lorna's grandparents, but dismissed as an
extension of Ronnie's vices); the second husband, (dismissed as "a
mistake"); daughter Lorna (now carrying on her problem drinking at
her father's house out of Donna's sight, and only visiting the Green's
on Sunday); and finally - almost - Ned himself. Having encumbered
herself with yet a third "mistake," Donna would read in the other room
while Ned drank, attempting to obliterate him from her mind rather
than, physically obliterate him altogether (shoot him). There seemed
to be no middle ground possibility. It was finally at the point
when she had started divorce proceedings to physically remove him from
her life (legally) that he got involved in Honor Court and stopped
dri nki ng.
Ned's family rule seems to be about something very different.
The theme of his remarks throughout the interview seemed to be about
hypocrisy and dishonesty: church-goers are too often hypocrites,
Catholic church officials are hypocritical businessmen, too many peo-
ple (Donna's mother included, and, by implication, Donna herself) want
to keep things in the closet and pretend they're not aware of what's
happening. Even Ned's cut-off from his sister is related: when he
had taken over the family store, his sister embezzled some money from
the store (where she was also working) and he fired her: they have
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been estranged ever since.
Ned's mode of sobriety is demonstrably upsetting to Donna and
the conflict between their rules is probably approaching a crisis.
The interviewer asked how it had been for Donna, preferring privacy
as she always has, dealing with Ned "going public" about his drinking
problem (being publicly associated with Honor Court, telling his co-
workers at the firehouse, etc.). Donna responded, without conviction,
that it was alright but added - when asked — that she still doesn't
talk about it, not even with her family.
Her story of going to an Al-Anon meeting was not, in any way,
a surprise. She was extremely uncomfortable and felt pressured by
"two ladies" there who were apparently attempting to welcome her as
one of them." Although the emphasis on story telling in A. A. and
Al-Anon might appeal to Donna, a skilled story-teller herself, the
stories would probably be much too shameful, ugly and revealing to be
acceptable given her myth of pleasant family life. Furthermore, break-
ing the family rule of keeping it all in the family is being (current-
ly) flagrantly violated by Ned's program for sobriety.
When asked about family history of seeking medical help, the one
exception to the general rule (of having as little to do with doctors
as possible) was Ned who had gone to the doctor quite frequently dur-
ing his heavy drinking days. Both Ned and Donna had revealed that
Donna was very disapproving about this. The gist of her disapproval
seemed to be that Ned had been seeking unnecessary help, complaining,
showing weakness and imperfections repeatedly to stranger/outsiders
.
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By involving himself in a program as public as Honor Court, Ned
IS once again behaving in a manner that is incongruous with Donna's
rules and myths. Donna's refusal to actively support Ned's program
for sobriety is, on the other side of the coin, undoubtedly exacer-
bating Ned's impatience with hypocrites, those who want to keep trou-
ble hidden away in the closet.
Summary
Donna's family metarule is:
Keep things inside the family. Her myth is a neatly-told story of a
cheerful, pleasant family in which problem-dri nki ng is kept concealed
in "the wastebasket" where no one will have to see or smell its un-
pleasantness. Ned's rule is that hypocrisy is worse than an open,
honest mistake or failure; dishonesty is punished, and, perhaps, not
forgi ven.
The response of the Green family throughout the interview was
probably representati ve of their patterns of interaction with larger
helping systems generally. On the level of digital, direct verbal
messages, Donna was the centrally welcoming, gracious, cooperative
spokesperson for the family system. On the analogic level, however,
Donna and both her daughters effectively communicated that the pre-
sence of strangers inquiring about personal (and unpleasant) family
business, was a very unwelcome intrusion. Ned, on the other hand,
appeared to reject the experience as a social event but to accept
(and perhaps even wel come ) it as a chance to reveal problems in an
atmosphere somewhat like the harsh light of an examining room in a
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doctor's office.
Donna and Ned appear to have combined their apparently con-
flicting rules in a new meta rule which governs the situation ex-
perienced by the research team in conducting the interview. By
opening their home and their family business to outsiders, yet
controlling the information so tightly that a generally flat,
one-dimensional picture is given, they appear to be colluding in
a somewhat uneasy compromise. When Donna tells the interviewer
very directly: "Nothing ever went outside the family," she is
creating a paradoxical situation. Since the interviewer is an
outsider, despite the family's openess in telling her how closed
the family has always been, they are either: (a) still maintaining
their family stance - of being closed - thus not real 1,y revealing
themselves or else (b) they aj^e really being open, following
Ned's rule of not keeping things in the closet, and are perhaps
revealing Ned's side of the picture which is not information about
the family the interviewer is asking about (i.e., Debbie's family).
The new rule seems to be that it's good to be "open" and let
outsiders know that you are being open, but you don't really have
to reveal family problems or secrets as long as you appear to be
open
.
The way that Candy and Lorna behaved in the interview seemed
congruent with this new, uncomfortable compromise about problems
and outsiders: although neither child was absent from the interview
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or refused di recti
y
to answer the i nterv i ewer
' s questions, both
managed to avoid giving any direct information throughout the
i ntervi ew.
Laporte Family
—
SCnpti0n
- Toni Uporte
’
her son John, 16, and her daughter
Sandy, 12, live in a housing project apartment which appears to
be in excellent condition, both structurally and cosmetically:
the apartment was lavishly decorated for Christmas at the time
of the interview. Although it was a school day for John and
Sandy and a work day for Mrs. Laporte, the apartment was excep-
tionally neat and clean.
The housing project is located in a suburb of a small
Western Massachusetts city; both this particular project and
the city itself are generally characterized as aesthetical ly
attractive and relatively middleclass. Several large institu-
tions are housed in this city. One is an Ivy League women's
college; another is a state mental hospital where Mrs. Laporte
works as an aide.
Mrs. Laporte is divorced. Her ex-husband lives in a nearby city,
as do his parents. Mrs. Laporte is cut off from her ex-husband, her
in-laws, and her fami ly-of-origi n. Her mother is deceased; her father
and her siblings live in various locations within a day's travel time
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but she very rarely visits.
There is another Laporte child, Donald, 17, who is retarded and
had been living in a nearby group home for approximately one year at
the time of the interview. Donald had previously lived with the
family and now visits either at his mother's home or his father's
every weekend. Sandy also spends alternating weekends with her fa-
ther and is reported by Mother as being very close to her brother
Donald and to her father. John is the only child in the family who
has (by his own choice) no regular contact with his father or his pa-
ternal grandparents
.
It was very visible during the interview that any mention of the
ex-husband produced discomfort in all 3 family members: Mrs. Laporte
rolled her eyes when the interviewer asked if John ever visited with
his father; Sandy looked at the floor whenever her father was men-
tioned and John appeared both verbally and anologically sullen.
Referral Context
. The Laporte family was referred for this study by
a therapist from an outreach family therapy agency. Therapy had been
terminated approximately 6 months previous to the interview and was
considered successful by the therapist.
Referral information included the following items:
-Mrs. Laporte had been an alcoholic drinker for most of her life,
but had stopped drinking in the past few years. She had gone to A. A.
and then dropped out after approximately one year.
-Mrs. Laporte's father and all of her 4 sisters are alcoholic
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drinkers. Her brother-in-law is also an alcoholic drinker. John
laporte may also have an incipient drinking problem.
Mrs. Laporte is the only person in the family who has sought
help specifically for her drinking and has stopped drinking.
-The decision to put the retarded son, Donald, in a home was
extremely upsetting for Mrs. Laporte and was a crisis point for the
family. The referring therapist began working with the family around
this time.
The other toxic event for the Laporte family was the discovery
that the ex-husband was homosexual. Mrs. Laporte allegedly knew noth-
ing about this until her husband had a serious heart attack, at which
time she met her husband's male lover in the Intensive Care Unit where
they were both visiting him. Mrs. Laporte divorced him subsequently
and this reportedly escalated her problem drinking.
The interviewer did not address the reasons for the divorce or
events surrounding it. The issue of the ex-husband's homosexuality
was not raised or alluded to by the family during the interview.
The relevance of this "family secret" will be discussed later in the
section on rules, myths and metaphorical communication.
After the referral was made, there was no further communication
about the family between the researcher and the referring therapist.
Arrangements for the interview were made with Mrs. Laporte; she
expressed anxiety about whether or not she would be capable of answer-
ing the interview questions but appeared willing for herself and her
children to participate in the study.
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Interview context
. Mrs.
onset of the interview.
Laporte seemed extremely ill at ease at the
She appeared to be very shy although she was
convincingly hospitable. Both John and Sandy were polite and appeared
to be cooperative.
Throughout the interview, all three family members appeared to
be either oblivious or indifferent to the presence of the video equip
the research assistant. They were all dressed very casually,
they never glanced at the camera, and they addressed all of their res
ponses very directly to the researcher. They showed almost no in-
terest in seeing the taped interview when that was offered as an op-
tion
.
The most frequent pattern of analogic behavior during the inter-
view was for both Mrs. Laporte and Sandy (seated side by side on a
couch facing the interviewer) to look over at John (sitting in a large
reclining chair next to the couch) before answering questions. John
was in the position of appearing to be the head of the household.
John is a mature-looking 16 yr. old, voice and muscles so developed
that he seems to be more a man than a boy. Although he was behaving
at some points in the interview like a stereotypically bored, indif-
ferent teenager, he was in fact carefully monitoring the interview so
that information appeared to be carefully screened by his mere pre-
sence. He was responsive and articulate when questions pertained
directly to him or to the nuclear family.
It was also striking that no one, throughout the entire interview,
ever interrupted, disagreed with, questioned, and very rarely, in any
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observable way, responded directly to what anyone else said. (The
clearest exception was when Mrs. Laporte rolled her eyes at the first
question addressed to John about visiting his father).
Dnnkinci history and interactions wit h larger systems
. Mrs. Laporte
offered very little information about any family members' drinking
history besides her own; the children gave no information in this
area. Mrs. Laporte consistently dismissed questions about both her
own faitnly and her in-laws by saying that she simply didn't know the
answers. She characterized her father and her sisters as all being
alcoholic drinkers whom she avoided as much as possible. Her sisters'
drinking was not the only aspect of the negative characterization with
which she dismissed them. She also reported that all of them had psy-
chiatric problems, although she had nothing to say about how the fa-
mily of origin viewed mental health workers.
In responding to questions about the family's history of invol-
vement with doctors, the following excerpt is characteristic of Mrs.
Laporte 's responses to questions concerning family history:
Toni reported that her mother "was always
sick" (cancer) and that her grandmother
had heart trouble, so was involved with
doctors also.
I. What about your sisters or your bother?
T. My sisters, I don't remember...
I. So none of them were sickly kids?
T. I guess more or less you could say
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suicidal - as far as, you know, the
mental part - I don't know.
.
.
I. Did any of them, as kids, go to
psychiatrists?
T. (nods)
I* Was there any one in particular -
or all of them?
T. I can't remember way back that
far - Are we going into the --
(gesture indicates "now")?
Although John volunteered that both his father and paternal grand
father had very serious heart conditions, neither he nor his mother or
sister seemed to have any information about what that side of the
family believed about going to doctors, trusting them, confiding in
them, etc.
The same was true about the immediately nuclear family. John
has asthma and Mrs. Laporte has a hietal hernia, yet there seemed to
be an absence of information about family attitudes towards medical
personnel
.
What dj[d elicit a comparatively effusive response was family
history in relation to both nuns and mental health workers. Mrs.
Laporte s drinking history, and generally, her life history seemed
to revolve around interactions with priests and nuns and mental health
personnel
.
Mrs. Laporte has a long history of involvement with the Catholic
church. Her mother died when she was fifteen and she lived in foster
homes after that. She described the nuns as being "family to me..
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a part of our life,
them.
"
You know, I trusted them and was very close to
to
It seemed that the nuns took on the role Mrs. Laporte ascribes
her mother:
fever'an^fh
1'^ dS
?
chi1d ' 1 had rheumatic
,
she was always there for me. I hadto quit school when she got
It was awful when she died,
time to get over it."
sick to take of her.
It took me a long
Mrs. Laporte s father had been a violent abusive drinker and
the parents divorced when she was a child. He older sisters were
also out of the home by the time her mother was ill and dying. Mrs
Laporte seemed to consider that it was primarily the nuns who saved
her and protected her from the rest of the family after her mother
died.
Although she was in foster homes briefly her account of "family"
abrubtly switches from her life at home to the convent. She became a
nun herself, joining one order for a year and then, when that "didn't
work out," joining another convent for another year and a half. (When
she mentioned having been a nun, both children looked at each other,
smiling; Mrs. Laporte herself was smiling in what appeared to be em-
barrassment)
.
The nuns and prists advised Mrs. Laporte not to get married be-
cause of her emotional problems." Despite her choice to defy their
advise (she married her husband after six months of dating), she re-
mained an active church-goer until quite recently:
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T. I stopped going to church in the last
couple of years. I think I was totally
against God at one time because there
was so much going on, that... I don't
* w?s going to a prayer thing
that they had Tuesday nights and I was
trying to get back into it, but—
"
At no time in the interview did she seem to feel that she had
been betrayed or failed in any way by the nuns and priests.
Mental health personnel have also played an active role in Mrs.
Laporte's life. Psychiatrists have been part of family life since
Mrs. Laporte's childhood when her sisters were all treated for emo-
tional problems. Mrs. Laporte's drinking problem was finally arrested
by i n-pati ent therapy at two different hospitals. The family has been
involved with an extensive list of mental health workers over the past
five or six years because of the traumatic divorce, fighting between
Mrs. Laport and John, Mrs. Laporte's drinking, and a variety of pro-
blems connected to Donald, the retarded son.
A major portion of the interview was concerned with the family's
experiences with mental health workers. The central family activity
over the years seems to have been interacting with "helpers." Despite
the fact that John has been playing in rock bands for the past three
or four years, Sandy reads voraciously, and Mrs. Laporte goes to work
and (recently) goes out with her boyfriend, these activities appear to
have all remained secondary for a long time in relation to the primary
activity of "being helped."
In describing and evaluating the variety of professional "help
the family had received, it seemed that there was a correlation be-
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tween a high positive rating and the extent to which the helpers had
entered into the home and become a part of family life. Just as Mrs .
laporte had been a sociable drinker whose drinking seemed to bring
Others into the home to "party," so family problems seemed to have
functioned to bring helpers into the home.
Three examples of mental health professionals who were rated by
the family as very helpful were: 1) the referring therapist from the
outreach family therapy agency who had made weekly home visits over
a period of eight months; 2) a UMass student who had been Donald's
"companion" over a long period of time: (Mrs. L. "He was real good
with Donald. And he got involved in the family. He really had a home
here-"); and 3) a nurse who was Mrs. Laporte 's teacher in a rehabi-
litation class. She was also the person who took Mrs. Laporte to
her first A. A. meeting, and has subsequently become a close family
friend.
Not only did Mrs. Laporte rate counselors - in general and in
the plural -- as having been most helpful to the family, but so did
each of the children. When the interviewer asked John why, he res-
ponded: "I don't know -- we had so many." Even Donald was represented
as sharing this view. When the family was asked what they thought
Donald would answer if he was present, Mrs. Laporte replied: "I think
people coming into the home have been most helpful."
Examples of experiences which were not as helpful to the family
were two programs which involved going outside the home for help.
One was "Women and Children First," a program to provide counsel-
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mg and skill development for alcoholic families. Although Sandy
was relatively enthusiastic about her experience there (she had gone
regularly for individual counseling for over a year), John had re-
fused to go and Mrs. Laporte was less than whole-heartedly accepting
of the benefits she had received from the program:
I. Was that helpful?
T. No.
I. Why?
T. After I found out half of them were
lesbians - -
-(mumbles) and I was
having trouble with that - - -
I. So that was upsetting to you?
T. (She relents): - Alot of things
wore he! pf ul . . . but there were
things -- it was getting boring.
Sandy had a one-to-one counselor. She says it was helpful:
"I was glad to have someone to talk to."
John went once, but wouldn't go back: "There was a time when
I didn't want to talk to anyone - - it was a drag, I was sick of it."
Although Mrs. Laporte again mentioned that the presence of les-
bians in this program made her uncomfortabl e ,both she and John were,
for some reason, unwilling to declare that issue as the reason for
the family's choice not to remain involved with that program.
At this point it might have been relevant to mention the father's
homosexuality as a family issue, but no one chose to do so.
The other "failure" was A. A. Mrs. Laporte was unequivocally
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negati ve about hsr experience in A a ci,o «p Ie A. A. She expressed several reasons
for her disillusionment:
T- I got involved with a group of
people - I don't know, I was
always doi ng for them... running
them to detox; I had people
staying here; I don't know.
(Affect very irritated;
exasperated)
.
I. So you felt like it was a one-
way street?
!"• I wasn't ready to help anyone
else.
. .
T. I also didn't want to leave
kids home alone.
(John stated that he didn't
like T. being involved with
A. A. Sandy wouldn't answer
questions about it, even
though her mother told her
twice to answer the ques-
ti ons )
.
(T. had said that she drank
at home. She might not have
been telling the truth: she
hesitated before answering,
looking slightly nervous.
S. looked at J... a quick
side look.
)
T. I was betrayed by my A. A. spon-
sor and this other person. I sent
money for the kids and they didn't
get it - I let her use my car and
you wouldn't believe it --
I. So you felt betrayed by her?
T. By the whole group — and I had
been running my rear-end off for
those people.
Although her trusted friend the nurse introduced her to A. A.
she says she always had to "force herself" to go. The only time her
children went with her was when she spoke at her "first aniversary"
(One year of sobriety). She said it was extremely difficult for her
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to speak and that she "broke down."
She also mentioned being told at A. A. "There's no one to blame
but yourself," and in the same breath described how difficult it was
for her to be in the company of former drinking friends and how she
had to avoid one friend in particular. The implication seemed to
be that A. A. had made it sound easy for you to count on yourself,
when in reality it was other people's fault, to an extent, if they
led you into temptation.
At some point in the interview, the interviewer commented to
Mrs. Laporte: "So you count on yourself..." She replied: "And
friends - friends I really trust."
_R_u1es, myths and metaphorical communication
. What appears to be a
metaphorical rule for the family goes something like: "Blood is not
thicker than water" --- or "Water is thicker than blood." It seems
that the metarule for the Laporte's is that you should always call in
outsiders to help with family problems. The corollary myth would
seem to be that you can always count on people who are designated
as professional "helpers": Helpers are competent, benign and trust-
worthy. Another myth seems to be that you cannot rely on your family;
families can't take care of each other or even be kind to each other.
Family trouble is to be expected, and it is inevitable that outsiders
have to come in and rescue the family.
These rules and myths are illustrated, on one level, by Toni
Laporte's family of origin history where her mother betrayed her by
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dying, her father and sisters by
"saved" by the nuns and priests.
abusive drinking, and so she was
Then she tried again to trust
"family" in her marriage and was once again betrayed by her husband
(and, by implication, her in-laws). Finally, for the third time,
she herself appears to prove the rule true by giving up the respon-
sibility for her son Donald and putting him in a home, (a betrayal)?
This might also explain the failure of A. A. in which helpers
are not in a "superior," professional relation to the needy, but
rather members are all equal by definition of their shared history
and label of alcoholic." Perhaps this arrangement seemed too fami-
lial to appear genuinely trustworthy or acceptable to the Laporte
fami ly
.
Things are never as simple as they seem, of course, and another
layer of family interactional patterns is illustrated by their re-
sponse to the task at the end of the interview.
Because the family hierarchy seemed unclear to the interviewer
(i.e. who is acting as the parent or parents in this system? Is it
a rotating position, determined by changing context? Is it a reversal
in which the sibling subsystem is frequently operating as the execu-
tive subsystem?), the three family members were all asked to choose
a slogan and interpret it; the order suggested by the interviewer was
John, Mrs. Laporte, Sandy.
John chose "There's no place like home." He had little to say
at first, except: "It's a cool place to be."
Mrs. Laporte chose the same slogan and said: "It's a happy home
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now.
. . we're happy John interrupted, adding: "It's safer ...
you feel more protected."
"We're closer," added Mrs. taporte, "The other day I was crying
and John comforted me..."
Unexpectedly at this point she went on to volunteer a relative-
ly lengthy piece of information about how they would soon be moving
to another neighborhood because she was "supposed to" get married
again, that this change might be hard for Sandy, but that she was
very optimistic.
When the interviewer eventually went back to the task to find
out what slogan Sandy had chosen, it was also "There's no place like
home. Sandy said that she "liked to be home...alot better than I
did . . .
"
The choice of this particular slogan by all three family members
seemed to underscore a significant pattern in this family's relation-
ship to larger systems: "Helpers" are necessary, trustworthy and
competent, but it is important for them to come into our home and
join our family. 'There's no place like home" is the message of wel-
come (a "command" level of communication) at the threshold. The in-
structions to would-be helpers appear to be: if you really care about
us, you 11 marry us, adopt us, etc. We will willingly take a one-
down position and allow you to parent us, but be careful not to betray
us. Just as your currency is help, ours is trust. If your currency
is devalued, then ours is too.
At yet another level, there is another layer of complexity to be
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reckoned with. At one point in the interview John was describing how
his brother Donald behaved when the referring family therapist had
been working with the family. John said that Donald, in response to
the therapist's questions, had gone off into weird "little stories":
"he didn't make any sense." This seemed to connect with the family's
pseudo-compliance in answering the interviewer's questions: frequent-
ly each person seemed to repeat back to the interviewer whatever an-
swer the interviewer might have implied or even directly suggested.
All of this may suggest that while the family appears to be say-
ing: "come on in! -- welcome to our home, our family, our trust,"
in fact, what is really important may remain hidden from the
would-be helper's awareness. This certainly was illustrated by the
family's collusion in keeping all information about the father con-
cealed from the interviewer.
Summary . T he Laporte family has a long
history of engaging in some kind of primary relationships with out-
side helpers, especially Catholic clergy and mental health workers.
They do not turn to other family members for help, and, in fact, see
family members as the source of trouble, pain, and betrayal.
Family hierarchy was unclear. Perhaps outside helpers are
expected to be in the executive position. It seemed that John, age
16
,
was the most visible "head of the household."
The issue of pseudo-compliance was important. The family seemed
to consistently agree with each other and to follow the direction the
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interviewer suggested, no matter what the issue was. However,
it seems quite likely that this may be a stance which allows them
to keep a much deeper level of privacy, unbeknownst to intruding
"helpers .
"
A.A.'s offer of help involved leaving home and exchanging
help with peers on the same hierarchical level. This was, appar-
ently, a failure. When Mrs. Laporte put herself in the hospital
and turner over her money, her car, and her children to her A. A.
sponsor and other helpers in an attempt to take the familiar
one-down "take me, I'm yours" stance, they betrayed her.
Thus, although it might seem like a useful change to help
the family move from a one-down to a more "equal" relationship
with helpers, it was not congruent with their primary rules and
myths. Continuing to enter the family as a surrogate spouse or
parent also seems to have been a somewhat useless "more of the
same wrong solution" approach.
Sullivan Family
Description The Sullivans are a single parent family: Martha,
age 34, and her daughters Mary, age 14 and Molly, age 13.
They live in a rent-subsidized housing project in a small Western
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Massachusetts city. While the city is generally characterized
as attractive and middle class (it is dominated by an Ivy
League women's college), this particular housing project is
the more typically run-down, unappealing low-income housing
ghetto found in Boston.
Although the Sullivans had put up a somewhat weather-
beaten artificial Christmas tree, the apartment was generally
bleak and cheerless. There was a broken chair and an equally
battered couch in the livingroom. The kitchen was very small
and seemed to be equipped with minimal appliances. The inter-
view was conducted at the formica-top table in the small area
adjacent to the kitcher; all four of the matching kitchen chairs
were also extremely battered.
Mrs. Sullivan works as an aide at a state mental hospital. She
and Tim Sullivan were divorced 5 years ago, but she has always been
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the primary financial support for the family due to Tim's problem
drinking. (Tim Sullivan and his parents live in the same city; the
girls have some contact with him). Mrs. Sullivan's parents and two
of her three siblings are in Maine; her younger sister lives in Cali-
fornia. Her only significant source of support appears to be an
aunt who lives in a nearby town and is "like a mother to (her)."
Mgr.ral context . The Sullivan family was referred for this study
by a therapist from an outreach family agency. The family was en-
gaged in therapy at the time of the interview, but the therapist
felt that the research interview would not interfere with the therapy
and might, in fact, be helpful.
Referral information included both the family's drinking his-
tory and the therapist's report that the family was in crisis: the
two girls seemed to be alternating their school problems (including
excessive truancy) and their mother was considered negligent both by
the court and by the therapist. The therapist volunteered the infor-
mation that the mother was at her boyfriend's apartment much of the
time, that the fourteen year old, Mary, wanted to be placed in a
foster home and also that Mary was regularly modeling for a highly
suspect photographer who was very probably sexually exploiting her.
The therapist also said that the family would be likely to par-
ticipate in the study not only because of the financial remuneration
but also because the girls were eager to be video-taped.
Arrangements for the interview were made with Mrs. Sullivan who
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sounded comfortable with the description of the procedure and was co-
operative in setting up the session.
The interview started on half-hour late because
Mrs. Sullivan had to go pick up Mary at someone else's house. Molly,
age 13, was cooperative in the process of setting up and testing the
video equipment. She is tall for her age, appears self-assured,
mature and in unusaully attractive; she could easily be mistaken for
a sixteen or seventeen year old model. By contrast, her mother and
her fourteen year-old sister Mary seemed much less poised and self-
assured when they arrived for the interview. Mary is also a very
attractive young girl, but is smaller and looks younger than her thir-
teen year-old sister. Both girls were dressed like teenage fashion
models: new-looking tight jeans and white shirts, blond hair carefully
washed, brushed and displayed for the camera.
Throughout the interview the girls appeared to be extremely aware
of the camera, turning their heads to allow different "angle" shots,
fixing their hair, glancing at the camera, etc. Their mother was not
as eager to be on camera, it seemed. She was not dressed up, she ap-
peared to pay little attention to the camera, and she sat slumped
over, hair frequently over her eyes more as if she wished to hide than
as if she was striking a pose. (Her daughters also quite frequently
covered their eyes with their hair, but they seemed to be experiment-
ing with "seductive" or "sultry" poses when they did this).
Molly stayed seated in between her mother and sister through most
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of the interview. She played a centra, ro,e both by being somewhat
less cooperative than her mother and sister and by defending/repre-
senting her absent father.
Martha Sullivan and her daughters Mary and Molly appeared more
like three sisters than a mother and her daughters. They were all
generally subdued and perhaps sullen, like three teenage girls.
Martha made no attempt to direct or correct the girls at any point.
Her behavior toward them and in relation to them seemed to suggest
that she was only their over-burdened older sister, after all, and
what could be expected of her under the circumstances?
.
D rinking history and interactional patterns with larner
There is a relatively extensive history of problem drinking in this
family. Tim Sullivan, Martha's ex-husband, is an abusive drinker.
In Martha's family, her mother, one cousin, and most of her aunts and
uncles have all had such serious drinking histories that they have
suffered irreparable and/or terminal health problems.
Tim Sullivan's drinking was a problem throughout the marriage,
according to Mrs. Sullivan. (Molly disagreed with this, stating that
she did not consider her father an alcoholic: ''...'cause I hate that
or even a problem drinker; Mary agreed with her sister but also
managed to communicate that she had been upset by Tim's drunken vio-
lence). Mr. & Mrs. S.were married when they were eighteen and nine-
teen; he was frequently in trouble with the law and his employers,
losing jobs and getting into barrroom fights which led to hospital
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emergency rooms, court and often jail.
The following exchange about Tim's drinking indicates the
significant family theme of failure:
I. Was it because that's what he did
to have a good time?
M. Well it may have started like that,
but it got to be because he had
alot on his mind and it just
seemed like no matter what he
did, it went wrong... so it was
just, like, the idea, like, you
needed a drink.
.
.
(Although she is defending
Tim's drinking to some ex-
tent, she sounds flat, hope-
less, listless...)
The story about trying to get help for Tim's drinking seemed a
little confused. First it seemed that Martha had tried to get the
nuns and priests to help. The reason "it didn't work" was because
they told (her) to get Tim to come to church and he wouldn't go."
This turned into a story about how he wouldn't go to church so that
Martha had trouble getting the church to baptize her daughters. Ul-
timately it wasn't really clear whether or not Martha had tried to get
help from the church for Tim's drinking or not.
I. When the children were little and
you were worried about Tim being
in jail and all, who would you talk
to or turn to? Was it mostly your
friends or --
M. His mother, his aunt. My mother too.
I. What kind of help were they able to
gi ve?
M. (long pause) Urn -- I guess just to
make me feel comfortable, you know,
and to, you know, say things are
gonna work out and stuff like that--
(Her affect is not changed:
she is still sounding hope-
less, flat, simply report-
ing "the facts".)
I- So they'd reassure you —
M. Yeah,
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I. Did they ever have advice ---
around the jail stuff?
M * My mother used to tell me to
move out of state, away from
his friends who used to get
him in trouble.
The implication in Mrs. Sullivan's account of Tim's drinking was
that it was friends and troubles which led or drove him to drink. She
did not, however, seem to show any kind of emotion; she was not show-
ing compassion, affection or angry condemnation. There seemed to
a Greek tragedy quality to the story: a fated marriage, doomed to
failure from the start. Alcohol seemed to be, simply, the vehicle for
the tragedy.
The girls' stories about Tim's drinking were slightly more live-
ly. They talked about a game they used to play with Tim, a sort of
hide-and-seek in the house which was stimulated by his drinking.
Although they told about it in response to a question about "having
fun," their affect was very flat and it was hard to guess if they
were recalling fun or fear.
They also told about how they would plot to rescue their mother
from Tim s drunken "hollering," but were never quite able to manage
it. They told this as a sort of adventure story. Mrs. Sullivan
showed no response whatsoever as this story was told.
The general pattern seemed to be that nothing much had been done
to seek help from anyone from Tim's drinking. It also seemed that,
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despne Tim's frequent interactions with doctors, police, court,
employers around his abusive drinking, nothing and noone from out-
side the family had had any significant impact on Tim or his family.
No one was either blamed or excused for this, from Tim himself or
his parents or Martha to the doctors, police, employers, judges,
nuns and priests.
Martha's account of her mother’s drinking history was similar in
certain ways. Frances' drinking had been a problem for the family:
she worked at her husband's garage as the bookkeeper, but she took
money ("probably for, you know, her bad habit," Martha said) and
sometimes made scenes which upset the customers.
Through a priest, Martha's father was helped to get Frances to
the Brattl eboro Retreat. She was hospitalized there twice for her
problem drinking but began to drink again within weeks of returning
home. When Martha was fourteen, her parents were divorced and the
drinking became worse. Martha's mother came to Massachusetts and
lived for awhile with one of her sisters who was also an alcoholic
drinker. She was hospitalized at the local state mental hospital
where it was determined that she had sustained serious brain damage
from her abusive drinking.
Frances lived with the Sullivans through the several years their
marriage was deteriorati ng and ending. She was still drinking secret-
ly, though not heavily. Mary told a story of pouring her grandmo-
ther's drink into the sink and trying ineffectively, at age 8, to
protect her grandmother. Both girls were with their grandmother more
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than anyone else; it seemed to have been a sort of reciprocal baby
sitting arrangement. The one unequivocably helpful source of out-
side intervention in the entire three-generation history of family
problems, (as reported by Martha), was a senior day care program
she was finally able to arrange for her mother.
Approximately three years ago, Frances returned to live in Maine
(she is living in a nursing home); Martha and the girls have not been
up to Maine for a visit since. They offered no explanation for this
cut off in relation to the grandmother or the sister.
Martha does stay in touch with her mother and her siblings in
Maine by phone. She was influenced several years ago to convert her
family to the Baptist church because her sister's family and her
brother's family had converted in Maine. The following account of the
Sullivan family's involvement in this experiment might be viewed as
a clue to their systemic relationship to larger systems generally:
(Both girls remain very
attentive during this
story, nodding in the af-
firmative occasionally.
This is the closest they
come to being united as
a threesome throughout the
i nterview)
.
M. Well, we used to go to Catholic
church - St. Mary's - we used to
go all the time. And then I
started going to the religion my
sister and my m--and my brother's
in and everything was fine until...
I think too many people want to
know your business and every-
thing else and I felt very uncom-
fortable, so — we're not going now.
(It was puzzling that she
started to say that her
mother was in this church,
too, and switched to say-
ing it was her brother .
Later she did say that her
mother, too, had converted
to the Baptist church).
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I. So it was very intrusive after
awhi le. .
.
M. Uh huh (affirmative)
I. Would you mind telling me what
religion that was?
M. Baptist
1* So that was a big change for
you
--going from being a
Catholic and converting to
being a Baptist?
M- Yes, but I had my sister --
ever since she married her
second husband and he was a
Baptist — Her first hus-
band was killed in a car accident
And she was the one who kept
bothering us about it and tell-
ing us about it and always preach-
ing to us and everything else.
And I told the girls: 'Let's try
it' and we really liked it -- for
awhi le.
I. So all 3 of you changed. You had
all gone to the Catholic church
and you all switched over --
M. Yes - Baptist---
I. So your sister got the whole fami-
ly, really, involved?
M. That's right.
I. She was the 1st - and she got
your brother--
M. (interrupting) Well, my brother
married a Baptist ---
I. So how long were you going?
(They went for a year and then stopped going last summer)-.
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I. (directing question to the girls)
So do you know what your mother's
talking about? About the people
at the church being kind of intru-
sive -- into your privacy? Can
you explain --?
2 *
M •
-(interrupting) Nosey !
M
•
^.they find out you're doing some-
thing wrong they'd say, you know,
it s a sin and --
2
M
. (interrupting) They were really
just trying to help us, but — I
think it's butting in.
M. Plus some of their rules are very --
they don't want us to go swimming
with a bathing suit on: you have
to wear culottes and a blouse, you
know —
2
M
. Girls can't wear pants
M. ( i nter rupt i ng ) You can't wear pants
at all...
(This was definitely the
most energy any of the fa-
mily showed during the in-
terview).
I. So it's very strict then?
M. Very
2
M . No drinking, swearing --
M. (interrupting) And I can't see that
because my sister's Baptist church
in Maine is completely different.
You can wear a bathing suit -- you
can wear slacks —
I. So is this the only time as a family
that you've felt like people were
butting into your business?
2
M
. (mumbles something to her mother)
2 1
M = Molly, M = Mary
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M
- (looking uncomfortable) Yes
I think so —
I So that's pretty unusual—
that felt new and uncomfortable?
(Everyone looks uncom-
fortable. No one nods or agrees
with this statement. Mother
continues with another instance
of the Baptists' intrusive
relationship with the family).
(It seemed as if they
wanted to say something
else, but reverted instead
to their more characteris-
tic mask of: "Never mind-
there's nothing worth talk-
ing about.
.
.
")
At this point in the session, the i nterviewer reminded the family,
"speaking of being intrusive," to please feel free to refuse to an-
swer any questions that might feel intrusive or uncomfortable. Molly
and Mother both responded with smiles and appreciative nods.
Although the Sullivans appeared to be quite capable of "closing
ranks" against outsiders who were too “nosey" or judgmental, they
also seemed to be generally disengaged.
When the girls were younger and Tim was living with the family,
there were some family outings, although these were usually excluding
Tim. There were picnics, at the paternal grandparents
' house after
church (Tim, apparently, rarely went either to church or to his pa-
rents' with Martha and the girls) and occasional camping trips (again,
this was just the girls with Martha). Molly and her mother also used
to go out polka dancing with Martha's girlfriends and then to "The
Portuguese Place" to eat; Mary preferred staying home.
The family no longer engages in family acitvities. The only
exception is the home visits from the (referring) family agency.
This was mentioned in the context of a question concerning the fami-
ly's involvement in clubs or organizations. Molly responded that she
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used to be in the Girl Scouts; Mrs. Sullivan said "Well, nothing....
except we go to L.I.F.T. with Pam" (this is the outreach agency and
the referring therapist).
Each of the Sullivans describes herself (like the grandparents)
as relatively sociable, preferring to be with "friends" and to con-
fide in friends. Molly seemed to be the most social of the three
while Mrs. Sullivan and Mary were more likely to chose the company
of just one person (both are currently very involved with their boy-
fri ends )
.
There seemed to be no history of asking or expecting advice or
support from anyone outside the family. Doctors, clergy, and mental
health workers seem to be accepted as an occasional part of ordinary
life, not very significant in either a positive or a negative way. If
there is an interactional tradition carried on from the grandparents
'
generation, it is to ask only church-connected outsiders to help the
fami ly
.
Family rules, myths and metaphorical communication
. It would be hard
to say if a family meta-rule clearly emerged from this interview. The
only rule which seemed to be consistently present was: don't show your
feelings. There might be a family myth connected to this which says:
We are a family who know how to "take in on the chin" and nothing
really bothers us that much at this point, nothing "phases" us.
There seemed to be two possible metaphorical communications which
might lead to useful working hypotheses:
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One metaphor for this family is their stance as models or ac-
tresses: they seem to be striking a series of poses, recounting frag-
ments of soap opera material which might catch your attention moment-
arily but is not intended to be deeply, dramatically moving,
"you
can watch us but you can't come in" or "Look, don't touch" may be
important messages to examine.
If the involvement with outsiders is superficial, it is, on the
other hand, neces^ry also. This family, for three generations, has
had serious enough problems to draw in larger systems. Help is never
especial ly effective, and certainly all the "helpers" remain anony-
mous, featureless and described in terms of the institution or agency
they represent rather than as discreet individuals with personalities
or even flaws. Even the various helping institutions and agencies
have no identifying characteristics or personalities. There are sim-
ply labels: "priests," "doctors," "L.I.F.T.," "the Baptists" with
neither positive nor negative attributes.
It seems that the larger systems are perhaps drawn in simply as
an audience of some sort, to watch while the endless, unsolvable (by
definition) problems of soap opera life is played out by the family.
Another possible metaphor is the Greek tragedy. The family is
"doomed" and the larger systems are present to be a sort of "Greek
chorus' who must be present to give structure and meaning (interpre-
tation) to the family's tragic drama: Grandmother could not escape
her sad fate, Tim could not escape his, and now it is a "toss up" to
see whether Mary or Molly will be the on in the third generation to be
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The primary victim of fate. In Greek tragedy, of course, everyone suf-
fers and gets a piece of the doom, so Martha and her other daughter
can be included in the metaphor without the family pattern changing.
Summary. In this family there has been a history of serious, life-threat-
ening problem drinking. Nooneinthe fami ly has been effectively "helped"
and drinking has only subsided when the drinker's health was irrepara-
bly or terminally imparired.
Outsiders are neithr competent or incompetent, and are generally
so shadowy as to have no significant positive or negative characteristics
.
The only instance in which outsiders were given any identifiable character-
istics was in the case of the intrusive, judgmental
, "nosey” Baptists. The
roleof the larger system representati ve may be as some sort of audience or
Greek chorus.
Working with this family through video taping and use of the one-way
mirror might be very effective as the family is already apparently predis-
posed to perform, albeit a rather low key performance, for a si ightly re-
moved audience.
The family's "performance" stance in relation to outsiders seemed to
bemost clearly illustrated by thei r response to the taskasthe end of the
interview. It seemed obvious that the content of the slogan each person
chose (as wel 1 as the content of her response) was completely devoid of in-
terest. Mrs. S. chose to interpret "You can lead a horse to water--- ,"
Mary and Molly chose "A rol 1 i ng stone gathers no moss." Each appeared to
respond with an impersonal translation of the meaning of the slogan, using
no anecdotes to personal ize the answer and giving no indication of why the
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sloganespecially appealed to her orspoke to someth! ng she wanted to ad-
dress. Holly, in fact, chose "A rolling stone--" because, she said, she
liked the rock group "The Rol 1 i ng Stones . " The message seemed to be: you
can watch us, but you can't trick us or coax us into telling you any-
thing more about our family that isn't already "on the record."
Integration of the Data
Interactional patterns were examined in an analysis of the data re-
presenting the 4 supra systems created through the families' involvement
with larger systems
. Observations weremade of fami ly structure and boun-
daries (both inter- and intra-fami lial ) , as well as family rules, myths
and metaphors relating to larger system involvement.
Although each familyand its supra system had itsown ideosyncratic
characteristics, commonalities emerged both on the content level of the data
analysis and in interactional patterns
, structures , and communication trends
The following summary of those commonalities and trends includes
both similarities and differences.
Demograp hic commonalities
. All families interviewed were currently
living in Western Massachusetts and had lived there for at least ten
years. Except for Mrs. Jarvik's family-of origin, all the families
had lived in New England for at least three generations.
All families were white. Ethnicity was not included as part of
the research data, but it was noted the family surnames included a
mixture of Polish, Irish, French and English.
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All four families could generally be considered "blue collar"
or "working class;" none of the adults were college graduates and none
had high-paying jobs. There were significant economic differences,
however, between the single parent families and the other two fami-
lies. In the two-parent families, both parents worked for "comfor-
table" subsistence level salaries; housing was adequate and family-
owned. In the single parent families, the mothers worked at low
level salaries (both were aides in a state mental institution) and
the families lived in rent-subsidized housing projects.
All four families were Catholic except for Mr. Green who was
raised Protestant. (The Green family was considered Catholic in this
research, however, as the interview centered around Mrs. Green’s side
of the family and the girls' father, who was also Catholic)*. All
eight sets of grandparents had been active churchgoers. In the second
generation, church going had stopped during the child-raising period,
except for the Green daughters who were still attending church.
In all four families, the parents seemed ambivalent about whether
or not they would return to active involvement in the church.
Developmental stage . All four families were launching adolescents,
although no children included in the interview were yet at the "leav-
*The Sullivan's conversion to the Baptist religion was the only major
religious difference from the rest of the family patterns of 3-genera-
tional identification as Catholics.
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ing home stage. It was a surprising statistical commonality that
there were two children present in each interview and in three of the
four families their ages were twelve and sixteen, (all four sets of
these children were between ages twelve and sixteen). Only the
Jarvik family had two children, in addition, who were already young
adults.
Involvement with the family of origin varied significantly al-
though all grandparents were relatively less involved with the nuclear
family because of aging; also approximately half of the grandparents
were deceased.
Current fami ly-of-ori gi n involvement ranged from very involved
in the case of the Green family where all 3 generations lived in a
two-family (divided) house, to the Laporte family who had almost no
contact with either parent's family of origin.
significant commonality for all families interviewed was
that grandparents were no longer a primary source of support for the
family, either financially or emotionally, nor did any of the families
have grandparents living in the home as part of the immediate family.
Aunts and uncles were also relatively separate from the families'
lives, although Mrs. Jarvik and Mrs. Sullivan each had an older sis-
ter living out of state who was considered a significant source of
guidance, and, to some extent, emotional support.
The maternal side of the family was, generally, differently in-
volved in the nuclear family than the paternal: Mr. Jarvik and Mr.
Sullivan were only children whose mothers were relatively involved
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with their grandchildren (fathers were deceased). Mr. Laporte and
his parents were involved with only of the grandchildren; Mr. Green
was completely cut off from his family of origin and the children were
divided so that one was involved with Mrs. Green's family of origin
and the other with the ex-husband's family of origin.
On the maternal side, the involvement ranged from large extended
family relatively involved with the nuclear family to completely cut
off. The continuum looks something like this:
(Very involved
Green Jarvi
k
Sul 1 i van Laporte
(Cut-off)
The marriages of both the Jarvi ks and the Greens seemed to be
stable but unsatisfactory, having already passed the transitional
point where the problem drinking had made the marriage unstable and
unsatisfactory. In the context of the Steinglass life history model
of the alcoholic family (Steinglass, 1980), all the families were at
the "mid-life crisis" stages. This could be described as the "un-
stable dry alcoholic family" (the Laportes and the Sullivans) which
had passed beyond the "transition" phase of divorce and might be be-
ginning a new family cycle with a new marital subsystem. The alter-
native would be the "stable dry alcoholic family" (the Greens and the
Jarviks) which might be moving towards a "late resolution": this
family would remain organized around drinking (history) even though
the former problem drinker stayed "dry."
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Reporte d involvement with larger systems
. At the time of the inter-
views, all four families would be considered actively involved with
larger helping systems. The number of helpers and/or agencies varied,
as did the "reported" intensity of the involvement. Three of the
families had been previously involved much more frequently (and with
more helpers) when the drinking was active; the Sullivans were the
only family engaged with helpers in a continuing "crisis" context.
Fami ly-of-ori gin general history of involvement with larger sys-
tems varied greatly. The intact-parent families came from families
which had experienced very minimal involvement with larger systems,
while the single-parent families had fami ly-of-ori gin histories cha-
racterized by frequent involvement (on the maternal side) with larger
systems
.
The only larger system representati ves significantly involved
in all four families' grandparent generation, were Catholic nuns and
priests. Receiving advice and support from Catholic clergy continued
from the family of origin tradition to the nuclear family. In all
four families, however, this source of support was reported to have
failed to help the family or to arrest the problem drinking. While
the Greens and the Sullivans seemed to blame the Church rather than
themselves for this, they also seemed to have a more active interest
in re-engaging in some kind of church involvement. The Jarviks and
the Laportes seemed to blame themselves, but expressed no active inten-
tion to return to church involvement.
The punctuation of this information could suggest that those
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families who have expected more from religious helpers, (and felt
m°re 1nVOlved l»ve consequently been more disappointed but
have also continued to designate church helpers as potentially pri-
mary in importance. Another punctuation might be to look at the
family s energy level around their need to defeat any would-be "res-
cuers." It could be hypothesized that both the Greens and the
Sullivans have a strong need, generally, to defeat helpers; thus the
Catholic clergy would simply be traditional family-approved helpers
who would thus be allowed in but would also continue to be defeated
in their rescue attempts. It is a significant piece of family his-
tory that these Catholic helping efforts failed, reportedly, in each
generation in all four families.
None of the families reported significant involvement with the
police or the courts in the reports they gave of family-larger sys-
tem transactions, except in the case of Tim Sullivan. This was not
reported as "helpful" to the family or to Tim, except to temporarily
remove him from harming others or himself.
Doctors and teachers also were insignificant in all four narra-
tives of family interactions with larger system representati ves
.
There were no reports of teachers, family doctors or any other school
or medical personnel who had intervened in any family problems, includ-
ing drinking.
Mental health workers played a major role in nuclear family his-
tories of involvement with "outsiders." Only two adults, (Mrs. Laporte
and Mrs. Sullivan) out of the nine studied, however, reported family-
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of-ongin historical involvement with mental health workers. Mrs.
Laporte seemed to feel that her suicidal siblings had been helped
throughout her childhood by psychiatrists, while Mrs. Sullivan re-
ported her mother's drinking problems had not been "cured" through
hospitalization. In the the other families of origin, mental health
workers seemed to have been simply unknown.
The nuclear families' history of involvement with mental health
workers included a variety of reports. The Jarviks had an elaborate
"rating system" response to the variety of helpers who had been in-
volved in the family, whereas the Laportes seemed to have impartially
welcomed in an equally large number of helpers. The Greens and the
Sullivans were less forthcoming about their history of involvement
with mental health workers; the general impression was that these hel-
pers had not been significant enough in quantity or quality to discuss,
much less to rate.
IjwoWemen^ In the ‘first generatiorV of problem
drinkers no one had been involved in A. A. /A1 -Anon
,
with the possible
exceptions of Mrs. Sullivan's mother who "might have been exposed to i t"
as part of her in-patient alcoholism treatment and Mr. Green's "alco-
holic" aunt who he "knows now must have been in A. A." None of the
families thought that the first generation drinkers or spouses were
aware of A.A./Al-Anon, (except for Mrs. Sullivan).
The second generation of problem drinkers involved each family
in some period of membership in A.A./Al-Anon (except for the Sul 1 i
-
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vans). Except for Mr. Green's current involvement in Honor Court,
all those who had been involved in both A. A. and Al-Anon had been
disillusioned and had dropped out. A significant finding of this
study was not only that all those who had become involved in A. A. or
Al-Anon had left the program but that they placed the blame on the
program rather than either blaming other family members, themselves,
or reporting that they left for reasons unrelated to the program.
Disillusionment with A. A. /Al-Anon varied from Mrs. Laporte's
highly emotional accusation that she had been "betrayed" by her A. A.
group, to Mrs. Green's anoyance with "feeling smothered" at Al-Anon,
to the Jarviks both reporting that themeetings became boring and re-
petitive despite their initial enthusiasm for the program.
None of the families had involved their children in the A. A.
or Al-Anon program (except for "a few" meetings) and none reported
having any desire or hopes to do so.
The reasons for A. A./Al -Anon
' s failure to engage these families
will be partially addressed in the following portions of this chapter
and in the clinical implications discussed in Chapter five.
Function of the symptom . There are, of course, many ways to analyze
the functioning of drinking in each generation of each family. This
study has chosen to examine the drinking patterns in relation to each
family's involvement with larger systems. Thus the function of the
symptom will be reported in this section only as it pertains to boun-
daries between the family and larger systems, communication loops and
1S1
metaphors, and the evolutionary function of the symptom in the growth
of the supra system.
A significant finding of this study was that the drinking seemed
to function in all 4 nuclear families (and in two of the families of
origin) to weaken the boundary between the nuclear family and larger
systems. This occured through symptomatic drinking which forced the
family to be approached by "helpers." Only in two cases (Mrs. Jarvik's
father and Mrs. Green s grandfather) did the drinking fail to involve
larger system representati ves
.
This picture becomes more complicated when it is analyzed in a
communications context which allows for various levels of meaning.
Each family might be seen as both signalling for help on the report
level but at the same time defeating the helper at the relationship
1 evel
.
These strange loops" are formed in several different ways. In
the Laporte family, helpers are welcomed in with apparently open arms
while at the same time the goal is to so completely induct them into
the family that they become completely engulfed and thus are powerless
to help. In the Green family, the conflicting messages might be: (1)
You are welcome to try to help us" but (2) "Only family members can
solve family problems." Thus the drinking functions to invite out-
siders in for the purpose of proving repeatedly that in fact they can
not actually come in.
Since a primary characteristic of drinking is loss of control,
the drinking seems to be a metaphor about control in each supra system.
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Through drinking, each family is involved in an incongruous hierar-
chy in the supra system formed with relevant larger systems.
The evolutionary function of the symptom in each supra system
seems to have centered around involving new individuals and agencies
in family life so that there is some possibility of change in the
system through a pattern of inclusion and extrusion. The drinking
seems to allow the family to remain close, with a transgenerational
identity and historically familiar patterns of interaction, while at
the same time to evolve through the change-filled process of inclusion
dnd extrusion (of helpers and/or spouses).
These issues will be more thoroughly explored in Chapter V.
Fjm11 y myths a nd rules . The meta rule which seemed common to three of
the four families was: "We keep our business inside the family." The
Laportes seemed to have an almost di ametrical ly opposite metarule
about always inviting outsiders in the help with family problems.
What seemed to be significant about this rule (and its "opposite"
counterpart) was that the family's relationship to the outside world
was of vital importance to its interactional patterns. Keeping out-
siders out or in was a major focus of how the family seemed to organ-
ize itself in all four cases.
Family myths about helpers seemed obviously connected to the
metarules. In the families where keeping family business inside the
family was important, helpers were not considered very useful; the con-
verse was true in the Laporte family.
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In the families where there had been the most open conflict about
helpers, the meta rules had been apparently different in the two fami-
lies of origin. In the Jarvik family, Pam's family rules had been
more clearly concerned with privacy while Jack's rules had been more
focused on self-reliance and hard work. Thus Pam's inherited myth
about helpers was: "don't trust them" while Jack's was more that help-
6rs were simply an unknown quantity.
Family myths about drinking seemed to share the following simi-
larities: It is alright to drink heavily if you work hard, if you
keep it inside the family, and if you're a man. Conversely, it is
bad' to drink heavily if you are a woman, if you can’t hold a job, or
if your drinking spills outside the family and you embarrass the
farai ly publ icly.
There were also somewhat less clearly-defined myths about family
fate. The Sullivan family seemed to believe itself eternally
doomed to unspecified "trouble," while the Laporte family seemed to
see itself as chronically helpless and "sick."
Secrets. In all four families, secrets seemed to be extremely impor-
tant in the family's interactions with outsiders. Whether the secret
was about certain family members' drinking, a child's illegitimacy or
a husband's sexual peculiarities or trangressions
,
it was both hidden
from the outside world and yet at the same time inevitably revealed by
a determinedly indiscreet family collusion.
In all four families, the family secrets seemed to be a major
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source of stress and conflict. At the same time, the secret provided
a vehicle to unite the family against the outsider and also a tantal-
izing lure to flash briefly but dramatically in the process of involv
ing the outsiders.
This function of the family secret/s could be as easily applied
in describing the function of the drinking behavior in transactional
patterns between the family and larger systems. It would seem to be
a significant trend in this study that all four families were organ-
ized around family secrets, whether or not the secret j_s someone's
drinking, in the same way that they were organized around drinking,
whether or not it was secret.
Relevance o f t he interview context
. The behavior of each family in
the research interview was coherent with their reports of family
structure, rules, myths and metaphoric communication in relation to
larger systems. What seemed particularly striking was the congruence
between the families' reported stance in relation to outsiders and
their behavior in relation to the camera. In the Green family, for
example, strong discomfort was expressed verbally in regard to intru-
sions on family privacy (a three-generational tradition and meta rule
on the maternal side, apparently) and was simultaneously expressed
analogically by Mrs. Green and her daughters. By contrast, the
Laporte's appeared to be almost oblivious to the camera, perhaps a
reflection of their "anyone can come in and join us" stance in rela-
tion to outsiders.
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The behavior around family secrets was another measurement of
the family's interview behavior as it mirrored their account of in-
teractional history. The Laporte family did not reveal the father's
secret, although it was very clear that it was a major source of
stress throughout the interview. This seemed to indicate that, while
the camera and the research team could come right in, until the family
had really inducted these outsiders into the family, secrets would not
be shared. The Sullivans grudgingly revealed a secret at the end of
the interview as their parting shot to the outsiders, a message either
that the research team should "tune in tomorrow" to be further seduced
by the family's tragedy - - or that they were, for yet another reason,
a doomed family who defied salvation.
The responses to the family task seemed to support many of the
trends already discussed, especially in the messages which clustered
most solidly around the idea that no one can help you unless you de-
cide to let them and that keeping things in the family may be the best
way to deal with getting help. The conflict around whether or not it's
a good idea to seek help outside the family or keep problems tightly
controlled and closeted, emerged in both intact families through the
open disagreements in doing the family task.
The implication might be that it seemed easier for families to
disagree around a metaphorical communication than a more direct ref-
erence to helpers or outsiders. This will be further discussed in
Chapter V.
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Summary In summary, the following commonalities and trends were
found in the families:
K Boundaries were a significant concern in all four families'
interactions with larger systems. Keeping outsiders involved, either
through drawing them in and/or pushing them out, highlighted the impor
tance of boundary issues.
2. All families had been involved with A.A./Al-Anon at one time,
but only one family member had remained involved (this was a source of
marital conflict). There was unanimity in blaming A. A. for failing
rather than blaming self, other family members, or tangential cir-
cumstances.
3. Only Catholic clergy and mental health workers had been in-
volved in "helping" relationships with the families interviewed.
4. Helpers in general were not considered to have been "success-
ful" in two of the families, while in the other two they were consid-
ered extremely helpful by the drinker but not necessarily by the
spouse or chi 1 dren
.
5. Family meta rules were similar in that their primary focus
was on excluding or including outsiders in family problems.
6. Social as well as symptomatic drinking functioned to involve
outsiders in the family, symptomatic drinking also allowed the family
to continue defeating" outside helpers over several generations of
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i nteraction.
7. Myths around "good" drinking and "bad" drinking were largely
concerned with work capability, gender expectations, and preserving
family image (being in control).
"Quiet" drinking seemed to be
generally acceptable, no matter how heavy.
8. Secrets (both about drinking and not) were an important part
of family interactional patterns with larger systems, functioning to
unite the family against outsiders but also to draw the attention of
the outsiders.
9. Metaphoric communication seemed to center around issues of
control in relation to what came in or left the family. The metaphors
communicated in the family task seemed to be a more comfortable mode
of expressing marital conflict around the issue of the family's stance
in relation to outsiders than was direct reporting.
10. Behavior in the research interviews was congruent with re-
ported patterns of interaction between families and larger systems.
Responses to the camera were especially useful in measuring analogic
communication against the "report" or "digital" level.
11. Conflicting messages, derived from conflicting family of
origin rules and myths, were observable in "strange loops" occurring
in the interview context as well as in reported family history.
12.
The single parent families were characterized by three
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generations of involvement with larger systems, while the intact
families had become involved with larger systems only in the nuclear
fami
1 y generation.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to investigate transactional pat-
terns at the supra system interface of the mul ti generational alcoholic
family and involved larger systems. Four families in which problem
drinking was a transgenerational problem were interviewed. The study
attempted to provide a circular, blamefree systemic perspective on the
interactional patterns connecting these families with such larger
systems as the extended family, the family's social network and the
relevant professional resource network. Family rules, myths and meta-
phoric communi cations were analyzed and hypotheses were developed re-
garding each family's stance in relation to larger systems.
Alcohol abuse is designated by contemporary society as both a
major social problem and a disease of epidemic proportions. Estimates
of how many adults in the U.S. today are addicted to alcohol range
anywhere from nine million to fifteen million or more. Teenage alco-
hol abuse, drunken driving, job absenteeism and/or poor job perfor-
mance due to alcoholism and alcohol
-rel ated domestic violence are all
major public concerns.
Despite what seems to be an abundance of both research and re-
sources devoted to the study and treatment of alcoholism, there is a
high failure rate in arresting or even reducing the problem. There
has evolved, however, increasingly widespread recognition of alcohol-
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ism as a problem affecting not only the problem drinker but those in
his/her ecosystem as well: the nuclear family; the extended family;
co-workers; and social network. The A.A./Al-flnon program offers an
an internationally-recognized option for potentially family-oriented
treatment; the World Health Organization almost ten years ago recog-
nized family therapy as "the most notable current advance in the area
of psychotherapy of alcoholism" ( Second Special Report to the U.S.
Congress and Health. 19741. Yet in the past ten years, very little
new work has appeared which addresses the complex nature of alcohol
abuse incorporated into family interactional patterns and communica-
tions.
To date, the interface between alcoholic families and larger
systems has been almost completely ignored in the research of alcohol
studies and systemic family therapists. This study has provided an
exploratory perspective of the mul ti generational alcoholic family
stance in relation to larger systems. Research on the interface
between the alcoholic family and larger systems attempts to extend the
systemic work of Steinglass, Davis, Berenson and Ablon. They have
provided a developing consciousness of the alcoholic family working
together to protect their system through interactional patterns gener-
ated by the drinking of one or more family members and the related
behaviors of the others in the system. This study adds a new perspec-
tive to the understanding of alcoholic systems by extending the pro-
blem to a view of the alcoholic family within a larger supra system.
The intention of the researcher was to develop new tools for
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assessing the mul ti generational alcoholic family with implications
for a variety of clinical treatment possibilities as well as to
suggest new directions for future research.
The case study method was used for this exploratory and descrip-
tive investigation. The results of this in-depth case study are
qualitative and descriptive, designed to produce data useful in
examining the general nature of the phenomena (Van Dalen, 1973) and
to provide detailed, intensive description and analyses of a unit
(Sax, 1979; McAshan, 1963).
Within the theoretical framework of systemic family therapy, the
researcher selected the dimensions of the problem to be observed,
described and reported. By means of participant observation, an accu-
mulation of detailed information provided descriptions which were both
quantitative and qualitative in form. Flexible sampling procedures,
character!' stic of this kind of study, were employed.
Families who participated in the study met the following drink-
ing-related criteria: a self-reported history of alcohol abuse in the
family (problem drinking was reported in more than one extended family
member and in more than one generation); help for problem drinking had
been sought through A.A./Al-Anon and/or the professional resource net-
work; that despite seeking helping, the family was not successfully
engaged in A.A./Al-Anon.
Conjoint family interviews were used to collect data; the family
interview was observed and recorded through the use of video taping
and a log which was recorded as soon after each session as possible.
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Interview questions directly addressed the family's history of inter-
actions with larger systems and a family task supplemented, through
metaphoric communication, the discussion of the problem.
After the interviews were completed, the tapes were reviewed
and assessed by two additional raters, both advanced doctoral students
in Structural-systemic family therapy. Several collaborative dis-
cussions were audio-taped in which the raters and the researcher
shared their observations and hypotheses.
Significant trends were observed in the integration of research
data. These included the organization of each family around rules
and boundaries which appeared to extrude "helpers," after a perfunc-
tory invitation into the family, following a mul ti generational tradi-
tion of family loyalty. Drinking appeared to be a metaphorical commu-
nication about the family's concern with control in relation to larger
systems. One of the four families appeared to reverse the rule so
that although the issue of control in relation to helpers was the same
the rule was the "other side of the coin," enjoining helpers to enter
the family so completely that they were engulfed rather than extruded.
Families appeared to have a strong need to interact with larger sys-
tems and another trend appeared to be the family's myth of itself as
chronicly "beyond help," whether this took the form of being "doomed,"
"sick," or simply self-sufficient and "proud."
Gender expectations seemed to be involved in each family's in-
teractional patterns in relation to the "larger system" when this
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was defined as their cultural context.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are presented in five sections:
(1) comparison of these findings with work of Steinglass, Davis,
Berenson and Joan Ablon; (2) comparison of the findings in relation
to ecosystemic theorists; (3) speculations concerning the symptom's
tendency towards chronicity and recidivism; (4) implications for
clinical practice; and (5) research concerns and implications for
future research.
Compari son of the findings in relation to Steinglass et al . Peter
Steinglass and his colleagues Donald I. Davis and David Berenson have
incorporated the concepts of homeostasis and complementary role func-
tioning in a comprehensive interactional model of alcoholism (Stein-
glass, 1980). Davis et al (1974) postulated that alcohol abuse has
certain adaptive consequences which are the primary factors maintain-
ing chronic problem drinking. No matter how diverse the particular
adaptive consequences might be for the individual within his family,
marital system or wider social system, therapy must address the ques-
tion of how the drinking is serving this adaptive function.
Steinglass approaches drinking behavior both as an unconsciously
stabilizing attempt in the family system and as a central organizing
principle for interactional life within the family "by dint of its
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profound behavioral, cultural, societal, and physical consequences .
"
(Steinglass, 1980, p. 106).
In relation to this study, Steinglass' work has been particu-
larly useful in his observation of the family's problem drinking as
protective of their relationship with the outside world as well as
their internal life. He sees a highly rigid, predictable pattern of
interactional behavior associated with chronic drinking which serves
to reduce the family's uncertainties and possibly thus their uneasi-
ness about their interactions at the interface between the family
system and the involved larger systems.
The trends observed in this study support Steinglass 1 hypothesis.
The apparent trend for all families to share a meta rule which priori-
tizes control in the family's interactions with larger system repre-
sentatives, would seem to serve the protective function which Stein-
glass notes in his view of the alcoholic family's highly rigid and
predictable patterned interactional behavior. In observing the
family's mul tigenerational tradition of keeping secrets and problems
inside the family, even while appeari ng to seek help for the problem
drinking, the family maintains a kind of protected relationship with
larger systems which seems to extend both Davis' and Steinglass'
theories of (1) i ntra fami 1 i a 1 homeostasis; and (2) a central organiz-
inc principle which describes the function of the symptom at the supra
system level.
Steinglass has also developed a model for understanding the al-
coholic system which focuses on the family's life cycle. Major phases
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are identified both according to whether they are, (a) stable or on-
stable, and (2) "wet," "dry" or transitional. Each period in the
ily s life history is characterized by a general pattern of alcohol
use which cycles from wet to dry according to a variety of normal
developmental changes as well as extra-family stresses. He has used
the model in identifying
"specific patterns of interactional behavior
that distingoish alcoholic families as a groop from non-alcoholic
families." (Steinglass, 1980, p. 224).
This study incorporates Steinglass' alcoholic life cycle model
in relation to the family's life cycle history, over a three-genera-
tional period of involvement with larger systems. Specific patterns
of interactional behavior concerning this three generational life
cycle history of the supra systems, are identified to determine whe-
ther or not, as Steinglass has suggested, there are specific interac-
tional patterns which distinguish alcoholic from non-alcoholic sys-
terns
.
This study has also attempted to extend the research and writing
of Joan Ablon in considering the sociocultural factors involved in
chronic mul tigenerational alcohol abuse. In accord with Ablon's re-
cognition that " the homeostatic theme or cul tural paradigm that
perpetuates heavy drinking has been handed down through the genera-
tions and is a strong and encompassing one, perhaps as significant
as the individual 'pathological needs' of any one family member,"
(Ablon, 1980, p. 129) this study uses a systemic punctuation in
viewing the sociocultural factors involved in problem drinking.
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The research findings of this study suggest that families may
Perpetuate problem drinking as a metaphoric communication about them-
selves in relation to larger systems. The identity as a family „ho
organizes itself around drinking behavior may be punctuated as simply
an ethnic identity
( Irish families always include alcoholic males")
or, as in this study, may be given a more complex punctuation in-
volving family myths and rules concerned with maintaining control in
the family's relations with larger system representatives.
The "cultural paradigm" of heavy drinking to which Ablon refers
has implications for sex role expectations. Although this study did
not focus specifically on gender issues (or on ethnicity), trends con-
cerning gender expectations emerged. The function of the symptom was
frequently addressed in relation to the families' myths concerning
sociocultural imperatives' relation to gender roles (i.e. "breadwinner,"
"good mother," etc.). The family's stance in relation to its cultural
context generally was strongly affected at the interface with larger
systems by whether or not the problem drinker was able to "live up
to his or her role as wage earner or competent mother.
By perpetuating symptomatic drinking, the family frequently
appeared to organize in a stance which communicated defiance, uneasi-
ness or hopelessness in relation to larger systems' attitudes towards
sex-linked provider roles.
Compari son of the findings in relation to ecosystemic theorists
. Sys-
temic family therapy has moved in a broader ecosystemic direction
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through the work of the Milan Associates, Lynn Hoffman, E.H. Auers-
wald, Harry Aponte, Harold Goolishian, and Evan Coppersmith, to name
a few among the many family therapists who are focusing their work
to include the entire ecosystem. The ecosystemic approach insists
on recognizing the family, the extended family, and the "outer ring"
of professionals and institutions as the significant unit of obser-
vation and treatment. Aponte defines social ecology as "a complex
of interdependent social systems organized at family, social, and
community-institutional levels" (Aponte, 1976, p. 434) in which commu-
nications are the measure of the family's organization. Goolishian,
in responding to the need to address the power of living systems to
transcend existing patterns and to reorganize, has examined the con-
cept of "evolutionary feedback," meaning "the basic, nonequilibrium
ordering principle that governs the forming and unfolding of systems
at all levels" (Goolishian and Dell, 1979, p. 23) Coppersmith's ap-
proach incorporates this concept in assessing the interaction of the
family system at the interface with other systems, establishing basic
rules or guidelines for anlyzing the complex social system that in-
eludes a dysfunctional family.
This study is heavily indebted to Coppersmith's blend of struc-
tural and circular-systemic concepts which suggests that complex sys-
tems maintain a larger system homeostasis by depending on the rules of
1 inear blame or causality, overinvolvement, dysfunctional triads (1983),
mutual myths, solution behaviors ("more of the same wrong solution,"
for example), and boundary problems. In addition, this study looks at
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how an of those probes may also serve a more evolutionary function
in moving the supra system towards growth or change, despite the ap-
parently dysfunctional nature of the problem and the pathology of the
symptom.
The concepts outlined in Coppersmith's work have been applied
in researching these four supra systems in an attempt to develop
hypotheses concerning not only the homeostatic function of the symptom
at the interface of family and larger systems, but also the metaphoric
communication concerning the evolutionary ecology of the relationship
system. This approach will be illustrated in the following sections.
—
onicTt
.
r and recidivism
. The alcohol treatment field is notorious
for its high "burn out" rate; this is generally attributed to the
chronicity of the symptom and its corollary, an exceptionally high
rate of recidivism. Professionals are frequently discouraged by the
multigenerational chronicity of this symptom. In addition, genetic
determinants are often given such disproportional weight as to cast
a shadow of doom and hopelessness over the multigenerational alcoholic
family. The same pessimism is felt in response to the frequence with
which a problem drinker seems to arrest the drinking, only to some-
what mysteriously "slip" and plunge once again into dysfunctional
"alcoholic" patterns of behavior.
Despite the A.A./Al-Anon program's relatively high rate of suc-
cess, there continue to be vast numbers of problem drinkers who will
not or can not be helped through the A. A. program. Clinicians so fre-
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quently View A.A./Al-Anon as the last and/or only hope for rescuing
alcoholics that when A. A. fails to engage the drinker, the clinician
simply relegates him or her to the "hopeless" or "incurable" popu-
lation of alcoholic drinkers who cycle in and out of hospital beds,
detox centers, and even jails, flop houses and subway stops.
It is this researcher's hypothesis that both the multi generation-
al chronicity of the symptom and the high rate of recidivism in treat-
ment are indications that the significant unit of treatment has not
yet been broadly enough expanded.
Both the A.A./Al-Anon program and the past ten years of family
therapy research and treatment have looked carefully at the function
of drinking within the family system. What has remained virtually
unknown is the significance of the family-larger system relationship
in maintaining the mul tigenerati onal chronicity of the symptom. It
is further hypothesized by the researcher that the high rate of reci-
divism among problem drinkers, despite the widespread efforts to treat
the symptom as a systemic problem,* may be due in part to the absence
of research or clinical focus on the interactional patterns at the
fami ly-larger system interface and that when the significant unit of
treatment is finally recognized, a positive change may occur in under-
standing and treating "chronic" alcoholic family systems.
*The term "systemic" is used very loosely here, including any treat-
ment model which extends beyond the individual problem drinker.
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Designating the significant unit
of treatment as the family-larger system supra system may be a first
step in expanding clinical treatment for multigenerational alcoholic
families. Trends in this study seem to suggest that while families
may appear to be seeking help from larger system representatives, on
the relationship level they may be simultaneously attempting to con-
trol and/or extrude the very same larger system. In order to clini-
cally intervene at the interface between the family and the relevant
larger system, it would seem essential to determine what the various
levels of meaning are and what kinds or recursive loops are creating
a confusion of levels. It would seem important to determine, for exam-
ple, if the family is organizing to invite the larger system into the
family while simultaneously organizing to conceal a significant
family secret which is intricately connected to, or obscured by, the
drinking behavior.
Learning what the primary family rules and myths appear to be,
both about outs iders/"hel pers " and about drinking, may be a key to
translating what has been labelled as the family's "resistance to
change" (i.e. maintaining their organization around symptomatic drink-
ing) as instead a confusion of levels of meaning. If, for example,
the meta rule is: "keep problems inside the family and don't ask for
help" and a significant myth is: "heavy drinking is allowed as long
as you remain strong, capable of working and in control," then the
problem drinker s attempts to get help may involve a confusion of
levels of meaning in the message given by the family to the larger
helping system. A confused message of this type might be: (at the
"command" level): "help us to control Dad's drinking so he can be
strong, go to work, and allow us to keep problems inside the family";
while (at the relationship level) "Don't come in and get involved with
family business because then you wi 11 be in control, i.e. strong, -
and Dad won't be - and you will be directly violating our meta rule."
In this study, the researcher has hypothesized that through the
use of metaphoric communication it may be possible both to better
understand the confusion of meaning illustrated above, and to respond
with clinical interventions which will less directly violate or threa-
ten family rules and myths. In directly discussing the function of
the symptom in the family's interactional patterns with larger systems,
it may become confusing since the therapist is herself a larger system
representative. Thus if the family says to the therapist: "We are
doomed to chronic symptomatic cries for help but we are also doomed
to never be helped," they are both describing their historical pattern
of interaction with larger systems to the therapist and they are simul-
taneously engaging in the very behavior they are describing. Any ob-
vious di rect response is likely to put the therapist in a double bind,
since either trying to help or refusing to try to help puts the supra
system exactly into the same "stuck" pattern where it has been before.
If, instead, the relationship is addressed more indirectly
through a metaphoric level of communication, it may be that an "illu-
sion of alternative" will be created, allowing an atmosphere which
feels new and different to the family. Any hint of this new or di f-
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ferent context of relationship may create the energy necessary for
change of some sort to occur. Just to be able, through metaphoric
communication, to meta comment on the supra system relationship while
engaging in it (which too often happens without an awareness that the
"helper" is participating in creating the supra system), may provide
a new atmosphere in which change could potentially occur.
The use of metaphoric communication may also be useful as change
is beginning to occur, following the initial assessments and hypo-
theses concerning the function of the symptom in the supra system's
interactional patterns. The family's stance in relation to the lar-
ger system may preclude the possibility of attributing change to the
therapeutic relationship, i.e., if the family acknowledges that change
is occuring due to interventions coming from outside the family and
they are organized around controlling the boundaries between them and
larger systems, then they may be compelled to respond negatively to
the change in order to restore their control of that important bound-
ary. If change is addressed more indirectly and attributed as having
come from within the family despi te the intrusions of larger systems,
the family may be able to allow (and even to initiate) change to con-
ti nue.
It may be easier to verbalize this in metaphoric language rather
than discussing it more directly: the therapist may find herself in
an impossibly awkward if not altogether ludicrous position if she
attempts to compliment the family for its transformations despite
her intrusive presence. If, on the other hand, she is able to discuss
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change in what appears to be a more tangential or metaphoric style,
she runs less risk of appearing either hypocritical ("I don't know
how this family has managed to get so healthy with clumsy old me
under foot like this —
") or boorish ("1 know things are better
around here without me intruding like this but, golly, I guess I'll
just go on being right here in the way").
An unexpected finding of this study suggests that the family
with extremely rigid boundaries is not at the opposite end of the
spectrum from the family with apparently no boundaries between it-
self and larger systems. What seemed, in fact, to be more useful was
to view these two types of family as two sides of the same coin which,
when spinning in motion, looks like one entity. The clinical impli-
cations for treating families like the Greens (rigid boundaries) and
the Laportes (diffuse boundaries) suggest that as long as the primary
concern of the family is its relationship with outsiders, the same
treatment approach may be equally useful for both families. Again,
the metaphor of control as expressed in the symptomatic drinking seems
to be a communication from the whole family about its stance in rela-
tion to large systems.
The significance of secrets in the families interviewed for this
study has clear clinical implications for the kind of interventions
which might be most useful and acceptable to study families. The
Milan Associates have focused some of their most exciting and innova-
tive work around the keeping of prescribed family secrets in families
where existing "secrets" are apparently more toxic because of how they
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are kept (and not kept) than because of their actual content. This
approach should be routinely considered as a potentially useful
invention in families where drinking appears often to be both a
"secret" everyone knows about (i.e. Mrs. Green's grandfather) and/or
a smoke-screen for more toxic family secrets.
Acknowledging the sociocultural factors invol vtngithe family's
organization around problem drinking is essential in understanding and
addressing what the family is communicating about its relationship
to larger systems. If the family is part of a religious context in
which the confession of sins has a cyclical pattern, it would be
important to understand how it is that they are involving church hel-
pers in the family problem. A family in which hard work is a highly
significant value may be communicating something quite different in
its organization about problem drinking than a family where The Sys-
tem (and any attempt to engage optimistically in it) is viewed with
contempt. In the latter, maintaining control in relation to the out-
side world may be specifically communicated by doing nothing (refusing
to change).
Research concerns and suggestions for future research
.
Research concerns . The special problems of being a larger system re-
presentative while researching a family's stance in relation to larger
systems representati ves include, of course, that the data represents
several contextual levels of meaning. The family is asked to com-
municate about the very relationship it is simultaneously engaged in.
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The resulting information is, therefore, potentially very rich, in
the researcher is receiving the analogic meta commenting along
with the more static reported information. It is also, of course,
a significant factor in complicating the findings in that the re-
searcher is both observing and simultaneously engaged in enacting the
relationship being observed.
Research on families is always limited to being representative
only of the reality occuring at that particular moment in the inter-
actional patterns and communications representing the family's history
and systemic organization. While the in-depth case study method af-
fords an opportunity to observe and analyze the detailed information
gleaned from transactional patterns and communications of an active,
moving system, there are obvious limitations imposed by the small
size of the sample and the artificial "laboratory" conditions in which
the system is being studied.
Suggestions for future research
. This study might be replicated with
a larger sample of families. This would allow for more hypotheses
to be formulated, for example, about the differences between single
parent alcoholic family supra systems and intact family supra systems.
S
.
1 nee the developmental stage happened to be very similar in this
sample, it is suggested that another sample be studied which would
include families at other developmental stages.
Interviewing families which would include the presence of one problem
drinker who was still actively drinking, might suggest additional hypo-
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theses i nformed by the Steinglass' alcoholic family life cycle model,
how the "wet, stable" or “wet unstable" phase in the family's life
cycle connects with their 3-generational life cycle history of relat-
ing to larger systems.
An useful comparative study might be made of similarities and
differences between the interactional patterns of multigenerational
alcoholic families and larger systems and the same interactional pat-
terns in families where significant problem drinking appears in only
one generation. The same comparative study is suggested in comparing
alcoholic family systems with non-alcoholic family systems from simi-
lar sociocultural backgrounds. This might further elucidate why fami-
lies with potentially similar meta rules and/or family myths might
choose or not choose to engage, through symptomatic drinking behaviors,
with larger systems.
It might be important to replicate this study with a sample which
was not Catholic, or was at least more representative of other reli-
gions. The patterns of interactions with larger systems may be heavi-
ly influenced by the family's religious experience and this would seem
crucial to determine.
Although this study is, on the report level, "longitudinal; it
is suggested that 3 longitudinal study using the same interview format
be done to understand more about how interactional patterns might
change in the third generation, expecially as it is affected by the
varying experience (or lack of experience) of family treatment. It
might also be useful to do a follow-up longitudinal study designed to
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understand how - if at .1, - the experience of being interviewed about
the family's interactional patterns with larger systems has affected
subsequent patterns of interaction with larger systems.
Final ly, it is the hypothesis of the researcher that the impor-
tance of exploring metaphoric communication in these families might
be addressed in a variety of research designs. Research topics might
be formulated which would focus much more intensively on the use of
metaphoric communication in how the family chooses to discuss the
drinking and/or their stance in the family-helper supra system, as
well as how metaphoric communication might be used in future assess-
ments and clinical interventions.
It is hoped that as systemic family therapy and communication
theory continues to be innovatively combined, there will be increas-
ing possibilities for more systemic research in understanding the
communication levels and loops touched on in this study.
The most significant finding of this study may be the possibility
of multi generational alcoholic families organizing around the symptom
of drinking in order to exert a kind of active, cyclical control: the
family uses the symptom in order to involve outsiders. The family
creates a pattern of inviting in helpers in order to render them impo-
tent and extrude them. This cyclical, mul ti generational organization
focuses on an unusual degree of need to exert control in relation to
outsiders in an active cyclical pattern which can best be researched
through analysis of family rules, myths, and metaphorical communication.
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appendix a
Letter to Referring Therapist
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Dear
As you know, I am doing research on mul ti generational alrnhnl
Massachusetts H lZn? '«ert at1onVThe S“ier f
report^ alcohol Lhn^ 9 T, 1 nterview ^veral families who havep ted abuse as a problem in more than one generation anHWho have at least one family member* who has in the plst or scurrently seeking professional help for the problem.
I would like your help in contacting families. Would if he
for
S
!?rnJT
r y° U t
?-
aSk
-
any families who have come to your agencya coho counseling if they would be willing to be contacted bvme. I would explain my project to them as I have indicated in the
am
C
lu
ed I "troduct
1
' on and Request for Research Participation." I
askina°farnl
°Sln9 the following: a list of questions which I will be
rnnlen/fT I"
3 tw0
.
part video-taped interview; an informed
consent form; a form giving permission to video tape the interviews.
to hearino
h
frlH
9 t0 bf" 9 inten” ewin9 in November. I look forward
at kfiHnH ? y° U 3t y° Ur ear1lest convenience. Please phone me
"* have any questions. Thank you for your consider-
ation.
*The family member/s seeking help need not necessarily be thedrinker/s. J
Si ncerely
,
Di sty Mi Her
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appendix b
Introduction and Request for Research Parti ci
(Phone statement)
pation
"He! lo Mr. /Mrs. /Ms.
a graduate' student 'at the Universi tV’of^ssIrhN^il^' Vm
name) at (aqencv) sunnec+oH + h °I
Massa
^
us etts and (therapist's
hel P me out~wi th mv
y
r5iiarch
9
nmiH h t T^'0Ur Iamily mi ? ht de able to
“
families who have someone in the family wi th"!/!
8
-^
ln ,nte rviewing
can understand more about Zt has h^pful' TnTZTt
family $50 to partici^Hnll" ? ew n T o Id* ! S ^e^
?hi o nd rnp
membe
^-
0f the family Present at tre Interview. Does
consider^ If
so,
f
eth
^9 you would be willing to ask your family to
decided.
'
’ W1 ca you back on
__( day
)
to see what you have
There are a few more things for you
you and your family are making your
you are willing to participate. The
so that I can review the tapes when
can arrange either to interview you
where I work - it will be up to you.
in the interview can refuse to answe
fortable or intrusive, and of course
any point.
to know about the interview when
decision about whether or not
interview will be videotaped
I am writing up the research. I
at your home or at the clinic
Any family member participating
r any question which seems uncom-
you can stop the interview at
In! til L T q i" 5 . 1 W0U,d be ask1 "9 would P^taio generally tohow he family spends its time both at home and outside thehow the drinking affects daily family life and what hasbefore to solve family problems.
home
,
been tried
Do you have any questions to ask me? If you think of anything you
want to ask me when you and the family are making your decision,please feel free to call me. My number is 584-3088.
Thanks for your time. I'll be getting back to you on
What's the best time to reach you?
Thanks again!
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appendix c
Informed Consent
Participant's Name
Project Title: llMJXjiys terns Approach to Problem liri.n,,
De§£rj£t ion and Explanation of Procedure:
Dusty Miller, a doctoral candidate in Counseling at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts is conducting a research project in the field
of family therapy. She wants to learn more about the ways in which
families respond to problem drinking in the family and the ways in
which they have tried to solve the problem.
Ms. Miller would like to conduct a two-hour interview with you
and your family. In the first part of the interview, she will ask
you and your family questions pertaining to general patterns of daily
life for the whole family to help her get acquainted with the family
and understand more about how your family is organized. In the second
segment, she will ask you questions which specifically pertain to
drinking problems in the family so that she can learn more about how
you have tried to solve the problem, who is most concerned about the
problem, and how the problem involves different family members.
The interview will be videotaped so that Ms. Miller can review
the interviews for her research. (A separate consent form for video-
taping is provided for your signature.)
—
l-Sks and Dis comforts : Every effort will be made to respect your
230
privacy. If any any point you are uncomfortable with a question you
may freely refuse to answer.
Mential Benef its: Understanding more about how problem drinking
affects your family and how the problem has been treated may help in
future family therapy treatment for other families who share the
problem. The interview may also clarify how your family interacts
and may be helpful to you, although the purpose is mainly for the
gathering of information.
Consent : I have been satisfactorily informed of the above-described
procedure with its possible risks and benefits. I give permission
for Dusty Miller to interview my family. I understand that at any
time I am free to withdraw this consent and discontinue participation
in this project.
Si gnature:
Witness to Signature:
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appendix d
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
In addition to the "Introduction and Request for Research Parti-
cipation" (Appendix B) and the consent form (Appendix C), several
other provisions of follow-up and participant protection are included
in this study.
The study will be explained to all participants at the beginning
conjoint family interview. An abstract of the study will be available
upon request.
Confidentiality of all participants will be maintained through-
out the study. Names and other identifying information will be
changed in this study.
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appendix e
Consent for Videotaping
I (We) authorize Dusty Miller to use any audio-visual recordings
made of myself/us/my son, daughter, etc.. Said use by Dusty Miller
shall be limited to purposes of research and may be presented only
before professionals in groups with the approval of myself/my spouse/
my son
, daughter, etc.
.
*

